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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Quality health care has been declared a right for all 

citizens; however, it has not been consistently evidenced 

throughout our health care system. Therefore, health care 

consumers have flexed their political muscle and demanded 

that they be guaranteed quality health care when hospital

ized. In 1972, Public Law 92-603 amended Title XI of the 

Social Security Act to include Section 249 F which requires 

that Professional Standards Review of physicians' services 

for Medicare and Medicaid patients be conducted. In addi

tion, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals 

(JCAH) extends the requirement of peer review to all hospi

tals and practices which seek accreditation. Peer Review, 

as described in the Performance Evaluation Procedure (PEP) 

Manual for health care institutions, identifies physician 

behaviors that are evaluated to determine the quality of 

medical care delivered. Section 730 of the PEP Manual also 

describes the equally important, but not yet required, eval

uation of nonphysician health care professional behaviors. 

Of particular interest is the reference made to professional 

nursing's accountability for the delivery of quality 

nursing care. 

1 
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Professional nursing should be held accountable for the 

quality of nursing care regardless of whether the accounta

bility is mandated by law or not. Personal accountability 

for one's practice is one of the hallmarks of a profession; 

that is, each practicing nurse should ensure that quality 

nursing care is received by the patient. Many factors 

influence the quality of this care rendered by the profes

sional nurse. However, the nurse's knowledge and skill 

derived from educational programs have been identified as 

one factor which can influence quality health care. 

In many health care settings, professional nursing is 

being practiced by individuals with wide differences in 

their level of educational preparation. In addition, educa

tional preparation seems not to influence the hiring criteria 

for most staff nurse positions. This situation is unlike 

that found among physicians who share a common minimum level 

of educational preparation. The question then arises con

cerning the possible effect differences in the level of edu

cational preparation in nursing may have on the quality of 

nursing care as measured by Standards of Quality Nursing 

Care. 

Statement of Problem 

The specific question identified for study was: How 

does the level of educational preparation in nursing relate 
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to the quality of nursing care, in a primary nursing setting, 

as determined by Standards of Quality Nursing Care? 

Statement of Purpose 

The purposes of this study were: 

1. To identify the highest level of educational preparation 

of nurses who care for patients in a primary nursing 

setting. 

2. To determine the quality of nursing care delivered 

within a primary nursing setting. 

3. To relate the highest level of educational preparation 

of nurses with the quality of nursing care delivered 

in a primary nursing setting. 

Background and Significance 

The Professional Standards Review Organizations 

(PSROs), mandated by Public Law 92-603, provide for the 

establishment of a national system of medical peer review 

(Hegyvary & Haussmann, 1976b). One component of this review 

is medical care evaluation. The Joint Commission on 

Accreditation of Hospitals also includes the component of 

medical care evaluation (Hegyvary & Haussmann, 1976b). While 

neither the PSROs nor the JCAH require that professional 

nursing conducts nursing care evaluation, the JCAH does de

fine five Standards for Nursing Services (JCAH, 1970). Of 

these five Standards, four relate to nursing service 
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organization, policies, and structural attributes, and one 

relates to the need for documentation of the Nursing Process. 

Presently then, professional nursing only is required to 

provide evidence for satisfactory fulfillment of documenta

tion of patient care in institutions which seek JCAH accred

itation. It is anticipated, however, that peer review for 

nonphysician health care professionals, which would include 

evaluation of care delivered, will be mandated by Public 

Law in the future (Hauser, 1975; Hegyvary & Haussmann, 1976bL. 

In view of this likelihood, professional nursing has 

laid the foundation for holding its practitioners accountable 

for their delivery of care. In 1974, the American Nurses' 

Association, at its convention, issued resolutions which 

emphasized the need for identifying standards of care 

(Hauser, 1975). This has since been done, and a variety of 

efforts have been made to measure the quality of nursing 

care according to these standards. Some approaches have 

been structurally based and focus on the organization of 

the patient care system. Some have been process based and 

focus on the actual performance of care; and, some have peen 

outcome oriented, and focus on the patient's welfare 

(Haussmann, Hegyvary & Newman, 1976). Hegyvary and Haussmann 

(1976d} contend that, although the complete model of patient 

care includes all three components (structure for delivery, 

actual performance or process, and outcome), the most valid 
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measure of the quality of nursing care of the patient is the 

Nursing Process itself. The Nursing Process is defined as 

"the comprehensive set of nursing activities performed in 

the delivery of a patient's care" and includes four phases: 

"assessing the problems or needs of the patient; planning 

for care; implementing the plan of care; and evaluating and 

updating the plan of care by evaluating the patient's 

response" (Haussmann et al., 1976, p. 6). 

As professional nursing is currently practiced in the 

United States, individuals with varying degrees of educational 

preparation are employed by hospitals and other health care 

agencies. Most aspects of employment include the individ

ual's responsibility for carrying out the Nursing Process. 

There are indications that the employing agencies assume 

that all professional nurses, regardless of their level of 

educational preparation, are capable of assuming complete 

responsibility for the Nursing Process (Abdellah, Beland, 

Martin, & Matheney, 1973; Boyd, 1975; DeChow, Malstrom, & 

Ogden, 1968; Forest, 1968; Haussmann et al., 1976; Moore, 

1967). The literature, however, provided evidence that the 

different types of nursing education endow their graduates 

with varying abilities and capabilities in utilizing the 

Nursing Process (Benner & Kramer, 1972; Boyd, 1975; Francis, 

1972; Meyer, 1958; National League for Nursing, 1966, 1968, 

1973; Waters, Chater, Vivier, Urrea & Wilson, 1972). 
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Yet, literature is limited in studies which investigate the 

effect that the level of educational preparation has on 

quality of nursing care. 

Education was one of the correlates of quality nursing 

care that was identified in the development of "Monitoring 

Quality of Nursing Care" by Haussmann et al. (1976). As 

they conducted large scale testing of their instrument, 

they concluded that the nurse's education had a possible 

latent effect on the quality of nursing care; however, they 

could not discount the effect that organizational realities 

might have on the educational ideals. They recommended 

controlling for nursing unit organizational structure in 

future studies which focused on influence of the nurse's 

education on the quality of nursing care delivered. 

Specifically, they believed that a study that included an 

organizational structure that was predisposed to high quality 

care could possible identify the nurse's education as a 

significant influence. 

Primary nursing has been identified as an organizational 

structure that promotes a high quality of nursing care 

(Leninger, Little & Carnevali, 1972; Logsdon, 1973; Manthey, 

Ciske, Robertson, & Harris, 1970; Marram, Schlegel, & Bevis, 

1974; Smith, 1977). In addition, in a primary nursing set

ting, one nurse is held responsible for the total care of 

the patient during his hospitalization. This focus of 
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responsibility allows for the review of one particular 

nurse's performance in rendering quality care based on an 

evaluation of the Nursing Process. 

In a primary nursing setting then, a study of the 

effect that level of educational preparation may have on 

quality of nursing care would contribute to the body of 

nursing knowledge that seeks to identify variables which 

influence quality care. A study of this nature is vital 

as professional nursing assumes accountability for its 

practice. 

Conceptual Framework 

Standards of quality nursing care are based on structure, 

process, and outcome of the care providing system. Process 

standards are descriptions of behaviors of nurses at the 

desired level of performance (Nicholls, 1977a) .• The standards 

of the Nursing Process include: assessment of the problems 

or needs of the patient; planning for care; implementing the 

plan of care; and evaluating the plan of care. 

Hypothesis 

The study hypothesis was: To determine if a difference 

exists in the quality of nursing care rendered in a primary 

nursing setting as related to the hurseis highest ~level of 

educational preparation in nursing. 
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Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study, the following terms 

were defined: 

Level of Educational Preparation: the highest degree 

obtained in formal academic preparation in nursing. This 

would include: an Associate Degree in Nursing, a Nursing 

Diploma, a Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing, Post Baccalau

reate studies in Nursing, and a Master's Degree in Nursing. 

Nursing Process: "the comprehensive set of nursing 

activities performed in the delivery of a patient's care" 

including "assessing the problems or needs of the patient, 

planning for care, implementing the plan of care, and 

evaluating and updating the plan of care by evaluating the 

patient's responses" (Haussmann et al., 1976, p. 6). 

Primary Nursing: "the distribution of nursing so that 

the total care of the individual patient is the responsibil

ity of one nurse, not many nurses" (Marram et al., 1974, 

p. 1). This approach to nursing includes a primary nurse 

providing initial patient assessment, assuming accountability 

for planning comprehensive round-the-clock care for the 
. 

patient both during and immediately following hospital stay, 

and providing nursing care services to that patient while 

coordinating care with associate (other) nurses (Marrara et 

al. , 197 4) . 
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Quality of Nursing Care: the numerical value obtained 

from the systematic analysis of selected components of the 

Nursing Process derived from the Criteria Master List for 

Quality of Nursing Care (Haussmann et al., 1976). 

Limitations 

For the purposes of this study, the following 

limitations were considered: 

1. The quality of nursing care was measured using a 

Nursing Process instrument which is limited to only one 

criterion. 

2. The concept of primary nursing was limited to that which 

is practiced within one institution whose ph~losophy of 

the concept may vary from the pure or ideal form. 

3. The level of educational preparation indicated only the 

highest level of nursing achieved and did not attempt 

to identify the effects that previous educational 

achievements may have had on the practitioner's orienta

tion to nursing care. 

4. The level of educational preparation did not take into 

account the differences that a school's philosophy and 

curriculum may have had on their graduates' orientation 

to the Nursing Process. 

s. The investigator did not consciously seek to obtain an 

evenly dispersed number of varied educational levels in 

nursing. 
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Assumptions 

For the purposes of this study the following 

assumptions were identified: 

1. The Nursing Process was a significant variable in 

evaluating the quality of nursing care. 

2. The individual nurse's highest level of educational 

preparation had much more relevance than the basic level 

of educational preparation on the quality of care 

delivered. This greater effect occurred since the 

individual's orientation was most significantly influenced 

by the latest and presumably highest academic exposure. 

Summary 

The health care system has as its mandate the delivery 

of quality health care to all who seek it. Professional 

nursing, a vital component of the health care system, is 

accountable for delivery of quality nursing care. One 

aspect of this accountability is the identification of those 

variables which influence the quality of nursing care 

rendered. 

Primary nursing has been identified as an organizational 

variable that promotes a high quality of nursing care. The 

professional nurse's level of educational preparation in 

nursing also may be a significant correlate of quality 

nursing care. However the literature was limited in studies 
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which investigated this variable. By use of the Criteria 

Master List, this investigation proposed to determine if the 

primary nurse's level of educational preparation in nursing 

significantly affected the quality of nursing care delivered 

within the framework of the Nursing Process. The succeeding 

chapters present the investigation of this problem. 

Chapter 2, the Review of Literature, presents an overview 

of quality nursing care related to the primary nurse's level 

of education. The principal topics incorporated in this 

chapter include: Quality Assurance, Quality Nursing Care, 

Nursing Practice and the Educational Preparation of Nurses, 

and Primary Nursing. The methodology utilized in this 

investigation is discussed in Chapter 3. The setting, popu

lation, sample selection, instrunent, and method and treat

ment of the data collected are presented. Chapter 4, Analysis 

of Data, presents the results and provides an interpretation 

of the findings and statistics. In Chapter 5, Summary, 

Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations are derived 

and presented based on the findings of this investigation. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Within the health care system, more emphasis is being 

placed on the provision of quality care and the establish

ment of measures necessary to assure quality. Professional 

nursing, as a vital component of the health care system, has 

a great interest in establishing evidence for and maintaining 

control over, the quality of care provided by its practi

tioners. Presently, nursing's stimulus, as it progresses 

along the path of maturity leading to full recognition as 

an intellectual profession and an academic discipline, is 

the need to demonstrate accountability and responsibility 

among its practitioners for the quality of care provided. 

The future may alter this stimulus by adding the mandatory 

legal requirement of Professional Standards Review (PSR) of 

serv~ces for patients who participate in Medicare, Medicaid, 

and Maternal-Child Health programs, or for all patients 

should National Health Insurance become a reality. There

fore, nursing must invest tremendous interest in the area of 

evaluating the quality of nursing care presently delivered 

to identify those variables which promote high quality care. 

This investment is imperative if nursing does not wish to 

abdicate self-control of its practice. A review of the 

12 
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literature will be presented to document the current body of 

knowledge pertaining to quality assurance and to quality 

nursing ~are. A discussion of the educational preparation 

of the nurse providing the care, and one organizational 

structure, primary nursing, also will be included. 

Quality Assurance 

The health care system exists to provide care to 

members of society who are in need of reestablishing or who 

wish to maintain the integrity of their health. The profes

sions of medicine and nursing are but two of the several 

health care professions which are included in this system. 

As such, medicine and nursing "exist at the will of society 

and are influenced by the changes in the society they serve" 

(Nicholls, 1977a, p. 42). Society, at large, has taken a 

greater interest in the health care system within the last 

decade. This interest has been generated, most probably, 

by advancing scientific technology which has brought 

expanded knowledge and awareness to the attention of the 

general public. Included in this increased awareness is 

the greater emphasis placed on the expense associated with 

the health care system. Today, men and women live longer, 

and presumably healthier, lives due to medical and scien

tific advances in the treatment and prevention of disease 

and disability and in health promotion. Individuals have 
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come to expect health care services to be available and to 

be . assured of high quality care at a reasonable cost (Sward, 

1975). 

In October 1972, the United States Congress passed and 

the President signed Public Law 92-603, an amendment to 

Title XI of the Social Security Act to "promote effective, 

efficient, and economical delivery" of health services 

(U.S. Congress, 1972, p. 1). Section 249F of this law 

established Professional Standards Review Organizations 

(PSROs} as a prerequisite for institutional (hospital and 

other health care agency) participation in the federally 

financed programs of Medicare (Title 18), Medicaid (Title 

19), and Maternal-Child Health (Title 5). The PSROs com

prise a national system of medical peer review which is 

regionally based and conducted. The Secretary, Department 

of Health, Education, and Welfare has designated 203 

regional PSROs in the United States. Within each regional 

PSRO, continual review of health care services provided to 

patients whose care is financed through Medicare, Medicaid, 

and Maternal Child-Health programs is mandated. Included. 

in this review are the areas of: (1) determining whether 

admission of the patient to an institution is medically 

necessary; (2} determining whether the length of stay in 

the institution is consistent with reasonable professional 

judgment; (3) determining whether the services could be 
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provided effectively and more economically by ambulatory 

care or by inpatient care in a different type of facility; 

and (4) determining whether the quality of the services to 

the patient conforms to appropriate professional standards 

(Geoffrey, 1977). It can be seen, therefore, that in 

addition to the emphasis placed on the proper utilization 

of hospitals and alternative health care agencies, emphasis 

is placed also on an evaluation of the medical care the 

patient receives (Hegyvary & Haussmann, 1976a). 

The concept of medical care evaluation was addressed 

by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH) 

(1970). All hospitals seeking JCAH accreditation after 

July 1, 1975 must provide evidence that medical care evalua

tion, in the form of peer review, is conducted. Peer 

review was defined for nurses by the American Nurses' 

Association (ANA) as the: 

... process by which registered nurses, actively 
engaged in the practice of nursing, appraise the quality 
of nursing care in a given situation in accordance with 
the established standards of practice. (ANA, 1973, 
p. 1) 

Peer review for physicians would be conducted in a similar 

fashion. The significance of the JCAH directive sterns from 

its applicability to all patients cared for in institutions 

seeking JCAH accreditation as opposed to the PSROs concern 

with only those patients involved in federally financed 

programs. The JCAH developed the Performance Evaluation 
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Procedure (PEP) Manual to facilitate the evaluation of the 

medical care provided. This manual provides a methodology 

to ''effectively assess the quality of patient care on the 

basis of patient outcome data and retrospect chart review" 

(Christoffel & Jacobs, 1974, p. 34). Physicians who provide 

care for patients in institutions which participate in fed

erally financed programs and/or which seek JCAH accredita

tion can generally satisfy both the PSRO and the JCAH 

medical care evaluation requirements with the PEP Manual. 

While both the PSROs and the JCAH are concerned with 

documentation of quality health care, their requirements 

legally extend only to the medical care the patient 

receives. However, both do address the concept of quality 

nursing care. In the PSRO manual, reference is made to 

nonphysician health care practitioners. These practitioners 

are defined as: 

... those health care professionals who do not have 
a Doctor of Medicine or a Doctor of Osteopathy degree, 
but who deliver direct patient care which is directly 
or indirectly reimbursed by Medicare, Medicaid, and/or 
Maternal-Child Programs. These nonphysician health 
care practitioners must be qualified by education, 
experience, and/or licensure to practice their profes
sion. (U~S. Dept. of Health, Education, & Welfare, 
1975, p. 21) 

This reference to the nonphysician health care practitioner 

has come to be accepted as the reference with specific 

applicability to the professional nurse. Davidson, Burleson, 

Crawford, and Christofferson (1977) have interpreted this 
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reference to indicate that nurses must provide evidence 

that they are involved in the activities of: (1) develop

ing and continually modifying norms, criteria, and standards 

for their area of practice; (2) developing review mechanisms 

to be used for peer assessment of nurses' performance; 

(3) conducting health care review of nurses by their 

peers; (4) working to establish continuing education pro

grams to assure the utilization of the results of the 

review; and (5) where appropriate, praticipating with 

physicians in review committees. Geoffrey (1977) contended 

that nursing performance will soon come under particular 

scrutiny as nurses are the "most numerous of the nonphysi

cian health care practitioners" (p. 30). As such, he con

tended, the professional nurse has an important role in 

decision-making regarding quality of health care. Horswell 

(1975) noted that the logical evolvement of the PSRO 

authority will be the demand that the nonphysician health 

care practitioner evaluate and monitor the care provided. 

Nicholls and Wessells (1977) sensed an urgent pressure on 

nursing to develop more precise standards for nursing care, 

and to devise effective means to measure the degree of 

achievement of these standards as a result of the Public 

Law which established PSROs. Furthermore, Nicholls (1977a) 

believed that with the passage of some form of National 

Health Insurance, all health care professionals will be 
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expected to evolve practice standards and monitor adherence 

to them. Hegyvary and Haussmann (1976b) contended that the 

intent of PL 92-603 will be extended to include the pro

fessional nurse. 

So definite is the assumption that professional nurses 

will be legally included in PSROs in the immediate future, 

a contract was established between the Department of Health, 

Education, and Welfare, Health Services Administration, 

Office of Professional Standards Review, Bureau of Quality 

Assurance and the American Nurses' Association. The stated 

purpose of this contract (HSA NO 105-74-207) was to "develop 

model sets of criteria for screening quality, appropriate

ness, and necessity of nursing care in settings for which 

PSROs have responsibility" (American Nurses' Association, 

1975b, p. v). The result has been the preparation of a manual 

to serve as an educational tool to aid in the development 

of a system for evaluation of quality nursing care (American 

Nurses' Association, 1976). 

The JCAH also addressed the concept of the role of 

professional nursing in assuring quality of care. Section 

730 of the PEP Manual describes the importance of the eval

uation of nonphysician health care practitioners. In this 

reference, professional nursing is held accountable for the 

delivery of quality nursing care. In addition, the JCAH, 

in its Accreditation Manual for Hospitals, defined five 
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Standards for Nursing Services, four of which relate to 

nursing service organization, policies, and structural 

attributes, and one which relates to professional nursing 

activities (JCAH, 1970). This Standard stated "there shall 

be evidence that the Nursing Service provides safe, effi

cient, and therapeutically effective nursing care through 

the planning of each patient's care and the effective 

implementation of the plans" (JCAH, 1970, p. 10). 

Professional Standards Review Organizations and the 

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals are two 

examples of forces outside a profession which demand quality 

assurance. Another source of external control is the 

American Hospital Association. In 1971, the Association 

issued a Policy Statement on the Provision of Health Ser

vices which focused on the individuals providing health care. 

The system must support only those providers that meet 
standards of effectiveness, quality, and efficiency. 
Providers rendering good quality care in the most eco
nomic manner must be continued and developed, providers 
not providing such care must be assisted to do so, and 
providers unwilling or incapable of providing such care 
must not be supported. (American Hospital Association, 
1971, p. 1) 

The PSROs, American Hospital Association, JCAH, and oth~r 

similar structures rely on the law, public concern, economic 

circumstances, and institutional policy. The strength of 

these forces has been evidenced only recently, and with 

respect to professional nursing, is only in its gestational 
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period. There are other forces, within the profession, 

however, which have influenced professional nursing for 

decades. 

The basis for these internal forces was summarized in 

Donabedian's commentary on social contracts between society 

and a profession. 

There is a social contract between society and the 
professions. Under its terms, society grants the 
profession authority over functions vital to itself, 
and permits them considerable autonomy in the conduct 
of their own affairs. In return, the professionals 
are expected to act responsibly, always mindful of 
the public trust. Self regulation to assure quality 
performance is at the heart of this relationship. It 
is the authentic hallmark of a mature profession. 
(Donabedian, 1972, p. xi} 

Quality Nursing Care 

The concept of quality nursing care was first addressed 

by Florence Nightingale in Notes on Matters Affecting the 

Health, Efficiency, and Hospital Administration of the 

British Army (1858). Nightingale emphasized the structural 

conditions (clean air, sunlight, adequate diet, and so 

forth) that she had observed as necessary for patient 

recovery. Sward (1975) noted that a "moral commitment to 

the concept of quality nursing care was made almost 80 years 

ago by the organization that later became the American 

Nurses' Association" (p. 29). Adda Eldredge indicated her 

concern for quality nursing care in 1932 when she identi

fied many of the factors which comprise the major dimensions 
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of quality today (Hegyvary, Gertner, & Haussmann, 1975). 

rrhis commitment to quality nursing has been and is the 

rn.a jor thrust of the American Nurses' Association. In 1972, 

t he ANA set, as one of its priorities, the promotion of 

peer review as a means of maintaining standards of care. 

In 1973, the American Nurses' Association Congress for 

Nursing Practice i~sued Guidelines for Peer Review, and, at 

the convention, resolutions were made to again emphasize 

standards of care. From these resolutions emerged two 

major steps directed towards professional and public assur

ance of quality of nursing care: development of generic and 

specialty Standards of Nursing Practice; and, programming 

for national implementation of these Standards (Phaneuf, 

1975). Phaneuf (1975) directed attention to these American 

Nurses' Association actions which are "bold and courageous" 

as "no other health profession has moved in this dynamic 

way under voluntary national organizational leadership" 

(p. 138). 

The Standards of Nursing Practice, of which Phaneuf 

spoke, were developed through the efforts of the Congress 

for Nursing ~ractice and the Division on Nursing Practice 

of the American Nurses' Association (ANA). The need for 

their identification and implementation was based on the 

premise that as "nursing care is a major component of 

health care, quality assurance in nursing is essential to 
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sJuarantee the overall quality of health care" (ANA, 1975b, 

po v). The Standards that emerged are "based on the pre

mise that the individual nurse is responsible and account

able to the client for the quality of nursing care the 

client receives" and are to be "considered baseline for 

determining quality of care" (ANA, 1975b, p. 2). These 

Standards require that all clients have nursing diagnoses 

derived from the health status data collected; that the 

data be collected systematically and continuously; that the 

plan of nursing care include goals derived from the nursing 

diagnosis, identification of priorities, and prescription 

of nursing approaches to achieve the goals; that client 

orientation to the plan of care, in addition to client 

collaboration in goal determination and progress evaluation, 

be included; and, that reassessment, reordering of priorities, 

new goal setting, and revision of the plan of nursing care 

accompany any failure to achieve progress towards goal 

attainment (ANA, 1975~)., The ANA underscored the need for 

implementation of Standards of Practice based on its con

tention that: 

... nursing's concern for the quality of its services 
constitutes the heart of its responsibilities to the 
public. The more expertise required to perform the 
service, the greater is society's dependence on those 
who carry it out. Nursing must control its practice 
in order to guarantee the quality of its services to 
the public. Behind that guarantee are the standards 
of the profession which provide assurance that service 
of a high quality will be provided. This is essential 
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both for the protection of the public and the profession 
itself. A profession which does not maintain the con
fidence of the public will soon cease to be a social 
forqe. (ANA, 1975b, ·p.,. 1) 

The confidence of the public will be maintained only 

if continuous measurement of the quality of nursing care 

based on these Standards is undertaken. Approaches for 

measuring the quality of care generally have followed the 

framework identified by Donabedian, "one of the foremost 

authorities on evaluation of (medical) care" (Block, 1975, 

p. 189). Donabedian (1966) rejected the traditional indices 

of quality of hospital care (morbidity and mortality rates) 

as of little use due to the many factors which can contrib

ute to producing these phenomena. From the approaches 

identified by Sheps in 1955 (examination of the prerequi

sites for adequate care, indices of elements of performance, 

indices of the effects of care, and qualitative clinical 

evaluations), Donabedian (1966) derived the classification 

system of structure, process and outcome. Structurally 

based approaches focus on the organization of the patient· 

care system; process based approaches focus on the actual 

performance of care; and, outcome based approaches focus on 

the patient's welfare (Haussmann et al., 1976). 

Donabedian emphasized the importance of process based 

approaches in the evaluation of the quality of care. He 

stated: 
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. in the particular context of evaluating the 
performance of practitioners in caring for individual 
patients, I have felt it more reasonable to give pri
macy to the process of care and to consider structural 
attributes and outcomes as indirect measure, or evi
dence of the quality of the process, on the assumption 
that certain attributes of structure are conducive to 
the achievement of certain states of the patient. 
(Donabedian, 1975, p. 8) 

He cited the advantage of immediate or early feedback 

concerning quality of care as an inherent characteristic of 

process based approaches. Additional support for this view

point of "primacy to the process of care" is abundant in the 

literature. Hegyvary and Haussmann (1976c) contended that, 

although the complete model of patient care includes all 

three components (structure for delivery, actual performance 

or process, and outcome), the most valid measure of the 

quality of nursing care of the patient is the Nursing 

Process itself. Schlotfeldt (1977) concurred with the focus 

on the actual practice of performance of care, i.e., 

... on assessing the people's health status, assets, 
and deviations from health and on helping sick people 
to regain health and the well or near well to maintain 
or attain health through selective application of nurs
ing science and the use of available nursing strategies. 
(p. 11) 

The American Nurses' Association (1975b) recognized the 

Nursing Process as the model of practice and affirmed its 

utilization as the model of quality appraisal in the examina

tion of the roles of assessment, goal-setting, planning, and 

evaluation. Block (1974) identified the Nursing Process as 
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a construct of basic importance in nursing, as it embodies 

t~uch activities as assessment, planning, implementation or 

intervention, and evaluation. She referred to the fact that 

these activities or principles are incorporated into the 

generic Standards of Practice promulgated by the ANA; and, 

therefore, evaluating them involves examination and judg

ment regarding the nurse's adherence to these principles. 

Block (1975) cited the advantage of process approaches as 

"giving clues to corrective action" because "after all, in 

efforts at improvement of the quality of care, it is not the 

outcome which can be manipulated; rather, it is the profes

sional practice which must be changed in the hope and with 

the expectation that outcomes will change as a result" 

(p. 262). Nicholls (1977c) supported process based approaches 

with her observation that the "actual activities involved in 

providing care are crucial in determining the quality of 

care" (p. 34). Phaneuf (1975) offered the view that "in 

quality assurance, substantial attention must be given to 

the quality assurance methods that center on the Nursing 

Process" which is "nursing's prerogative and responsibility 

and under nursing control" (p. 146). Stevens (1977) 

believed that the "process format offers the most realistic 

area in which to locate quality control" (p. 78). Sward 

(1975) reminded nursing that the ANA's Standards of Nursing 

Practice address themselves to the concept of quality in 
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nursing care and affirm the Nursing Process as a systematic 

ap proach to the delivery and evaluation of quality care. 

A review of the literature further revealed that 

process based approaches, because they can be limited to 

nursing activities, have special relevance for professional 

nursing as it seeks to identify correlates of quality nurs

ing care. Admittedly, there are limitation inherent in 

this approach, some of which are fulfilled in outcome based 

approaches. ~onabedian (1972) identified some of the advan

tages of outcome based evaluations. This format, he stated, 

satisfies the "eminently reasonable argument that all the 

health care in the world is for naught unless it makes some 

impact on health" (Donabedian, 1972, p. 8). It also is 

characterized by much agreement on the identification of 

desired health outcomes. Finally, outcome based evaluations 

possess integrative health care properties, i.e., "at the 

level of the individual patient, they represent the result 

of the efforts of all those involved in the patient's care, 

and at the population level, they represent the operationali

zation of the health care system as a whole" (Donabedian, 

1972, p. 8). However, as global as these advahtages appear, 

their very all-inclusiveness acts as a potent factor in 

eliminating them from usefulness in identifying the actual 

correlates of quality nursing care. 
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A select review, from a large body of current 

literature on outcome based evaluations, emphasized this 

problem of attribution of place and degree of responsibility 

for outcomes. Donabedian (1972) contended that a multiplic

ity of factors can influence health, and, at our present 

state of knowledge, it is not possible to separate the 

contributions of medicine from nursing or from other health 

care professions. Furthermore, it is not possible to iden

tify the subtle effects that psychological, sociological, 

and emotional components inherent in the nature of the 

individual patient may have had on the outcome of the 

patient's health state. Bellinger (1975) made reference to 

the great many non-nursing factors which contribute to a 

patient's health status, as well as to the many outcomes 

which are difficult to evaluate (i.e., satisfaction with 

care, compliance, and so forth). Block (1975) observed that 

a patient's knowledge, behavior, and health state are influ

enced by many factors besides nursing care, and indicated 

that it is extermely difficult to define outcome criteria 

which can be solely attributed to nursing care. 

Hilger (1974) defined an outcome as "an alteration in 

the health status of the consumer" and a criterion as "an 

established objective" which is "written for a very specific 

population of consumers" (Hilger, 1974, pp. 323, 329). The 

emphasis on patient outcome criteria is based on the 
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,iprobable relationship between the quality of patient care 

and the outcome that the patient experiences as a result of 

interventions by physicians and other health care profes

sionals" (JCAH, 1978, p. 143). Some of the patient out

comes evaluated have been identified as health status at 

time of discharge, presence of complications, morbidity and 

mortality rates, and patients' demonstrated knowledge con

cerning health status, level of functioning, and self-care 

activities (JCAH, 1978). Haussmann and Hegyvary (1976c) noted 

that the primary purpose in screening patients' nursing out

comes according to established criteria is to identify those 

situations in which the nursing care had been inadequate. 

A secondary purpose in screening nursing outcome criteria 

is the identification of those nursing interventions that 

positively altered the health status of the patient 

(Haussmann & Hegyvary, 1976c) .• Hagen (1972) observed that 

one advantage of a quality care evaluation based on outcome 

criteria is measuring the extent to which the nursing care 

objectives have been achieved. Outcome criteria "focus 

attention on the consequences of care ... measuring not 

what a nurse taught, but what a patient learned" (Horn & 

Swain, 1975, p. 74). This orientation has the additional 

advantages of recognizing that alternate ways of achieving 

the same goal may exist and allowing for the possibility 
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that the same treatment may yield different results (Horn 

& Swain, 1975). 

There are, however, problems inherent in the use of 

outcome criteria. Block (1975) noted that although she 

espoused the basic tenets of outcome criteria ("philosophi

cally, it is the outcome of his total care which matters to 

the patient" (p. 262), she affirrred the need for each category 

of care provider evaluating his/her own process of care. 

Zimmer (1974b), a major proponent of outcome criteria, con

ceded that overlapping of care responsibilities among all 

health care professionals makes outcome criteria for any 

one health care group difficult to identify. Horn and Swain 

(1975) referred to the "multiply determined nature of health 

status precluding direct ties between specific scores on out

come measures and inferences about the quality of care 

delivered by specific individuals, such as nurses" (p. 81). 

Finally, Lang (1975) conceptualized a major limitation 

inherent in the use of outcome criteria as the acknowledg~ 

ment that medical and nursing interventions may not be the 

most important variables affecting health status. 

Structurally based approaches, while important 

attributes of quality care, are of limited value in deter

mining the correlates of quality nursing care. Stevens 

(1977) contended that this format ''gives conditions under 
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\'i'li. ich it is likely that good nursing care could take place," 

l)\1t it does not "assure that the good care does in fact 

take place" (p. 78). In addition, structurally based 

approaches cannot provide an evaluation of the quality of 

care rendered by an individual practitioner, nor can they 

be used to promote a greater sense of accountability and 

responsibility among professional nurses (Froebe & Bain, 

1976). In summary, while approaches to determine the 

quality of nursing care may be structural, process, or out

come based, the process format, which is based on Standards 

of Practice, presently allows for the most valid measure of 

the quality of the patient's nursing care. 

Quality monitoring. Within the framework of a process 

based approach to evaluating quality of care, a variety of 

methods have been developed. Foremost among these has been 

the Nursing Audit. Froebe and Bain (1976) contended that 

-t;:.he "major purpose of any nursing audit program is to 

measure the nursing care received by the client and to 

compare that care to predetermined standards" (p. 74). The 

value of the audit stems from the "clarification of values" 

which "leads to increased observance of them" (Phaneuf, 

1972, p. 3). A value was defined as an "affective disposi

tion towards a person, object, or idea" (Steele & Harmon, 

1979, p. 1). An individual's life and activities derive 
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t heir directions from the values held by that individual. 

I f the "goal of values clarification is to facilitate self

understanding," it can be inferred that the use of the 

nursing audit format promotes a greater professional aware

ness of the quality of nursing care delivered (Steele & 

Harmon, 1979, p. 1). 

The JCAH developed an audit as a review means of 

examining the charts of discharged patients to determine 

the type of care they had received. Six points are included 

in the audit plan: (1) the establishment of patient care 

criteria; (2) a comparison of the actual practice with the 

established criteria; (3) an analysis of the actual practice 

finidngs; (4) the institution of corrective action; (5) a 

determination of the degree of the corrective action's 

effectiveness by means of a follow-up study; and (6) a 

report of the results of the audit activity (JCAH, 1970). 

The net effect of the audit plan, however, is more a retro

spective review of care processes as Froebe and Bain (1976). 

documented in their example of the assessment of the diabetic 

patients' ability to self-administer insulin following hos

pitalization. 

Instruction giving during the period of hospitalization 
would be considered essential to this behavioral out
come. In this instance, checking diabetics' charts is. 
desirable to determine if the patients went to classes 
for diabetics, received bedside instruction, and indi
cated to teaching personnel whether they understand the 
teaching. Understanding might be recorded in terms of 
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demonstration by the patients or administration of 
their own insulin during the period of hospitalization 
after the instruction. (Froebe & Bain, 1976, p. 76) 

Phaneuf's audit also is a retrospective, process based 

approach. It includes 50 items which measure the quality 

of care a patient received during a particular phase of 

care delivery. The process or actual performance of care 

which is evaluated is not, however, the Nursing Process of 

assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation, but 

rather it is the seven nursing functions which Phaneuf 

contended are contained in statutes of licensure for nurses. 

The conceptual framework utilized is: (1) application and 

execution of the physician's legal orders; (2) observation 

of symptoms and reactions; (3) supervision of those parti

cipating in care, except for the physician; ( 4) supervision 

of the patient; (5) reporting and recording; (6) applica

tion and execution of nursing procedures and techniques; 

and (7) promotion of physical and emotional health by direc

tion and teaching (Phaneuf, 1972). Numerical scores are 

obtained for each subsection, while the total evaluation 

is the sum of all the subsection scores translated into 

words (excellent; good; incomplete i.e., good as far as it 

goes; poor; and unsafe) that describe the quality of care 

(Phaneuf, 1972). Critics point to the functional orienta

tion Phaneuf had chosen as a limiting factor in the useful

ness of the audit as a monitoring agent of the Nursing 
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Pr ocess (Froebe & Bain, 1976). Therefore, while existing 

audits attempt to focus attention on the actual performance 

o :E nursing care, their format does not accomplish this 

goal within the framework of the Nursing Process. 

Numerous other attempts to measure the quality of 

nursing care based on actual performance have been under

taken. The Nursing Problems Priority Inventory (NPPI) was 

developed and based upon Abdellah's scheme of 21 nursing 

problems (Ayers, 1972). Brodt and Anderson (1967) 

developed a Patient Welfare Evaluation instrument based on 

11 components of patient welfare which they contended are 

attributable to nursing practice. The authors claimed that 

these components "possessed a high degree of relevance to 

nursing intervention" and were "derived from the Synergestic 

Theory of Nursing" (Brodt & Anderson, 1967, p. 167). 

Included as components are skin integrity, mobility, 

nutrition-hydration, bladder function, anatomical align

ment, pulmonary function, independence, mental attitude, 

personal appearance, and interaction. Each component is 

evaluated individually and a numerical score is assigned to 

indicate the degree of effectiveness in achieving optimal 

welfare within that component. Total patient welfare scores 

then are derived by summing the individual scores, and the 

results provide ordinal data to evaluate the patient's 

progress and the effects of the medical and nursing process 
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(Brodt & Anderson, 1967). Castles (1972) and Carter, 

H:Llliard, Castles, Slothl, and Cowan (1976) all reported on 

Matheney's four categories of patient problems as presented 

in Patient Centered Approaches to Nursing (Abdellah, Beland, 

Martin, & Matheney, 1960). Problems in Group I represent 

the nursing measures to maintain hygiene, personal comfort, 

activity, rest and sleep, and safety and body mechanics. 

Group II includes the nursing measures to maintain an ade

quate oxygen supply, nutrition, fluid and electrolyte bal

ance, regulatory mechanisms, and sensory function. Group 

III has the nursing measures identified as helpful to the 

patient and family during their emotional reactions to the 

patient's illness. In Group IV, the nursing measures that 

will assist the patient and family to cope with the patient's 

illness and the net life adjustment are discussed. In this 

evaluation indices of quality nursing care are derived from 

three sources of information which incorporate the groups 

of patient problems: the nursing care plan, the nursing 

record, and an audit of the patient and his environment. 

Dunn (1970) approached the measurement of nursing 

performance using a method of observation of behavior 

associated with a nursing task. · The instrument was 

developed to aid the nursing supervisor in an objective 

assessment of the knowledge and skills of staff nurses. 

Dunn selected the five procedures of tracheal suctioning, 
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administration of tube feedings, administration of oral 

medications, administration of intravenous solutions, and 

administration of intramuscular medications and performed 

a task analysis study of the nurse's behavior in performing 

the procedures. The a~thor claimed that the tasks are 

couched in the scientific principles of physiology, 

pharmacology, microbiology, the behavioral sciences, and 

physics, all of which constitute the framework of quality 

nursing practice. 

The Slater Nursing Competencies Rating Scale is yet 

another instrument which purports to measure the quality 

of nursing care based on a process approach. The Scale, 

developed by Doris Slater Stewart in 1964, is composed of 

84 items which ''identify actions performed by nursing per

sonnel as they provide care for patients" (Wandelt & 

Stewart, 1975, p. xiii). The items are arranged into six 

subsections "according to the primary science and cultural 

basis for the nursing care actions ~o be rated'' (Wandelt & 

Stewart, 1975, p. xiii). The subsections are: psychosocial 

with an emphasis on the individual; psychosocial with an 

emphasis on the group; physical; general; communication; 

and professional implications. The categories of nursing 

competencies are identified as best nurse, between best and 

average nurse, average nurse, between average and poorest 

nurse, poorest nurse, not applicable, and not observed. 
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rr·he standard of measurement is the "quality of performance 

o f care expected of a first-level staff nurse" who is 

d{~ .fined as a "nurse who, traditionally is charged with 

r e sponsibility for providing nursing care that is safe, 

adequate, therapeutic,· and supportive in meeting the needs 

of patients" (Wandelt & Stewart, 1975, pp. xiii, 50). The 

authors claimed that although "each rater develops her own 

individual frame of reference to serve as a concrete yard

stick against which to measure competence displayed by a 

nurse performing nursing care activities," the findings 

from tests of the Slater Scale "reveal that variations in 

adjectives which hold generally common meanings for raters 

do not yield differences in ratings" (Wandelt & Stewart, 

1975, pp. 35-36). Slater conceptualized that the value of 

the Scale emanates from the emphasis on clinical competence 

which incorporates the elements of nursing care planning, 

problem-solving, and evaluating the plans of care. The 

measurements derived from the Scale, she believed, can be 

used to evaluate the overall competency level of a first

level staff nurse and the levels of care displayed in par

ticular areas of care. 

A modification of the Slater Scale is the Quality 

Patient Care Scale (QUALPACS) developed by Wandelt and 

Ager in 1969. QUALPACS consists of 68 items which are 

based on actions performed by nursing personnel as they 
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care for individual patients. The items are arranged into 

the same six subsections that are characteristic of the 

Slater Scale and are essentially the same items rewritten 

in a fashion that focuses attention on the nature of the 

care given (rated as best care, between best and average 

care, and so forth) rather than on the competencies demon

strated by the nurse performing the care. The standard of 

measurement remains the same, i.e., the care expected of a 

first-level staff nurse, and the measuring device remains 

the same, i.e., the rater's own frame of reference. 

Other formats based to some degree on the process or 

actual performance of care are "A Quality Control Plan for 

Nursing Services" promulgated by the Commission for Adminis

trative Services in Hospitals (CASH) in 1965, and the Nursing 

Care Quality Evaluation developed by the Veterans Administra

tion (Jelinek, Haussmann, Hegyvary & Newman, 1974). 

A methodology that focuses on the Nursing Process as 

the modality of nursing practice and that reflects the 

generic Standards of Practice advanced by the American 

Nurses' Association is the quality monitoring methodology 

developed by Haussmann, Hegyvary and Newman (1976). Their 

work constituted a contract (Public Health Services Con

tract NO NU-24299) given by the Division of Nursing, Health 

Resources Administration, United States Department of Health, 

Education, and Welfare to the Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's 
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Medical Center (Chicago) and through them, to the Medicus 

Corporation. From a massive two phase project emerged an 

evaluative instrument which delineates each of the dimen

sions of the Nursing Process. Each area is operationally 

defined: the plan of ·care is formulated after the assess

ment is made; the physical needs of the patient are attended; 

the nonphysical needs of the patient are attended; and, 

achievement of nursing care objectives is evaluated. 

Specific indicators of quality for each of the dimensions 

contained in the areas are identified. To comply with the 

operational definition of the Nursing Process, the identi

fied specific indicators or criteria fulfill certain quali

fications: a relationship to nursing; an authoritative 

documentation; a predicted reliability; and, a specific 

Nursing Process dimension relationship. Also included in 

the instrument developed by Haussmann et al. is a portion 

which evaluates some of the structural attributes (unit 

.management and support services) of the nursing care deliv

ery system. 

The complete instrument, the Criteria Master List, 

consists of 257 criteria for quality nursing care. The 

authors claimed its outstanding feature is its level of 

detail: "no other existing methodology for monitoring 

quality of nursi~g is based on an operational definition of 

the Nursing Process to the same degree of specificity and 
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discreteness" (Haussrnann et al., 1976, p. 7). Block (1975) 

c oncurred with this observation and stated that "although 

this method may not solve all problems of process measure

ment in nursing, it is the result of a major effort in the 

area, and it should prove highly useful to those in nursing 

wishing to evaluate quality of nursing care in institutions" 

(p .. 260). 

In summary, many instruments that purport to measure 

the quality of nursing care exist. Of these, the Criteria 

Master List, developed by Haussmann et al., more effectively 

measures the quality of nursing care delivered under the 

aegis of the Nursing Process than do any other presently 

existing instruments. The Nursing Process provides an oper

ational approach to the Standards of Practice advanced by 

the ANA. The conformity of a professional nurse's practice 

to the standards embodied in the Nursing Process can serve 

as a measurement of the quality of nursing care rendered. 

When effective monitoring devices exist, the professional 

nurse can become more accountable to self, the profession, , 

and the public for the quality of nursing care provided. 

Nursing Practice and the Educational 
Preparation of Nurses 

As professional nursing is currently practiced in the 

United States, individuals with varying degrees of educa

tional preparation are employed by hospitals and other 
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h~;alth care agencies. The most recent data indicate that 

in 1974, of the estimated 857,000 registered nurses prac

ticing in the United States, 28,000 (3.3%) were prepared on 

the master's or doctorate level, 130,400 (15.2%) on the 

baccalaureate level, 647,000 (75.5%) on the diploma level, 

and 51,600 (6.0%) on the associate degree level (United 

States Department of Health, Education, & Welfare, 1974). 

Within the hospital and related institution category, 

master's or doctorate prepared nurses constituted 1.3% 

of the staff, baccalaureate prepared nurses, 12.2%, diploma 

prepared nurses, 81.3%, and, associate degree nurses, 5.4% 

(United States Department of Health, Education, & Welfare, 

1974). Earlier data indicated that in 1972, doctorally 

prepared nurses nationally totaled 1,106 (0.2%) of the entire 

registered nurse population, while those employed in hos

pitals totaled 261 (0.1%) (ANA, 1977). The continued trend 

towards a predominance of nonbaccalaureate prepared nurses 

remains despite the 14 years that have passed since the 

ANA published its statement entitled Educational Preparation 

for Nurse Practitioners and Assistants to Nurses: A Posi

tion Paper. At that time, the ANA "affirmed its belief that 

unless all nursing education is upgraded, nurses will be 

handicapped in efforts to provide patient care encompassing 

advances made possible by the explosion of scientific 

knowledge" (ANA, 1965, p. 1). The position regarding this 
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upgrading of nursing education was one which placed the 

E:'.ducation in "institutions of higher learning" (ANA, 1965, 

P~ 1). Distinctions were made regarding minimum prepara

tion for beginning professional nursing (a baccalaureate 

education in nursing) and for beginning technical nursing 

(an associate degree education in nursing). 

The authors of the Position Paper conceptualized that 

care, cure, and coordination are the essential components 

of professional nursing. Constant evaluation of nursing 

practice constitutes a hallmark of professionalism. 

Identifying nursing problems, generating possible solutions, 

and conducting research in the quest to improve the quality 

of nursing care add to the body of theoretical nursing 

knowledge. These abilities, they noted, require "education 

which can only be obtained through a rigorous course of 

study in colleges and universities" (ANA, 1965, p. 6). 

In contrast, technical nursing practice is "unlimited 

in depth, but limited in scope" (ANA, 1965, p. 8). The same 

essential components of practice, care, cure, and coordina- · 

tion, are reflected in technical nursing practice, but they 

are carried out under the direction and supervision of pro

fessional nurse practitioners. Preparation for these 

activities is obtained in an educational program which is 

"technically oriented and scientifically founded, but not 

primarily concerned with evolving theory" (ANA, 1965, p. 8). 
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The authors concluded that the environment for technical 

education ''remains the responsibility of junior and senior 

colleges" as opposed to the "nondegree granting technical 

institute " ( ANA , 19 6 5 , p . 8 ) . 

Nursing Practice Responsibilities and 
Scope of Preparation 

The focus of nursing practice was identified by 

Florence Nightingale in Notes on Nursing--What It Is and 

What It Is Not in 1859 as "putting the patient in the best 

condition for nature to act upon him" (Henderson, 1966, p. 1). 

Orlando (1961) noted that continuous observation and inter

pretation of the patient's behavior, patient validation of 

the nurse's interpretation, and nursing action based on the 

validated inference constituted the responsibilities inher

ent in effective nursing practice. Henderson (1966) con

ceptualized the practice of nursing as "assisting the 

individual, sick or well, in the performance of those activi

ties contributing to health or its recovery (or to peaceful 

death) that he would perform unaided if he had the necessary 

strength, will, or knowledge" (p. 15). The American Nurses' 

Association (1975b) recognized the Nursing Process as the 

framework in which the responsibilities of nursing practice 

are discharged. Carlson (1972) provided support for the 

ANA's position on the Nursing Process: "the philosophical 

and theoretical acceptance of the nursing process is 
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e v idenced by the growing number of books and articles on 

the subject in general, as well as on its component parts: 

the nursing history, nursing diagnosis, and nursing care 

plan" (p. 1589). She further conceptualized the Nursing 

Process as the totality of a three part problem-solving 

approach (assessment, including the nursing history and 

nursing diagnosis; intervention, including the nursing 

orders and nursing care plan; and evaluation, including the 

nursing prognosis, jointly undertaken by the nurse and 

patient. Roy (1971) noted that two factors which are neces

sary for optimal nursing care are included in the Nursing 

Porcess: assessment and intervention. The activities of 

the Nursing Process are accomplished through using judg

ments in the assessment phase, establishing realistic health 

goals, planning and implementing goal directed nursing 

strategies, using the referral system, employing judgment 

and decision-making skills in the evaluation process, colla

borating with other health professionals, and leading and 

managing assistant nursing personnel (Schlotfeldt, 1977). 

The individual nurse's ability to effectively carry out the 

phases of the Nursing Process can be related to the scope 

of the nurse's educational preparation. Areas in which 

differences in abilities among graduates of the various 

types of programs have been documented include: the nature 

of the problem the practitioner solves and the characteristics 
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of the decision-making process; the scope of practice; and 

the attitude towards practice (Waters, Vivier, Chater, 

Urrea, & Wilson, 1972). 

Baccalaureate and higher education. Benner and Kramer 

(1972) contended that the baccalaureate program emphasizes 

educational socialization which promotes the development 

of and adherence to standards of practice, and provides 

in-depth familiarity with decision-making and problem

solving approaches. The extensive body of theoretical 

and empirical knowledge to which the baccalaureate graduate 

has been exposed extends beyond the practical and estab

lished nursing knowledge, and includes a large selection of 

problem-solving approaches (Waters et al., 1972). This 

varied background enables the baccalaureate practitioner to 

identify a wide range of nursing problems, including those 

which are both abstract and/or complex (Nicholls, 1977a). 

The skills and knowledge needed for assessment, goal setting, 

and planning are derived from a balanced general and profes

sional theoretical background (DeChow, Malmstrom, & Ogden, 

1968). Nursing strategies that are selected often are 

innovative (Waters et al., 1972). 

Anderson (1972) noted that this wider range of judgment 

and problem-solving abilities enables the baccalaureate 

nurse to respond to less prescribed situations. In the face 
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of uncertainty, she continued, this nurse utilizes 

deliberative approaches in the selection of appropriate 

str ategies. Nursing strategies often are extremely modified 

for use with particular patients, families, and/or commu

nities. These strategies also incorporate the concept of 

collaboration with members of other health care disciplines 

(Waters et al .. 1972). Leadership and management theories 

endow the practitioner with the ability to direct and guide 

others in nursing care activities (Boyd, 1975). The bac

calaureate graduate, by virtue of the educational program, 

also is prepared for operational autonomy and demonstrates 

an expressive functional ability (Benner & Kramer, 1972). 

This expressive function often is characterized by an 

interest in the scientific gathering of data to refine and 

extend the scope of nursing practice (Waters et al., 1972). 

Gray et al. (1977) noted that the baccalaureate graduate 

is not satisfied with mere problem identification, but 

often demonstrates concern for determining causes and pos

sible preventive/corrective measures. 

Graduate education in nursing has been identified as 

a process which develops the baccalaureate graduate more 

fully (McGivern, 1974). Exposure to graduate education 

provides the nurse with the "complex theoretical base and 

advanced clinical practice necessary to prepare a responsi

ble professional" (McGivern, 1974, p. 77). The nurse, 
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e xecuting the various phases of the Nursing Process, does 

so guided by standards of practice that have been inter

nalized. Nicholls (1977a) contended that there may be 

considerable differences in the standards set by the nurse 

who is pursuing or who has completed graduate education and 

the nurse who has remained at the baccalaureate level. This 

nurse, who has remained at the basic level of baccalaureate 

preparation, may be influenced by standards of practice 

which "may have crystallized at the level achieved at gradua

tion" (Nicholls, 1977a, p. 53). This level would not 

include the maturing process that supports highly critical 

judgment and greater leadership skills that are catalyzed 

by exposure to graduate nursing education (McGivern, 1974). 

Associate degree education. References to the 

characteristics of the associate degree (and diploma pro

grams) maintain an emphasis on technical orientation to 

the Nursing Process. Nicholls (1977a) contended that a 

limited theoretical foundation inhibits the associate degree 

nurse's independent problem-solving and decision-making 

activities. The lack of a firm scientific and theoretical 

base impairs the associate degree graduate's ability to 

assess, plan, implement, and evaluate care in a manner 

reflecting a highly intellectual process (Rotkovitch, 1976). 

The nursing science base which this practitioner : possesses 
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is delimited to predictable, recurrent nurse-client and 

nurse-group interactions (Anderson, 1972). This level of 

abstraction provides the knowledge and skills necessary to 

select those nursing strategies which are mainly physical 

measures requiring competencies of manual dexterity 

(Waters et al., 1972). 

The scope of the associate degree nurse's practice is 

characterized by the nursing care of patients with clearly 

defined nursing problems, in the areas of physical comfort 

and safety, and physiological malfunctions, under the super

vision of a professional nurse (Waters et al., 1972; 

Matheney, 1975; Gray et al., 1977). Whereas the baccalau

reate prepared nurse may be thought of as "care oriented," 

the associate degree practitioner is "cure oriented" 

(Bullough & Sparks, 1975). The technically (associate 

degree) prepared nurse focuses on the accepted way to per

form tasks in order to achieve clearly defined nursing goals 

(Schlotfeldt, 1977). Collaboration with other health care 

providers is characterized by coordination and/or super

vision of technical functions under the leadership of a 

Professional nurse (Gray et al., 1977). Research informa

tion, derived from professional (baccalaureate prepared) 

nurses' studies, is analyzed and interpreted by the techni

cal nurse for the identification of those practice 
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innovations which may be incorporated into the existing body 

of technical nursing knowledge (Waters et al., 1972). 

Diploma education. The technical nurse prepared at the 

diploma level relies on others to develop and refine the 

body of nursing knowledge which underlies clinical compe

tencies similarly to the associate degree practitioner. 

Again, the emphasis is placed on the identification of nurs

ing problems which are recurrent in nature and common to a 

specific target population (DeChow et al., 1968). The prob

lems identified by the diploma nurse generally are more 

likely to be medical in lieu of nursing, and physical or 

physiological in lieu of social or psychological than are 

those defined by the baccalaureate nurse (Waters et al., 

1972). The process of decision-making is accomplished through 

a reliance on general knowledge gained in secondary school 

study (Schlotfeldt, 1977). 

The practice of the nurse prepared at the diploma level 

generally focuses on the instrumental role (Benner & Kramer, 

1972). These graduates have "learned how to do tasks 

almost to perfection" (Nicholls, 1977a, p. 52). The focus 

on the mastery of particular skills is based on the mastery 

of selected essential concepts that either rationalize or 

explain the skills (Schlotfeldt, 1977). The diploma 

graduate implements these skills relatively free of smpervision, 
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but. is not prepared to assume a leadership role (Boyd, 

1975). Furthermore, similar to the associate degree nurse, 

the diploma graduate must rely on the research information 

gathered, analyzed, and often interpreted by others (Waters 

et al. , 19 7 2) . 

Comparison of Nursing Practice Competencies 

That inconsistencies exist among the various 

competencies of nurses prepared at different levels of edu

cation is thereby concluded from a review of the literature. 

However, additional support for the contention that nurses 

prepared at different levels of education function differ

ently in a practice setting is found in a review of selected 

studies. 

Waters et al. {1972) conducted an exploratory study 

to determine if actual performance differences between 

technically and professionally prepared nurses could be 

validated systematically. Their findings indicated that 

differences existed in some aspects of nursing practice. 

The baccalaureate graduate was more oriented than the asso- · 

ciate degree graduate to comprehensive care which included: 

identification of problems that were psychological and/or 

sociological as well as physical; collaboration and con

sultation with other health care providers; and independent 

inquiry. In contrast, the associate degree graduate was 
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identified as being hospital oriented and more concerned 

with the mechanical performance of routine tasks than the 

baccalaureate graduate. 

Gray et al. (1977) reported the results of their study 

o f the performance of associate degree and baccalaureate 

students in the areas of technical skills, teaching, lead

ership, providing support to the patient and the patient's 

family, interviewing skills utilized in the assessment 

phase, and nursing strategies chosen in both predictable 

and unpredictable situations. These areas were identified 

by the authors as reflective of the differences in the 

philosophy and terminal objectives of the two different 

educational programs. The study indicated a performance 

difference in the areas of primary concerns of the respec

tive students. Whereas both groups indicated a concern for 

meeting the physical needs of the patient, the baccalaureate 

student indicated a concern also for the psychological 

needs as well as for determining the cause of the identified 

problem and possible preventive measures. Differences in 

role function also were identified: the associate degree 

student was found to be management oriented, i.e., providing 

for equipment and supplies; whereas, the baccalaureate stu

dent was leadership oriented, i.e., teaching staff and 

initiating patient education programs. One interesting 

conclusion drawn by Gray et al. was their observation that 
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many nursing actions specifically undertaken by the 

baccalaureate nurse are not readily visible, i.e., involving 

the use of knowledge in assessment prior to action, and 

planning for and carrying out preventive nursing actions. 

They contend that this .characteristic might explain "why the 

general public, and indeed, nurses themselves, have diffi

culty describing the differences in the function of tech

nically and professionally prepared nurses" (Gray et al., 

1977, p. 373). This area of projected difference has been 

identified as the focus for potential research by Anderson 

(1972). As Dean of the School of Nursing, University of 

Hawaii, she has indicated a concern for establishing the 

reliability of a computer based test of the decision-making 

process utilized in nursing ~ituations by graduates of both 

associate degree and baccalaureate programs. 

Differences in the level of educational preparation was 

an area that was studied by Haussrnann et al. (1976). Their 

focus was on the quality of the Nursing Process and attempts 

were made to identify the various correlates of quality care. 

reflected in the execution of the Nursing Process. The 

level of educational preparation of the nurse carrying out 

the Nursing Process was identified as having a possible 

latent effect on the quality of nursing care. 
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!~~-~rsing Education and Nursing Employment 

The literature supported the contention that nurses 

pr epared at various educational levels possess different 

a h ilities and capabilities in carrying out the Nursing 

Pr ocess. Yet, the literature indicated that rarely do 

staff nurse hiring criteria reflect this difference. As 

long ago as 1967, Moore noted that upon licensure, few 

Directors of Nursing Services made any distinction between 

professional and technical nurses once they were employed. 

One year later, DeChow et al. (1968) admonished nursing 

service administrators to "recognize that jobs and regis

tered nurses are seldom tailor-made and that some altera

tions will be needed" (p. 149). , Francis (1972) noted that 

all nurses continue to assume the same set of responsi

bilities, regardless of level of educational preparation and 

Boyd (1975) concluded that differences in skill, preparation, 

and potential for growth are not considered in most nursing 

employment situations. As Haussmann et al. (1976) were 

identifying possible correlates of quality nursing care, 

they also noted that provisions for variations in educa

tional preparation were not made for most staff nurse posi

tions. Waters et al. (1972) have referred to this situation 

as one which perpetuates the old cliche of "a nurse is a 

nurse is a nurse" and blame it for impeding nursing's goal 

of improving the care of patients through the best use of 
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resources and background in the health care setting. 

Christman (1971) contended that "care is delivered at the 

.L evel of preparation of the person giving the care" (p. 23). 

Nicholls (1977a) expanded this theme with her observation 

that as "it is the practicing nurse who, in the final 

analysis, determines the quality of care received by the 

patient, emphasis must be placed on those factors which 

influence the individual nurse" (p. 51). A principle fac

tor, she noted, is the level of educational preparation of 

the nurse. 

In summary, nurses practicing in health care agencies 

in the United States today are prepared at various levels of 

formal academic education in nursing. The various educa

tional programs endow their graduates with varying abilities 

and capabilities in carrying out the Nursing Process. These 

differences have been shown in a discussion of the various 

types of nursing programs and selected research studies. 

Yet, most employing agencies make no distinction in the hir

ing criteria for staff nurse positions. 

Primary Nursing 

Nursing's ability to provide quality care is influenced 

by a multitude of variables. Another important variable, 

noted in the quest for quality assurance, is the identifi

cation of the organizational structure which supports the 
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delivery of high quality nursing care. Nicholls (1977b) 

observed that the organization of nursing care must be based 

ot1 the maximum utilization and development of nurses. Pri

m~ry nursing is an organizational modality that meets this 

structural requirement. 

Primary Nursing Philosophy 

Within primary nursing, the fragmentation of patient 

care is at a minimum, and patients are directly cared for 

by professional nurses {Manthey, 1973). The focus of nurs

ing activities is the individual patient (Leninger, Little, 

& Carnevalli, 1972). Marram et al. (1974) contended that 

primary nursing supports the philosophy of patient centered 

nursing. Also inherent in this structure is the accounta

bility of nurses for the quality of care provided. The 

Nursing Process is the conceptual framework utilized by the 

primary nurse in the delivery of nursing care (Mundinger, 

1977). The phases of the Nursing Process are carried out 

with the active participation of the patient (Logsdon, 1973). 

Marram et al. {1974) contended that the primary nurse, then, 

is accountable for all decision-making regarding the 

patients within the nurse's caseload, although collaboration 

with other (associate) nurses and with other health care 

providers is permitted. Collaboration with others does not 

however, relieve the primary nurse of the central focus of 

responsibility. 
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The definition of primary nursing reported by Dickerson 

(1978) provides a succinct summary: 

..• primary nursing is a philosophy and a modality 
of humanistic health care delivery in which the 
client becomes a contributor to as well as recipient 
of his plan of care. The client is assigned to a 
professional nurse who cares for him utilizing the 
nursing process and scientific inquiry. The Primary 
Nurse has authority, autonomy, and is accountable and 
directly available to the client. (p. 1) 

Primary Nursing Studies 

Smith (1977) noted that, as the same nurse delivers care 

from the time of admission to the time of discharge, the 

care is comprehensive and continuous. As the focus remains 

on the needs of the individual patient, the result, Smith 

continued, is quality and individualized care. Numerous 

systematic investigations provide support for this conten

tion. 

Most studies have concentrated on a comparison of the 

effects of the structures of primary and team nursing on the 

quality of care provided to patients. Jones (1975) reported 

the results of a study in which renal transplant patients 

cared for on a primary nursing unit recovered more rapidly 

and with fewer complications than those patients on a team 

nursing unit. Felton (1975) and Williams (1975) both inde

pendently reported on the quality of care scores measured 

by the Slater Scale, QUALPACS, and Phaneuf Audit, utilizing 

pediatric units where team or functional nursing (control 
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nnit) and primary nursing (experimental unit) were 

practiced. The mean scores for the primary nursing unit 

W':;:re higher on all three quality moni taring devices and 

statistical significance was achieved with QUALPACS and the 

Phaneuf Audit. Daeffler (1977) studied patients' percep

tions of their care on both primary and team nursing units. 

Their perceptions were based on their ability to identify 

omissions in the care they received. Patient responses 

from the team nursing unit indicated a much higher rate 

of omissions in care than did those from the primary nursing 

unit. Furthermore, patient responses regarding their satis

faction with their care were consistently higher on the 

primary nursing unit. 

In 1974, Ciske administered a questionnaire to patients 

discharged from primary and team nursing units. She also 

sampled the patients' perceptions of their nursing care. 

Statistical significance was achieved on one item, with six 

other items approaching statistical significance. The 

results of this study indicated that patients cared for on 

primary nursing units identified a quality of care higher 

than those on the team units. Ciske (1977) also offered her 

nonsystematic observations of primary nursing based on her 

experience as a nurse clinician in an institution that · 

utilized both the team and primary organizational structures. 

She noted that whereas kardexes on the team units lacked 
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evidence of care plans, those on the primary units indicated 

clearly defined nursing orders. Furthermore, informal posi

tive reports of the quality of the nursing care from nurses 

11 floated" to the primary nursing units, strengthened her 

conclusions regarding primary nursing. 

Marram et al. 's (1973, 1977) extensive studies of 

primary and team nursing have focused on patient satisfac

tion, staff satisfaction, and cost effectiveness. Patient 

satisfaction was explored both informally and formally. 

Under both circumstances, patients on the primary nursing 

units described a higher quality of individualized and 

personalized care and related their greater satisfaction 

with their care. Marram et al. (1973) contended that the 

patient's perceptions of how well his/her needs are met is 

a vital criterion for quality evaluation because "nursing 

is primarily an interactional process through which the nurse 

and patient work together in mastering health needs and 

adjustment to the hospital" (p. 815). Additional support 

for the contention that the patients on primary units we~e 

more satisfied with their care because it was more individ

ualized and personalized, comes from Marram's (1977) 

examination of the differences in the-nursing assessment on 

the units. The primary nursing assessments, she noted, often 

incorporated the patient's perceptions of his/her illness and 
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his/her nursing needs, a characteristic frequently lacking 

on the team units. 

Informal data on nursing satisfaction indicated that 

new graduate nurses on primary units maintained a higher 

level of commitment to professional ideals and became more 

idealistic in outlook over time than those new graduate 

nurses on team units (Marram et al., 1973). Formal data, 

in the form of questionnaire responses, yielded similar 

results. Finally, formal data also indicated that a pri

mary nursing unit costs less to operate than a team nursing 

unit, especially when the cost of sick-hours and other 

absences is calculated (Marram, 1977). Marram (1977) con

cluded that the "primary nursing unit not only appears to 

be providing more individualized patient-centered care, but 

it is also cost-effective, providing both higher quality 

care and reduced expense" (p. 25). 

Kramer (1970) relied on her observations and data from 

committee meetings, patient records, kardex care plans, and 

semi-structured interviews of primary, associate, and super

visory nurses, physicians, patients, and patients' families, 

to draw her conclusions regarding primary nursing. Data, 

from the use of a modified United States Public Health 

Services time-sampling technique, indicated that the primary 

nurse was almost always observed to be providing direct 

Patient care. Other conclusions included validation of 
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primary nurses assuming responsibility for coordination of 

patient care activities with other health professionals, for 

providing clear and explicit plans of nursing care, for 

functioning as role models for student nurses, and for 

utilizing other primary nurses for nursing consultations 

(Kramer, 1970). An interesting aspect of primary nursing 

that Kramer {1970) noted was the greater ease of identifying 

different levels of nursing competence with respect to the 

ability to deliver quality nursing care on primary nursing 

units as opposed to team and/or functional nursing units. 

Accountability and Responsibility 

Ciske (1977) stated that the concept of shared 

responsibility and accountability in team nursing often 

becomes no responsibility and accountability. "The team 

leader's goals of assessing each patient on her team and 

supervising· the planning, implementing, and evaluating of 

care plans for ten to twenty patients were unmet" in her 

study (Ciske, 1977, p. 6). In contrast, Christman (1978) 

contended that primary nurses develop a sense of accounta

bility and responsibility for the process and outcome of 

their nursing activities undertaken on behalf of their 

caseload of patients. It is this sense of personal 

accountability and responsibility for quality of services 
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that is consistent with the hallmarks of full professionalism 

t hat nursing is seeking to attain. 

Summary 

In conclusion, a review of the literature has indicated 

that much emphasis is being placed on the measurement of 

the quality of care provided within the health care system. 

Professional nursing is pursuing voluntarily the goals of 

identifying the correlates of quality of care delivered by 

its practitioners. A quality monitoring methodology which 

is based on the conceptual framework of the Nursing Process 

appears to be the most useful means of evaluation. This 

instrument, the Criteria Master List, can be used to evaluate 

individual nurses' abilities to carry out the Nursing 

Process. Within the organizational structure of primary 

nursing, where accountability and responsibility of the 

primary nurse for the individual patient's care is the under

lying philosophy, individual characteristics of nurses can 

be examined to learn if they contribute to quality assurance. 

The nurse's level of educational preparation in nursing may 

be one of these correlates of quality nursing care. Further 

research focused on quality nursing care as related to the 

nurse's level of educational preparation is needed. 



CHAPTER 3 

PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION AND 

TREATMENT OF DATA 

Introduction 

This study was a nonexperimental research study. 

Abedllah and Levine (1965) stated that, in nonexperimental 

research, all elements of the research are not under the 

control of the researcher. In addition, it is conducted 

in a natural setting. They further cite the following 

advantages of nonexperimental research: it is less expen

sive to conduct than the experimental one, and it is the 

method of choice where there is a time lag between the 

application of the independent variable and the appearance 

of a response in the dependent variable. Further advan

tages that are noted are: if it involves human studies, 

it can often attain a greater reality in relation to the 

total content of the research than experimental research 

can; and, in general, its findings are more broadly repre

sentative of a larger target population than are the 

findings from experimental research. 

Abdellah and Levine (1965) also identified certain 

drawbacks to the use of a nonexperimental research design: 

it cannot establish causal relationships with the same 

61 
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degree of confidence as the experimental design, and, it 

cannot be easily applied to test out a newly developed 

product, plan, or program. In addition, it is usually not 

useful in the development of new theories, ideas, or prin

ciples, and it is not considered to be true research by 

some people. 

Setting for the Study 

The setting for the study was a 374 bed teaching 

hospital in a large medical center in the Southwest United 

States. The hospital is a corporation-owned, nonsectarian, 

general hospital which provides care for only private 

patients. The hospital's nursing service is organized 

around the primary nursing model. This organizational 

structure is the only one the nursing service has ever 

utilized. 

Population and Sample 

The target population from which the total sample was 

drawn consisted of all adults (defined as 18 years or older) 

who were classified as in-patients on all the medical and 

surgical units. Three patient units were randomly selected 

using the fishbowl technique. The process of sampling with 

replacement was utilized. 

The units selected were all designated primarily as 

surgical units, although medical patients were occasionally 
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placed on these units as a result of noverflow" from the 

medical units. For purposes of this study, each patient 

unit was structurally and functionally subdivided to yield 

three subsections or "pods." The total patient capacity 

for each unit was 54, with 18 patients located on each 

"pod. " 

Patients, whose quality of nursing care was measured, 

were randomly selected, according to a numerical method of 

selection (every third patient). Patients included in the 

sample were hospitalized for a time period greater than 72 

hours to allow time for implementing those aspects of the 

Nursing Process that were monitored. Subjects were elimi

nated from the sample if they did not have a registered 

nurse identified as a primary nurse. This elimination was 

necessary as the institution under study also utilized 

licensed vocational nurses as primary nurses. Patients also 

were eliminated as subjects if their primary nurse was one 

whose nursing care had been previously evaluated. The total 

patient sample consisted of 31 subjects, all of whom were 

classified as surgical patients. 

The required consent was obtained from the appropriate 

sources prior to conducting the study (Appendix A). Written 

consent was obtained from each patient for a review of his/ 

her chart and for direct interview if necessary (Appendix B). 

Written consent was obtained from all of the available 
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full-time registered nurses who provided primary nursing 

care on the three units prior to data collection (Appendix 

C). The nurses, however, were informed that their patients 

might not necessarily be selected as subjects for participa

tion in the study. An explanation of the investigation was 

provided to the day shift nurses in unit meetings and to the 

evening and night nurses on an individual basis. All par

ticipation was strictly voluntary and anonymous. 

Description of Instrument 

The instrument that was used to measure the quality of 

nursing care was the Criteria Master List derived from the 

quali ty-rnoni taring methodology devised by J .elinek~, aaussrnann, 

and Hegyvary (1974") and Newman (1976) under a grant from the 

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

(Appendix D). The instrunent has been shown to have content, 

construct, concurrent, and predictive validity (Haussrnann 

et al., 1976). The instrument also has been analyzed for 

systems reliability by its developers on two occasions. The 

first evidence for its reliability was based on data from 

two pilot hospitals. The second format for reliability was 

based on data from 19 hospitals. In both situations, dis

tribution, correlation, cluster, and variance analyses 

were performed to assess the criteria and structural per

formance on the instrument. The developers claim the 
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validity and reliability of the methodology were confirmed 

to the extent that corroborative measures of quality do 

ex ist. 

The instrument developed by Haussmann et al. includes 

an extensive set of 257 criteria which are grouped under 

six main objectives. Four of the objectives form the 

framework of the Nursing Process and are identified as 

follows: the plan of nursing care is formulated after 

the assessment is made; the physical needs of the patient 

are attended; the nonphysical needs (psychological, emo

tional, mental, and social) are attended; and achievement 

of nursing care objectives is evaluated. The remaining two 

objectives reflect the influence that indirect or support 

components of the health care agency have on the ability of 

the nurse to utilize the Nursing Process. These objectives 

are identified as follows: unit procedures are followed for 

the protection of all patients; and the delivery of nursing 

care is facilitated by administrative and managerial services. 

The criteria are grouped within 28 subobjectives of 

nursing care. Each criterion, grouped under a subobjective, 

is coded to indicate the patient type and patient unit type 

for whom and for which it is applicable. This coding for 

Patient type includes the patient care classification sys

tems of 1, 2, 3, and 4, as well as the nursery patient and 
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the recovery room patient. The patient unit coding includes 

the general unit, the nursery unit, and the recovery unit. 

The instrument's developers have identified the process 

o~ scoring as being accomplished by means of computing 

quality indexes for each of the 28 subobjectives. 

Each index is the average of the criterion scores 
within the subobjective. Each criterion score is the 
ratio of positive responses to the maximum possible 
positive responses based on the number of valid obser
vations for the criterion .... Indexes for objec
tives are computed as average values of the subobjec
tive scores within a given objective. (Haussmann 
et al., 1976, p. 11) 

This format of scoring makes it possible to develop 

comparative analyses for groups. 

Data Collection 

Different worksheets were generated from the Criteria 

Master List by means of a computer (Texas Instruments Model 

51-A), which randomized the criteria (by number) for quality 

nursing care measured. The developers of the instrument have 
~ 

established that random selection of the criteria is consis-

tent with the identified validity and reliability. This is 

possible because the criteria are grouped in such a way that 

those "within any one set relate both substantively and 

statistically to one another and together provide a consis

tent measure of quality for that subobjective" (Haussmann 

et al., 1976, p. 7). The Criteria Master List used in the 

study consisted of those criteria which pertained to the 
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medical-surgical patient. The revised list consisted of 

201 criteria. Of these, the computer was directed to 

select 56 criteria per worksheet, two from each subobjec

tive. Each worksheet was identified by a code (Worksheet 

A, B, C, D, E, and F), which was arbitrarily assigned. On 

each unit, the worksheet selected for use was a different 

one. The nursing staff was not informed of the identity 

of the particular worksheet, nor of its inclusive criteria. 

To prevent influencing the nursing staff from ascertaining 

which aspects of the Nursing Process were monitored during 

the week long observation period, different worksheets were 

used on additional visits to the patient units. Each unit 

was visited twice. The researcher administered all the 

worksheets and interviewed the patients according to the 

criteria on a particular worksheet, as necessary. This 

insured that observer reliability was consistent. 

Each worksheet was coded with the primary nurse's code 

number. Each participating primary nurse was assigned an 

identification number that was double-blind coded. 

Treatment of Data 

The nonexperimental research design lends itself to 

an analysis of the relationship betwe·en independent and 

dependent variables. In this study, the dependent variable 

was the quality of nursing care measured against selected 
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Nursing Process criteria. The independent variable was the 

level of educational preparation, identified as the highest 

degree obtained in formal academic preparation in nursing, 

of the primary nurse who is responsible for the nursing 

care of the patient. Classification of the independent 

variable was: an Associate Degree in Nursing, a Nursing 

Diploma, a Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing, and Post Bac

calaureate studies in Nursing. 

The statistical treatment included a One-Way Analysis 

of Variance. This test is a parametric statistical test 

of significance for quantitative variables (Abdellah & 

Levine, 1965). It is useful for a comparison of the values 

of quantitative criteria measures for more than two groups. 

In the study, the different levels of educational prepara

tion of the primary nurses yielded multiple groups (Asso

ciate Degree in Nursing, Nursing Diploma, Baccalaureate 

Degree in Nursing, and Post Baccalaureate studies in Nursing). 

None of the nurse subjects had masters' or doctoral degrees. 

The numerical values or scores of the quality of nursing 

care delivered by each primary nurse yielded the mean for 

the group. From this, the standard deviation and the 

variance for each group were calculated. Then, the vari

ance of the measurements within each of the alternative 

groups was computed. The first procedure reflected the 

effects of chance variation attributable to randomization. 
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The second procedure reflected the effect of the independent 

variable, tha primary nurse's level of educational prepara

tion. The F-test of significance was calculated as the 

ratio of the variance among groups to the variance within 

groups. The quotient then was referred to the appropriate 

entry in a table of the F distribution to discover if there 

was statistical significance. The selected acceptable level 

of significance was £~-05. This procedure was conducted for 

each of the six objectives contained in the Criteria Master 

List as well as for the overall total score. 

On the basis of these results, the study was designed 

to indicate if there was a statistically significant dif

ference in the quality of nursing care delivered by primary 

nurses with different levels of educational preparation in 

nursing. 

Summary 

The investigation was a nonexperimental research study. 

The setting was identified and the target population was 

described. The method of random sample selection was dis

cussed. Evidence of informed consent was presented. The 

instrument utilized in the study was identified as the 

Criteria Master List derived from the quality-monitoring 

methodology devised by Haussmann, Hegyvary, and Newman. A 

discussion of the instrument also was included. The method 
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of data collection, including the generation of multiple 

random worksheets was described. The method in which the 

data were treated statistically was presented and was 

related to the problem identified for study. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Introduction 

A nonexperimental study was conducted to determine if 

a relationship existed between the quality of nursing care 

delivered and the educational preparation of the primary 

nurse responsible for the care. Data collection was accom

plished by utilizing worksheets derived from the Criteria 

Master List (Haussmann, Hegyvary, & Newman, 1976). These 

worksheets, which contained 56 items or criteria, were 

administered to 31 randomly selected patients whose quality 

of nursing care was measured. Demographic information was 

obtained from the primary nurses responsible for the care 

of these patients (Appendix E). This chapter presents an 

analysis of the data collected. An interpretation of the 

statistical evaluation also is presented, followed by a 

summary of the findings. 

Description of the Sample 

The study sample of primary nurses included 31 full-time 

registered nurses who were identified as the primary nurses 

responsible for a specific patient caseload. Data were 

collected including the basic educational preparation in 

71 
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nursing, years of experience in nursing, and years of 

e xperience in the study institution; however, data related 

t o the years of nursing experience and of institutional 

experience were not related to the quality of nursing care 

score. Of the 31 nurse subjects included in the study, 

nine (29%) were identified as having an associate degree in 

nursing, seven (23%), a nursing diploma, 14 (45%), a bac

calaureate degree in nursing, and one (3%), as pursuing 

post baccalaureate studies in nursing (Table 1). In con

trast to the general population of nurses employed in hos

pital settings, the educational proportion emphasizes a 

predominance of diploma level nurses (United Stated Depart

ment of Health, Education, & Welfare, 1974). 

Of the 31 nurses, only three were found to have 

progressed beyond their basic level of educational prepara

tion in nursing. One nurse acquired a baccalaureate degree 

in nursing following a basic preparation at the diploma 

level; a second also acquired a baccalaureate degree follow

ing a basic preparation at the associate degree level; and, 

the third is pursuing post baccalaureate studies in nursing. 

Presentation of the Findings 

The worksheets were individually scored to yield total 

quality scores and subtotal quality scores for the six 

objectives. Thus, scores were derived for the quality of 



Table.l 

Summary of the Basic and the Highest Levels of Educational 
Preparation and Mean Years of Nursing and Institutional 

Experience of the 31 Primary Nurses Included 
in the Study 

Subjects 
Mean Year-s of 

Educational Level Basic Level Highest Level Experience 

Number Percent Number Percent Nursing Institu-
tional 

Associate Degree 10 32 9 29 5.44 1.88 

Nursing Diploma 8 26 7 23 19.14 1.15 

Baccalaureate Degree 13 42 14 45 2.96 1.05 

Post Baccalaureate 0 0 1 3 2.58 1.51 

Total 31 100 31 100 

.....J 
w 
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the nursing care delivered during the assessment and 

planning phase (Objective 1.0), the implementation phase 

which included meeting both physical (Objective 2.0) and 

nonphysical needs (Objective 3.0), and the care evaluation 

phase (Objective 4.0). In addition, scores were obtained 

for unit management ability (Objective 5.0) and utiliza

tion of support services (Objective 6.0) (Appendix F). 

To determine if a relationship existed between the 

quality score and the level of educational preparation of 

the primary nurse, the data were analyzed utilizing the 

highest level of educational preparation. Mean scores were 

derived for the overall quality measurement and for the 

objective subtotals of quality measurement for each group. 

Quality Care Scores Related to the Highest 
Level of Educational Preparation 

An analysis of the data according to the highest level 

of educational preparation is presented in Table 2. One 

subject, who was identified as pursuing post baccalaureate 

studies in nursing, was grouped with the baccalaureate 

nurses due to the absence of any other subjects pursuing 

post baccalaureate studies. As the data were analyzed, a 

discernable pattern of mean quality care scores based on 

educational level emerged. 



Table 2 

Mean Quality Care Scores for the 31 Primary Nurses Studied According 
to the Highest Level pf Educational Preparation 

Educational Subjects Mean Mean Subtotal Score Preparation by Educational Overall 
by Highest Level Total Objectives 

Level Number Percent Score 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Associate 
Degree 9 29 0.68 0.56 0.81 0.55 0.72 0.89 0.80 

"--1 
Nursing U1 

Diploma 7 23 0.73 0.62 0.86 0.61 0.77 0.81 0.82 

Baccalaureate 
Degree 15 48 0.74 0.68 0.81 0.68 0.75 0.90 0.77 

Total 31 100 
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Baccalaureate nurses. Those subjects in the 

baccalaureate group rated the highest in the overall 

quality mean score as well as in the quality mean scores 

for the phases of assessment and plan of care formulation 

(Objective 1.0) and implementation of the plan for non

physical needs (Objective 3.0). These results are con

sistent with the literature and related research studies 

which emphasized the baccalaureate graduate's exposure to 

a body of theoretical and empirical knowledge associated 

with decision-making, problem solving, and the provision of 

psychological care. The highest score in unit management 

(Objective 5.0) was surprising as the literature and related 

research studies identified this area to be more within the 

practice domain of the diploma and the associate degree 

nurses than that of the baccalaureate nurses. Much more 

unexpected was the baccalaureate nurses' mean score of 0.75 

for Objective 4.0 as compared to the 0.77 mean score for the 

diploma group. This result may be attributed to the greater 

ease of evaluating nursing care activities aimed at clearly 

identifiable problems, i.e., physical, as opposed to those 

nursing activities associated with primary prevention and/or 

nonphysical problems (Gray et al., 1977). The lowest score, 

the utilization of support services' category, for the bac

calaureate nurses was not surprising as this focus of 
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attention had not been found to be consistent with the 

preparation of baccalaureate nurses (Gray et al., 1977). 

Diploma nurses. The highest scores attained by the 

diploma nurses were as expected, Objectives 2.0 (attending 

the physical needs of the patient) and 6.0 (utilization of 

support services). The literature review emphasized this 

group's expertise in caring for physical needs and its 

focus on structural aspects of the nursing care delivery 

system. However, the unexpected results of the diploma 

nurses scoring lowest in Objective 5.0 (unit management 

ability) is difficult, if not impossible, to explain at this 

time. The literature had indicated that diploma nurses were 

more task oriented than associate degree and baccalaureate 

degree nurses. 

Associate degree nurses. The mean scores attained on 

Objectives 1.0 (assessment and care plan formulation) and 

3.0 (attending nonphysical needs) by the associate degree 

nurses were both consistent with the expected results and 

surprising when compared with the diploma nurses. The lack 

of a firm scientific and theoretical base can impair the 

ability to assess needs and plan care (Rotkovitch, 1976) • 

Furthermore, a nursing science base which is delimited to 

Predictable nurse-client interactions can limit the reper

toire of nursing strategies to those which are mainly 
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physical measures (Anderson, 1972; Waters et al., 1972). 

The low scores attained by the associate degree sample in 

the phases of assessment and formulation of the plan of 

care, and attending the nonphysical needs of the patient 

are consistent with the literature. However, as diploma 

preparation supposedly shares these characteristics, the 

higher scores attained by diploma nurses in Objectives 1.0 

and 3.0, as compared to the scores attained by the asso

ciate degree nurses, are surprising. No reason for this 

unexpected result can be identified. 

Statistical Analysis 

To determine if a statistically significant difference 

existed between the quality of nursing care and the level of 

educational preparation of the primary nurses responsible 

for that care, statistical testing was performed utilizing 

the Veldman (1967) format of computer analysis. A one-way 

analysis of variance was conducted to compare the overall 

mean quality care scores among the three preparation 

groups, associate degree, diploma, and baccalaureate degree. 

In addition, a one-way analysis of variance was determined 

also for each of the six objectives. The results indicate 

no significant difference in the overall score or in the 

objective subtotal scores for the quality of nursing care 

provided by nurses prepared at different levels of education 
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in nursing (Table 3). This conclusion is based on the 

f a ilure to achieve a level of significance in which E_.S..os. 

No attempt was made to assign an absolute value reflecting 

g ood or bad nursing care. The different levels were com-

pared relatively. (See also Appendix F.) 

Based on the results obtained from the one-way 

analysis of variance, the study hypothesis is interpreted 

to conclude that differences in the quality of nursing 

care failed to be significantly related to the highest 

level of educational preparation in nursing of primary 

nurses who provide nursing care in one institution. 

Table 3 

F-Ratios and Levels of Significance for the 
Mean Quality Care Scores 

Mean Score Source F-Ratio Level of Significance 

Overall 

Objective 

1.0 

2.0 

3.Q 

4.Q 

s.o 
6.Q 

1.59 

1.94 

0.56 

1.37 

0.13 

0.52 

0.38 

.22 

.16 

.58 
" . 

. 27 

.88 

.61 

.70 
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Additional Findings 

As the data were analyzed, it was noted that the two 

s ubjects who progressed from a basic educational level 

(d iploma and associate degree) to a higher level (baccalau

reate), affected the mean score of the baccalaureate nurses. 

Table 4 shows the differences in the overall mean score and 

the six objective mean scores. These subjects lowered the 

mean scores in those areas (assessment and planning, meet

ing nonphysical needs, and evaluating nursing care objec

tives) that had been identified as receiving less emphasis 

in nonbaccalaureate programs. This difference may reflect 

these subjects' proclivity to identify with the character

istics of their former educational programs. In contrast, 

when these subjects were included with the basic baccalau

reate level, the mean score for Objective 6.0 (utilization 

of support services) was lowered. This result is surpris

ing as the task oriented focus of this objective is more 

consistent with diploma and associate degree preparation than 

with baccalaureate preparation. No reason for this result 

can be identified. 

Summary 

This chapter presented an analysis of the data collected 

to determine if a relationship existed between the quality 

of nursing care delivered and the educational preparation 
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Table 4 

Mean Quality Care Scor~s for the Baccalaureate 
Nurses With and Without Two Subjects 

Score Source 

Overall 

Objective 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

s.o 

6.0 

Baccalaureate 
With All 
Subjects 

0.74 

0.68 

0.81 

0.68 

0.75 

0.89 

0.77 

Baccalaureate 
Without Two 

Subjects 

0.75 

0.69 

0.81 

0.69 

0.76 

0.89 

0.78 

of the primary nurse responsible for the care. The sample 

of 31 primary nurses was described. A summary of the mean 

quality care scores was presented and discussed according 

to the level of educational preparation of the nurses. 

The method and results of the statistical treatment of the 

data were presented. Based on the results of the one-way 

analysis of variance, the study hypothesis was interpreted 

to conclude that differences in the quality of nursing care 

failed to be related to the highest level of educational 

preparation in nursing of the primary nurses who provide 

nursing care in the study institution. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter is concerned with a summary of the study 

including the purpose and research problem, the setting, 

data collection, and means of analysis of the data. Con~ 

clusions drawn from the study are detailed. Implications 

derived from the results of the study are directed to nurses 

in practice, administration, education, and research. 

Recommendations for further research are offered. 

Summary 

This nonexperimental study was conducted to determine 

if a relationship existed between the quality of nursing 

care delivered and the highest educational preparation of 

the primary nurse responsible for the care. Systematic 

evaluation of this problem had not been thoroughly reported 

in the literature. To determine if a statistically signifi

cant relationship existed, the study was undertaken, utiliz

ing quality-monitoring worksheets derived from the Criteria 

Master List developed by Haussmann, Hegyvary, and Newman 

(1976). 
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The target population was identified as all adults 

(defined as 18 years or older) who were classified as 

:Ln-patient~ on all the medical-surgical units in a 374 

bed teaching hospital. Three patient care units, desig

nated primarily as surgical units, were randomly selected 

by fishbowl technique, using sampling with replacement. 

On the units, patients were randomly selected using a 

numerical method of selection (every third patient). The 

study sample of patients consisted of those who had been 

hospitalized for a time period greater than 72 hours, had 

given informed consent, and had a registered nurse iden

tified as the primary nurse who was willing to participate 

in the study and whose nursing care had not previously 

been evaluated. The study sample of nurses totaled 31: 

nine (29%) of whom had an associate degree in nursing; 

seven (23%), a nursing diploma; and 15 (48%), a baccalau

reate degree in nursing. One nurse was identified as pur

suing post baccalaureate studies in nursing, and two were 

identified as having progressed from their basic level of 

educational preparation in nursing, associate degree and 

diploma respectively, to a higher level (baccalaureate 

degree). 

Data were collected using 56-item worksheets randomly 

generated by computer from the 257-item Criteria Master 

~ (Haussmann et al., 1976). The items or criteria were 
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arranged in six major subsections which represented aspects 

of the Nursing Process and structural attributes of the 

nursing care delivery system. The four aspects of the 

Nursing Process were as follows: (1) the plan of care is 

formulated after the assessment is made; (2) the physical 

needs of the patient are attended; (3) the nonphysical 

needs of the patient are attended; and (4) achievement of 

nursing care objectives is evaluated. The two structural 

aspects of the nursing care delivery system were: (1) unit 

procedures are followed for the protection of all patients; 

and (2) the delivery of nursing care is facilitated by 

administrative and managerial services. 

The data were analyzed according to mean scores for 

overall quality nursing care and for quality of care 

relevant to each of the six objectives. These mean scores 

were computed for each of the three educational levels of 

nurses studied. Baccalaureate nurses were noted to have 

attained the highest overall mean quality care score as 

well as the highest mean quality care scores for Objectives 

1.0 (formulating the plan of care), 3.0 (implementing plans 

for meeting nonphysical needs), and 5.0 (unit management 

ability). Diploma nurses were noted to have attained the 

highest mean quality care scores for Objectives 2.0 

(implementing plans for meeting physical needs), 4.0 

(evaluating plans of care), and 6.0 (utilizing support 
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s ervices). Associate degree nurses were found to attain the 

l owest mean quality care score for the overall mean quality 

c are score as well as the lowest mean quality care scores 

f or Objectives 1.0 (formulating the plan of care), 3.0 

(implementing plans for meeting nonphysical needs), and 

4.0 (evaluating plans of care). These findings were 

detailed in terms of the literature and related research 

studies and both consistencies and inconsistencies were 

identified and discussed. 

Tests of significance were employed to relate the mean 

overall score and the mean objective scores to the differ

ent levels of educational preparation of the primary nurses. 

The use of the one-way analysis of variance indicated that 

there was no statistically significant difference in any of 

the mean quality scores among the three different nursing 

groups. Based on the results of the statistical treatment, 

the study hypothesis was interpreted to conclude that dif

ferences in the quality of nursing care failed to be related 

to the highest level of educational pr~paration in nursing 

of primary nurses who provide care in the study institution. 

Conclusions 

Based on the findings of this study, the following 

conclusions are drawn: 
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1. Within one institution whose nursing service is 

organized around the primary nursing model, differences 

in the quality of the nursing care cannot be related to 

the highest level of educational preparation in nursing 

of those nurses who provide the nursing care. 

2 0 The overall quality of the nursing care in the 

institution cannot be evaluated as no attempt was made 

to assign an absolute value reflecting good or bad 

nursing care. 

3. Although not statistically significant, some differ

ences were noted in the strengths and weaknesses of 

the nurses prepared at different levels which were 

consistent with the literature and related research 

studies: 

a. Baccalaureate nurses focused more on the phases of 

assessment, formulation of the plan of care, and 

implementation of the plans for meeting nonphysical 

needs than did diploma and associate degree nurses. 

b. Diploma nurses emphasized implementation of the 

plans for meeting physical needs more than baccalau

reate and associate degree nurses emphasized them. 

c. Associate degree nurses focused less on assessment, 

formulation of the plan of care, and implementation 

of the plans for meeting nonphysical needs than did 

the baccalaureate and diploma nurses. 
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4. Inconsistencies with the literature and related 

research studies were noted in some differences in the 

strengths and weaknesses of the nurses prepared at the 

different levels. These differences, although not 

statistically significant were: 

a. Baccalaureate nurses placed greater emphasis on the 

task oriented functions of unit management ability 

than did diploma and associate degree nurses. 

b. Diploma nurses focused more on evaluating nursing 

care activities than did baccalaureate and asso

ciate degree nurses. 

c. Diploma nurses emphasized assessment, care plan 

formulation, and implementation of the plans for 

meeting nonphysical needs more than associate 

degree nurses. 

Possible factors which could have affected the study 

and thereby influenced the results have been identified as 

follows: the nurse sample size was small; the patient 

sample consisted of only surgical patients; the nursing 

care delivery system had always been structured around the 

primary nursing model; nursing administration as well as 

the individual nurse practitioners were all enthusiastic 

about the concept of primary nursing; and, nursing adminis

tration actively and consistently pursued quality assurance 

monitoring. 
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Implications 

Based on the findings of the study, implications were 

derived and were directed to nurses in nursing practice, 

nursing administration, nursing education, and nursing 

research. 

Nursing Practice 

Although no statistically significant difference was 

found in the quality of nursing care provided by primary 

nurses prepared at different educational levels in nursing, 

some common differences were noted among the baccalaureate, 

diploma, and associate degree nurses. Within the various 

phases of the Nursing Process, some fairly common strengths 

and weaknesses among the different graduates were noted. 

Nurses prepared at different levels should be aware that 

their individual educational programs may have provided them 

with greater skill and knowledge in certain facets of the 

Nursing Process as opposed to other facets in which the 

educational emphasis had been less. Nurse-practitioners, 

cognizant of these likely strengths and weaknesses, can con

centrate on improving their weaker areas and can share their 

expertise in their strengths with those nurses who express 

a desire to improve their practice. New graduates, who are 

seeking employment, might consider those areas in which their 

educational programs placed less emphasis and explore, wi th 
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the employing agency, the possibility of providing 

;:1.dditional exposure to these areas in the orientation pro

qram. New graduates al.so, -should consider continuing edu

cation courses as a means of overcoming basic educational 

deficits. 

~ursing Administration 

Enthusiasm for the concepts of primary nursing and 

quality assurance in nursing can positively affect the 

individual nurse-practitioner's attitude towards quality 

care. The underlying theme of "my patient" inherent in 

primary nursing seemed to promote a sense of accountability 

and responsibility for the quality of the nursing care pro

vided. Active and consistent quality monitoring appeared 

to convey to the nurse-practitioners the necessity of assur

ing that quality of services provided is the goal of nursing 

service. 

Nursing administrators also should consider offering 

orientation programs which focus on those aspects of the 

Nursing Process in which the particular graduate needs to 

strengthen his/her skills. 

Nursing Education 

Nurse educators should emphasize to their particular 

student body those areas in which the student will continue 

to need guidance and direction upon graduation. These 
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s tudents should be encouraged to become familiar with the 

nature of the orientation programs of the various hospitals 

and health care agencies for new graduates. Nurse educa

t .ors also should emphasize to their students the importance 

o f their evaluating the climate and commitment of the nursing 

administration to quality assurance when they are seeking 

staff nurse positions. 

Nursing Research 

Nurse researchers should continue to explore possible 

variables that affect the quality of nursing care provided. 

Structural variables such as the modality of nursing care 

delivery (i.e., team, functional, primary, and so forth), 

the characteristics of individual nurse-practitioners 

(i.e., age, education, experience, degree of professional

ism, all R.N. staff, and so forth), and the nursing adminis

trative climate (i.e., centralization and decentralization, 

authoritative and democratic leadership, and so forth) 

should be critically and systematically examined. Existing 

process criteria for quality care should be examined and 

refined, as necessary. Additional emphasis should be 

Placed on the identification of outcome criteria. Contin

ued research should be conducted in the area of developing 

process-outcome criteria. 
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Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following 

research recommendations are offered: 

1. A similar study should be conducted using a larger 

nurse sample and a mixture of medical and surgical 

patients whose quality of nursing care is monitored. 

2. A similar study should be conducted in a number of 

hospitals and health care agencies whose nursing care 

delivery systems vary, i.e., functional nursing, team 

nursing, primary nursing, and so forth. 

3. A similar study should be conducted using two groups 

of nurses: one group basically prepared at the bac

calaureate level; and the other, basically prepared 

at the associate degree or diploma level, who pro

gressed to the higher level of baccalaureate prepara

tion. 

4. A related study should be conducted using an instrument 

based on Nursing Process and related nursing outcome 

criteria to monitor the quality of nursing care deliv

ered by various educational levels of nurses. 
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CONSENT TO ACT AS A SUBJECT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION 
(PATIENT) 

.l . . I hereby authorize Linda D. Ungvarsky to perform the 
following investigation: measure the quality of the 
nursing care I am receiving based on 56 criteria 
derived from the Criteria Master List. The nature of 
the evaluation may include any or all of the follow
ing: a review of my chart; personal observation; and 
interview. 

2o The procedure listed in Paragraph 1 has been explained 
to me by Linda D. Ungvarsky. 

3. (a) I understand that the investigation described in 
Paragraph 1 involves the following possible risks or 
discomforts: 

The researcher (Linda D. Ungvarsky) will have access to 
the information contained within my chart; and the 
researcher may need to interview me to ascertain some 
aspects of the quality of my nursing care. 

(b) I understand that the investigation described in 
Paragraph 1 has the following potential benefits to my
self and/or others: 

The researcher may identify some factors which promote 
a high quality of nursing care. 

4. An offer to answer all of my questions regarding the 
study has been made. If alternative procedures are more 
advantageous to me, they have been explained. I under
stand that I may terminate my participation in the study 
at any time. 

Subject's Signature Date 
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CONSENT TO ACT AS A SUBJECT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION 
(NURSE) 

1. I hereby authorize Linda D. Ungvarsky to perform the 
following investigations: 

Identify my highest level of formal educational prepara
tion in nursing; 

Measure the quality of the nursing care I provide a 
patient based on the 56 criteria derived from the Criteria 
Master List; and 

Correlate the two items to ascertain if my level of 
educational preparation is significantly related to the 
quality of nursing care. 

2. The investigations listed in Paragraph 1 have been 
explained to my by Linda D. Ungvarsky. 

3. (a) I understand that the investigations described in 
Paragraph 1 involve the following possible risks or 
discomforts: The possible disclosure of individual quality 
of care scores. However, anonymity and double blind coding 
of nurse: ~ubj~cts will virtually eliminate this potential 
risk. 
(b) I understand that the investigations described in 
Paragraph 1 have the following potential benefits to 
myself and/or others: the researcher may identify a 
significant correlate of quality nursing care in a 
Primary nursing setting; and the researcher may identify 
common strengths and weaknesses of particular nursing 
programs which may be of value to the Nursing Staff 
Development Department as it plans for the orientation 
needs of nurses from different program levels. 

4. An offer to answer all of my questions regarding the 
study has been made. If alternative procedures are more 
advantageous to me, they have been explained. I under
stand that I may terminate my participation in the study 
at any time. 

Subject's Signature Date 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

The Criteria Master List--Quality Study that follows 

c onsists of 257 criteria for quality that were identified 

a nd verified in extensive testing by Haussmann, Hegyvary, 

a nd Newmann (1976) in a joint undertaking by the Rush

Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center (Chicago) and the 

Medicus Systems Corporation. The research was performed 

under Public Health Service Contract NOl NU-24299 from the 

Division of Nursing, Health Resources Administration. 

For purposes of this study, only those criteria that 

pertain to the Medical-Surgical patient (Patient types 

1, 2, 3, and 4) on a General .Unit (5) will be included in 

the present study. The Criterion Applicability column 

(far right on page) will indicate the areas covered by each 

criterion. Of interest to this study are only those 

patient types 1, 2, 3, and 4, and General Unit 5. Therefore, 

the Criteria Master List to be utilized in this study will 

consist of 201 criteria for quality. 
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Within a ,ubobjective. criterion num~rin( is not .i.lways consecuuve. i.tt •• 3ome 
numbers in sequence are skipped. indicauni that c."'iteria have b4!en moved or dropped in 
the course of a,wysis. 

Key to c:riterion applicability codes: 

1-ntient type 1 
2-Patient type 2 
3-nu.nt cype 3 
+-,:Patient type 4 
~nenl unit 

6-N~ry patient 
i-Recovery room patient 
8-Nursary unit 
9-Recovery room 

Key to sou.n:e o( information codes: 

01-Padent record 
O'l-ntient obffrvadon 
03-Patienc interview 

OS-Nur:sin( penonnel observation 
06-Puient environment observation 
07-Ql:server infenince 

04-Nursinf penonnel interview 08-Urut management observation 

1.0 THE PLAN OF N'URSI:iG CA&E rs FORM'GUTED 

1.1 The Condition o{ the P~tient Ia A.sHSH<i on Admission 

O?. [! the patient haa physical diabilities, a.g .• sensory or motor 
impairment &uch u impai~ hearing, vision. speech, etc •• are 
they recorded within the first 2~ hours r,f :uimisaion to tnis unit? 

03. ts there a stAtel!MnC lbouc allergies written at the time of 
admisaion to this unit? 

(Refers to st2tement ol presence or absence o( al.lervies. C<>de 
NA it in!onnation recorded on admission to another unit.) 

04. lf the patient depends on prosthetic devices (or AOL, is this 
recorded -A;thin the first :!~ !tours ol acimisaion to thi3 unit? 

(D~ mean.a that :he patient uHs or has prosthetic: uevi~ 
!or ADL. Prosthetic devices refer to any dev:c:e \.1$!d tor A.DL. 
e.r .. dencura, gi&.33ff or contact lenses. helll"'..ng aids, orthopedic 
,boa or b1"2Ces, an:irlc:w limos or eyes. )fay include devices such 
aa w;gs. AOL means minimal activities required for daily P4?r• 
sonaJ C2l'e, e.i., eating-, :oilet. d~sing, amoulation. Code ~A if 
patlltnt initially admitted to another unit.) 

:.•-ro 
Yes 
~lot Applicable 

:-lo 
Yes 

No 
Yes 
Not Applicable 

2 
3 

2 

1 
2 
3 

Critm°"' 
A~icability 

2. 3 

1, 2. 3, 4 

1, 2. 3, 4 
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S01m:e cf Criltnon 
l11.iormati1:w .4ppiicabiiity 

OI 05. Are patient's elimination patterns recorded within the fu-st :?4 ~o 1, 2. 3. 4 
hours of admiasion to this unit? Yes 2 
(Applies to patterns prior to hospiUl stay. Code NA only i{ 

information reeorded on admisaion to another unit. Patterns 
refers to information about regulantylirregular.ty o{ bowei or 
bladder.) 

01 06. An behaviors indic::itive o( mental• motionaJ swe reeorded u :-lo 1 1. !. 3, 4 
the time ol admission to this unit? Yes 2 

(Do not code NA for adults or children: may code NA for infants. Not Applicable J 

Applies to statements o! behavfor. e.g., alert. t.allative, anxious, 
depressed, mentally retarded, etc. l 

01 01. Is there a su.tement written within thtt drst 24 hours o! admission ~fo l. :?, 3, 4 
to this unit about the condition oC ~he skin? Yes 2 
(Refers to dryness, turgor-hydntion. absence or presen~ of si<.in 
lesions, locailzed :1kin color, wvmth, etc. Do not accept general 
description suc:h as ·'pale.~ Do not code NA. Applies to all patients 
011 this unit. ) 

1.2 Data Relevant to Hospital Care An A.sctrwned on Adm.iaaion 

01 01. Is the gener:a.l physic:aJ appearance of the patient ~orded within ~0 l. :?, 3, -1, 5 
Ui. tirst 24 houn ol admission to this unit~ Yes :? 

(Accept any description oC physia.l appearan~. e.g., j)ale. ema• 
oautd, obeM. Do not accept re{erenc:e to ag~. ;;eic, race. m2r.ul 
suws. Does not include behaviorai d,m:ription. Do noc accept 
ienerai description $UC:h as "in acute distress.~ Do not code NA. 
Applies to all patlents on the unit.) 

01 02. Is the patient's understanding ol hi.s illneu recorded within the Xo l. 2. 3, 4 
first 2" houn of admission to this unit~ Yes, includes 

!Refers to responses probably elicited by question: ~ca.n you tell name o( 

me something about your il!nes.,~" or "What is the ~.uon you are di2gnoa1s, 

in the hospital?" Re!er to answer format !or de.rinition ,,{ levei oi SU?'iery. tesu. 

undersunding. Do not code ~ A for r!sponsive adults or children: or symptoms .. , 

may code NA !or small children, iniants, or patients unre.sponsive Yes. under• 

on adnuaaion.) standini o{ 
illness 
and prognosis 
statad 3 

Not Applica.ble 

01 04. r. heignt recorded on admwion to this unit! No 1, :!, 3. 4 

(Code NA if information ~rded on admission to another unit.) Yes 2 
Noc Applicabie 3 

Ot 05. Ia weight recorded on admission to this unit! No 1, 2. 3, 4 

(Code NA iI information recorded on admi.uion to another unit.) Yes :? 
Noc. Applicible 3 

01 06. Is there a sutem.nt WT'!tten at the tifflt' o{ admission to this unit !-/Q 1. 2. 3, 4 

about whether the patient is taking medications? Yes :? 

(Accel)t any description of or reference to the fact t.'ut the ~foe. Applicible 3 

patient ia or is not takin!f medication. Code NA if information 
recorded on admi&aion to another unit. Do noc. c:ocle NA i! pat1'tnt 
initwly admitted to this ur.it. l 

01 <Tl. An either the diet or the (ood p~!erenc:ff o{ the patient re- No 1.:?. 3, 4 

.:orded ...,;th.in the dr,t :?4 hours ol admission to this :.initZ Yes 2 

(Code NA if information recorded on admission to anothel" unit. ~foe Applicable 3 

Do not code NA if patient initially admitted to this unit. Inc:iudes 
?'itCerenc:e tn dietMy c:onsidentiona oued on religious beiie!s or 
cuscoms.) 
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CRITERIA MASTeR UST 

Sot.lfl:'.1 ,,f CriuriO'II 
I11furm>'!Jicm ApJ14icabilit~ 

6( 09. Are the measun!ments o( the head a.nd che,t circumferences of No 6 
the baby recorded? Yes 2 

(Should be ta.ken .shortly alter birth. Both are neceuary for Yes 
amwer.) 

Ot 11. Are any injuries or malformations of tne cnild no~? No s 
(Checl( baby to see it any injuries or ma.llonnation.s pres.nt.) Yes :? 

1.3 Th. Current Condition ol the Patient Is AssesMd 

01 01. Is there a written statement about the C'Urnnt condition o{ the ~o 1 3, 4, s. 7 
,kinr Yes 2 

(Relates to drynu1, turgor-hydration, absence or presence of 
skin lesions, localized skin color. warmth, ete. Do not accept 
,enenJ description such aa --pale." Should appiy to present status 
or within past 48 houn.) 

01 O'Z. Are r-espintory rate and qu3.lity recorded? No 3, 4. 6, 7 

(Quality refe~ to descriptions such as .shallow. labored. &7"Jntin~. Yes :? 

Cheyne-Stokes, retracting, etc. Applies to patient:s \lo;th respn-
tory conditions. conditiona in which respiratory involvement is 
anticipated, or when otherwtae n~ssary, e.g., stroke patient, 
patient on l"Hpirator, hype~ycemic patient. etc:. ~U.$t be li!-

corded within pa,t 48 hours. Both rate and quality n91:9saary !or 
Yes answer.) 

01 03. An behavion indicative of the cumtnt emotion.a.I state recorded? ~o 1, 2. 3, '· i 
(Applies to statement.I sucn a.s alert. talutive, anxious, de- Yes 2 

pl"UNd. etc. May not be applicable !or infants. Applies to 48 
~ prior to time ol observation.) 

01 04. Lt the patient's level of consciousness indicued on the r'!'COrd! No j 

(Should be recorded be!o" patient leaves MtCOvery room.) Yes 2 
Noc Appiicaoi. 3 

01 06. ls the patient'.s orientation to time, ;,w:., 311d person indicted on No 1 
t."8 numnr record? Yes :? 

(Showd be recorded belore patient leave• recovery room. I !foe Applicsble l 

01 06. Is the baby's activity noted at lnat on~ Heh shift! No t 6 

(Le«Jw-ii~. noppy, imt.ble. cnmors, etc:.l Yes z 

01 ilf. Is the baby's color noted at least one, esclt shift! No 6 

(E,r., color nonnaJ !or ?'2C11, unusual color sw:J, as pallor, ;aun• Yes 2 

dice, c:yanotic, plethora, mottling. etc.) 

01 08. Are temperuuns l'1!COrded every .shi!t up to the day o1 this !'lo 6 

obNrvadon! Yes 2 

(Axillary, rectal, or tlecuonic readinp acc:eptal>le.) 

01 10. Lt the" a written suument about the rela&ion betwN.., {amily or So 6 

modlff and baby! Yes :? 

(Implies attitudes or {ttlinrs mother or (2.mily have toward the ~ot Applicable 3 

baby, t.(., mother awlcw:ard in aring (or baby, parents don't 
ww.nc child, mother and !ather aceept responsibility for ~ ol 
child, etc.) 

01 11. Ia then a written .statement about the baby'.s respon.w to hi.I No l 6 

envin>nment! Yn 2 

(Waka aaily, cries when disturbed. responds to (ondlinlJ.} 
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Soa1n of Criun°" 
lnfarm.<Jtirm. AppUcability 

01 12. Is there a written sr..acement about t.lte baby's ~rltxes: 6 
A. The moro redext No 1 

Yes 2 
B. The suck retlu! No 

Yes 2 

01 13. Ia there a written statement: about: th• baby's a-, (i.e., pitch or !'lo 6 
tone)? Yes :? 

1.4 The Written Plan o( Nursing C.ue I.s Formulated 

01 01. An roa.Ls ol care written? No 1 1, :?, 3, 4, 6 
Yes :? 

01 O'Z. Do nursing orden specify times and methods !or carrying out No I. 2, J, 4, ti 
medical and nursing therapeutic: or dia~ostic: measures! Yes. incomplete 2 
(For Complete, each order should indicate specific: time activity is Yes. comp!ete 

to be done and me<hod o{ perlormint activity. For dia.gnosuc: Not Appli.:able 

procedure, a.cc:eptable i! reference made to use oi file or Rolodex. 
Does not refer to instruction of patienL Code NA only it there an 
no medical or nursing orders. St.atements suclt as BID. Qm. etc. 
are noc acceptable as times unless specinc: hours stated in hospital 
policy.) 

01 ca An nuninr therap,tutic measures to be given in reprd to patient No 1, 2. 3, 4, 6 
condition or symptoma in WT!ting? Yes, incomplete 1 
(E.g., •~vat.ion ol head (or shortnesa of breath. meuuns !or Yes, complete 3 

decubitm c:sre, exercises for immobile patienu. etc. Does not Noc App!ic:aow 

apply to medical orden. Observer must idenc.i!y therapeutic: 
nuninr meuu.res that should ~ c!peciiied for tnis patient, then 
c:hecJc nuninr pwi. e.g., Kal'ciex, ~ pian. etc. to fflt if mu.• 
suns an listed. Record as Incomplete if any :tigrunont ~en-
peutie meuun:s U9 nor. written. l 

01 04, An activities the patient. is ~xpected ':D do for himsell i.,d No 1, :?, 3 
activities the nuninr st.ad should perlorm !or the patient st.aced Yes 2 
in writinr (e.g., in the nursing~ pi.an, K.ardex, etc.l! 

(Refers to ail ADL, e. i .. eatini, toilet, dressing, '4'~i. and 
other types of participation in care. l 

01 015. Do the nursing records indicate that. considention has l>ffn given No 1, z. 3 

to discharra teaching? Yes 2 

(May include referral to speoal teachint teams or individuals, Sot Applicable 3 

either nursing or nonnursing. l 

01 06. Is the desired extant of ambulation st.ated in wnting, e.f., in the ~o 2, 3 

nursinr can plan, Kutlu. etc.! Yes 2 

(Relers to distance patient i.s expected to w&lk or len~h o{ time ~ot Applicable 3 

out ol bed; includes up to bathroom i! paaent walks to bathroom. 
Doea noc ~pply to patienu up ad lib or patients on bed resL) 

01 (YI. Is the time and type ot can related to p"51tnc9 oC tubes (e,r., No 3 ••• 5 
cathetffS, tnc:1 tubes, etc.l sta.ted in writing, e.r., in th• nW'llinf Yes, incomplete 2 
plan, K.ardex. ttc? Yes, complete 3 

(E.r., deaning around tube, iniption, etc. Does not reCer- to Sot Appiicaol• 

lVL Code Complete only if both time and type ol are are 
l'9CC!rded (or each ty-.,e ol tua. presenL) 
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CRITERIA MASTER UST 

.SO."" of CriunOft 
InfO'Nlt«ti:m. AP11licability 

01 08. Ia the pian for turning and positioning the patient stated in So 1 3, 4 
writinr, e.,., in the nursing c:ire plan. Kardex, etc? Yes 2 
(It not. stated in writing, to see i! applicable may aak nurse: •ts ~ot Applicable 3 
Mr. X able to turn and position himseU?'" Check ~A only il 
patient does not need to be turned or positioned. Accept onJy 
written plan. l 

01 09. Is there a plan for providing frequent observation of patient with ~o 3, 4, S 
thrfttening <:"OnditioM, such as oleetling, respiratory di3ttts1, or Yes, ol'2! oniy 2 
psychiauic disorders? Yes. written 

(Freq,ient obMrv:ation implies approximately every 30 minutes or only 3 

more o!ten. To~ il applicable. may aax nurse: "Does Mr. X ~ot Applicable 4 

need any frequent obserntion7 How do you arr:anre for obaer-
vaaonn 

01 10. Is ther9 a plan for ,ystemati'2lly increasing the ;,atient's inde- ~o 2. 3 
pendence or restoring him to a higher level of (w,ction, e.ir., Yes 2 
increasing seif-heip or inc:reuing activity? !-lot Applicable 3 

(Applies oniy if patient meed:! attantion to such C2l'I. Applies to 
can nae included in the meilic:a.l M!~men.) 

07 11. U the patient should do deep breathing txereses. is there a !-lo l. 4 
written statement in the nunin, pian (Kardex. C21"I plan. etc.) Yes :? 
that they should be done! ~ot Applicable 3 

(Applic:able for patients who have respiratory conditions. are 
immobile. an in the first two postoperatioiw days. !tc.) 

01 1%. Ia tbe baby's (Nding schedule in writing in the nlll'Sini pl.in So 1 
(Juniex. c:&re plan. ttc.l? Yu 2 

l..5 Th. Pbn o! Nunint C.re Is Coordinated with the Medicu Plan ot 
c.v. 

01 01. Are medi'2lly prescribed treatments included in the nursing a.re :-Jo 1, 2. 3, 4, d 

reeormr Yes. incomplete :? 

(Cheu nW'!inl record ot trncmenu with curnnt medic:u orders Yes, compiete 3 

!or this patient.) Not Appliable 

01 O'L Ia chenr a plan (or m:akini obsernlions ot .sirns or symptoms ill No 1,:?, 3, "· 5 
~ to medic:a.l tM!atment. mediotions. diseue process, or Yes :? 
pouible compliatiom7 Not Applicable 3 

(Refen to major signs and symptoma in ~ to this patient's 
praent. condition. Does not apply to observations indiotA!d in 
_physician's orden. Observer must dtttrmint i! patient condition 
indicates need tor specific: ob:Mrvuion.) 

04. Do the physician and nW"H in c:harge o{ the patient discuss ~o 1. 2. 3, 4. d 

m.rrent pl.ana for the patient daily? Yes :? 

(To the nune in cha.rre: "How o!ten do you and the physician Sot Appiicable 3 

responaible for Mr. X dixuss the patient's cun-ent orders or plans 
topthU'? Were you able to do thla tociay or the last day you 
worlcedr" Nune in charge ttfers to primary nur:s.. tum ieader, 
charp nmw. or equivalent.) 

05. Hu the nUJ"H discussed plans !or the patient with other di3- So l. 2, 3, t 
cil>iines (besides meuicine) who an 2lso working -..nth the patient? Yes 2 

(DetenniM whether other di3c:iplina an workintr with the pa• 
tient. U so: :on~: "Have you had a chann ta di3cuu }Ir. X's 
care with other disciplines such :u ?T, OT, etc who an working 
with him?'") 
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S'oli7N of Criurioft 
lx{offll4titm .-ippi icabiiity 

:?.O 'I'HE PHYSICAL NEEDS OF THE ?ATIE!-iT ARE ATTENDED 

:?.l 'fh~ Patient £1 Protected Crom Accident and Injury 

02 01. Ia the patient wearing an identification br:icelet or tag? !'lo 1, 2. 3, "· o. 1 
(Patient must be wearing some form o! identification b~let or Yes 2 
tac, even if not required by hospital policy. Do not aruiwer SA.) 

02 02. Is the pau.nc. in a position o( optima! body alignment? No 3, "· 7 
(Observe position o! fe.t. !eJS, knees. trunk, shoulden. irms, Yes 2 
and he.ad. Answer No il an1 part o{ oody not properly aligned.) Not Applicable 3 

03. I.at.he IV needle adequately MCUm in place? No 3, 4, 7 

(Obsene to ,ee it [V needl4t adaquataly taped. w;th armboard it Yes 2 
appn,priat.e.) Not Applicab1- 3 

04. I! specific precautions are required when the patient get.s into or No z. 3 
out o! bed (e.g., patient.s w;th IVs, cubinrr, dresainr,. incisions. Yes 2 
crntches, muscle weakness, etc.), are · appropnac. instnu:tiona Not Applicable 
pvenr tn!ormation 

(Observer mu.st determine whether specia.l prec:wtion.s an n«e- Not Available 

esaary. I! they are, aak patient: "Did someone tall you how to be 
an!w with (tubes, wHlmesa, or special condition) when you get 
UlJ?"" If no al)eCiaJ preautions are necessary (or thia patient. code 
NA. 

04 05. An Ul3rned nuning stair intonned o( the patient'• pnsent No 1. 2. 3, ti 
at.atua? Yes 2 

(To nurse: "What is his cgndjtioa today, or what ia his pntSent 
stat.us?"" Obsvv,r must know patient's pnMnc. su.cu.a. !! n:u-se 
anawvs incorrectly, record No.) 

06 07. An medications !or HJ!-administration labeled with patie.nt's So 1, .2 
name and name and dosa19 o( drug? Yes ~ 

(To patient: "Ant there any medicines you are supposed to ta.Ice !'lot Applici.ble 3 

by y-ounelf while in uie haapit.a!!" ll Y 11. '"C.>wd 1 plelM Jee 

tbemr, 
06 08. An the bedside table and other ~l.!-an .quipment petitioned No l z. 3 

,.,;thin the patient's readl? y_. 2 

06 09. In rooma whmt oxypn is in UM, i., smokinc prohibited by po,ted !'lo 5, 9 

qn7 Yes 2 

<Coo• No i! no sign posted or i! anyone is seen ~mokini in room.} Not Applia!>le 3 

10. AN sidenil.s up if the condition o! the patient wunnu! No 3, °'• T 
(ObMr,er must determine i! patient's i:ondition warrants laving Yes 2 

aidenila up, e.g., patienta who a.re restless, disoriented. on Not A;ppliable :l 

Mizure preoution.s, have l'WC9ived nareotics or sedativ~. etc.) 
(fl 

12. An all nursinr procedW"IS CUJTentJy done for t!lia patient .specif- ~o 1, 2. 3. "· 6 
icaily ordered in wT'itinr by either phystci2n or nurse? Yes 2 

<ANwer No il any proc-eduns lJ"'e not specifiaily ordered. t. ~. a 
c::achetar imption done ,,..hen it is not ordered. etc. l 

13. Are all whHls locked when patient is a.uiatad into or out ot bed No 1. %, 3 
and/or whe.lchair? Yes :? 

{All wlwteis masc be locked tor Y~ answer.) Sot Appl.icabJ. 
Information 

3 

Not Available 4 
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CRJTERIA MASTER UST 

&-.·;-,;;'!!' o; Criurion 
Inf :nv.1;:;,tio-11. Applicability 

00 15. Is bed in lowest. poaition e~c:epc when t:-eatments an being done? :-lo 1, 2. 3 
Yes 2 
Not Appiicable 3 

00 16. Is the patient protected from tlectrica! injury: 1..?.3.~.S.6. i 
A. [s aJI electric equipment l?'OUnded (i.e •• each piece ha.1 a No 

3-prong plug)? Yes 2 
(Re{en to aJI electric equipment in the patient's room, Not Applicable 3 

whether hospital-- or patient~wned. Indudes equipment not 
CWTlntly being used.) 

B. It the bed at Inst 5 inches Crom the electric outlet! No I 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

C. Is ail electric equipment at leut. 6 incheii !rom the bea!r:une! So 
Yea . 2 
No< Applicable 

D. Are all electric cords smooth. with no frayed ends or expoaed No 
wires? Yes 2 

Not Applicable 

17. I! protective or supportive devices (e.f .• nstnints. donut ?"ing-s. No 3, 4 
"--l guards, !ootboards, sandb~. ?iilows. etc.) an being used, "l es 2 
an they used p?'OP4triy to provide ~upport or pnt,·ent injury! N' oc. Applicable 

(Check position o{ prote1:tive or suppor:ive devi~ in relation to 
body aru.) 

08 l8. Ia there a list. of patient's ailarpes on the front of the chart! No l 1, 2. 3. 4 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

02 19. It the Bili lirht is being used: 

A. Are the baby's eyes cgvered? No 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

B. 11 the position ot the baby chang,Ni every 4 hours? ~0 • 1 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

a Ia the temperature ol t.i• baby taken every 4 hours? No 
Y,s 2 
Not Applicable 3 

06 20. Is th• baby cheeked for proper identifie2tion with mother each ~o 
WM h-. is brought to her !or {~? y~ 2 

Not Applioble 3 
Information 

Noc Available 

22.; When U'A baby i5 tnns!erred from the delivery room to th• ~o 8 
11unery, is a ch.ck (or identiitation lnd ~lt made betwffn the Ya 2 
INJ'Mry and the delivery room personnel? Information 

CAnawer Yes it both cMCks made.) Noc Anilaole 3 

02 25. Is the b.by cornctly positioned? N'o 1 8 

(Al)piiea to time of observation only. Observer mu.1t determine i! Yes z 
Clln'Wnt position is appropriate tor current condition. e.g .• if baby !'i'ot Applicable 3 

wu just fed or gav:a~ed. is he toward or on his right lide with 
had elewc.d,. etc. Un.1CC9ptable if baby ieft on back unat• 
tended.) 
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Soarer of' Critnum 
lnforfflfUi.m APf'liecibiiity 

06 • 2ft Is the baby pm~ed from injury br. 8 
A. Holding properly with support to ail body parts? No 1 

Yes 2 
Information 

SCK Available l 

B. Protection from !allinr when on .scales, eouncu, et~, a.f., No 
the nurse's hand on baby? Yes :? 

Information 
Not Available 3 

04 21. Do the nuninc per.ionnel use a c::rosa-checkinr system to a.5IIW'9 No 8 
thar. each baby itt.S !tis correct formula? Yes :? 
<To nune: "In the past :? days. did you aosa-<:heci< :o see that 
each baby gets th• correct Cormul.a?'" It no indiat.ion oi a cross-
cbedcing system, answer No.) 

2.2 The Need fo-,. Physioi Comfort and Rast Is Attended 

01. Is the patient able to reach the water ila.u and pitcher? No 1 z. 3 

(Do.a not apply to infants and small children. Always applies to Yes 2 

adults unless NPO. If patient does not have both war..er ilu:s and :-I ot Applicable 3 

puchff within reach, eode No.) 

03 (fl. Wu the patient's lwr combed today? No 1 3, 4 

<To patient: "Wu your hair combed todayM Yea 2 
Not Appl.icable 3 

C3 03. Hu the patient ~ived attention to complaints o( pain. nausea. No 1 2, 3, -'• T 
or vomiting? Yes 2 

<To pa(jent: "Have yoa had any pain O"f' lulve you been sick to your Not Applicable 3 

~r It No to either, cixie NA. I! Yes: "Wu .something done rntormation 

to heip yoq feet betterM ~or. availai>le 

06 04. Ia the bed clear of extraneoua items! No l l, 2. 3, 4, 6, i 

CE. 1'·• Npply WT':lppen. syrin~. etc. Does not r,Ler to personai Yes z 
item. apparently put tllu-. by patienL l 

02 05. Is the caU light within the patiem.'s res.ch? No :?. 3 

(Obeerve whet.he-,. lirht. is w;crun p&tient's reach. Code NA only Yes 2 

!or infants and smail chllciAn.) Noc Appliable 3 

O'l 01. Is lirhtinr controllable for the patient.? No z. 3 

(Observe t.'.> determine i! patient an turn lifht on and ort. !IUy be Yes :? 

NA tor small children and infants.) ~·for. Applicable 3 

oa 08. An fflfllNnS tor relief of pain prov;ded by the nW"!int staff So 2. 3, 4 

(e.r., changinc patient's position, splintini incision or ;,ainfw Yes, .sometimes 2 

area. or ;ivinr medic:st.ionl? Yes, always 3 

<To patient: .. Have you been troubled with pain in the put two Not Applio.ble ,4 

daya?"' or "'You mentioned th.at you've had some pam. .. I! So. Informauon 

code NA. I!Yu: "Did you ult a nlU"Se for any help?" I! :-io, code ~ot AVllilable 5 

NA. If Yes. "What wu done for you to relieve the pain?i 

03 09. Does the patient l'ffl!ive pain medic:ition promptly alter r-.. No l 2. 3. •• 1 
quesdnc it, or an explanat.ion u to why pain medication cannot be Yes 2 

ziven promptly? Not Applicable 3 

(To patienr.: "ln the pan 2 days did you usually ~iv• pain 
medication promptly lit.er yo11 asked for it.1" IC t.ie answer is No, 
aak the patient.: "Old the nurse explain why the memcation wu 
not pven promptly?") 
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CRITmtlA MASTER UST 

So.re. of CritmOft 
!-1&{MfflGl.i.;';i A PJ)ticabiUty 

03 10. I.a the patient free ol disturbing nouie from the hospital environ- ~o 1 1, 2. 3, 4 
ment? Yes 2 
(To patient: •rn the pa.st 2 days have you been undisturbed by Sot Applie:&ble ,l 

noise from hospital equipment or from people talking in the 
corridors?'" Does noc re!er to noise external to hospital. 3uc:h as 
street noise. It patient. undisturbed by hosp1ta.l noise. code Yes.> 

03 11. Does the patient han unintarnipted periods o( slHp and l"'tst? So l 1, 2. 3 

(To patient: "For the past:? ni~hu. have you bttn able to slffp or Yes 2 
rat W'ithout intem.iption !or at lea.8' seven! hours?" Accept Not Applicable 3 

patient's dednition o! sevenJ hours.) 

03 12. Ia the patient offered a baclaub daily? So 1 :?, 3, 4 

(To patient: •Do the nurses olfer you a bac:krub each day?'" To Ye!! 2 

anawv Yu, ml.l!t be orfered at 11!3.St once in 24•hour period. lby 
be NA only it patient's condition contnindiates baclcrub, e.g., 
bum patient, etc.) 

06 :3. Are the halla and patient rooms (or nunery) qwet and free ot So 1 5, 8, 9 
boisteroua behavior? Yes z 

03 14. Ia the patient's ail light anawend promptly? No 2, 3, 4 

(To patient: "In the pa.st 2 cays, when you c:al!.ci for :i.ssisunce. Yes. some ot 
did sorMOne come to your room prom9cly?" ~A only i! patient in the time z 
room without C2il lignt or if patient haa not ~led for nur,e in past Yes, most ot 
z days.) the time 3 

Yea, all of 
the time 4 

Not Applicable 
Inlomwion 

Not Available 

08 15. Ia the male patifflt .shaved each cay? So 1 3,. 

(To patient: "Did .someon• shaft you today or help you to shave Yes 2 

yourself ~y?i Sot Applicable 3 

16. Ia the patient in an appropriate poaition !or meaa or tube So 3.. 
feedings! Yes 2 

(To patient: "What position were you in for your Last meat or tube Not Appiicab!e 3 

!Ndinr?" Obs.rv.r mlUt decerm.in• if poaition was appropriate 
for paa.nt's condition.) 

06 17. Is there a rockinf chair in the nursery! !'lo 1 8 
Yes z 

04 18. An babies pemutted at leut 30 minutes per fffdinir? No 6 

(Aak nurse: "In the put two days. how much time wu .spent Ye!! 2 

!eeciinr baby u each !ffding?'" C4'de Yes i! babies permitud at 
laat 20-30 minutes per !eediJuf. Inc.ludes pvage !eedinf.) 

2.3 The Need (or Physic2J Hygiene [s Attended 

O'l Ol~ An the patient's nails c:iun! No 1 Z. 3, 4 

Yes % 

0., O'l. Are the patient's hands wuhed before mn.is? No 3, 4 

(To pa&Mnt: "In the put 2 d:aya, did so~• assist you to wuh Yes, some oC 

your !\ands or were you able to wa.,h younel! be font your mea!s?" the ti:ne z 
Pl,,be: "Would you say your hands ·.arere washed sometimes. :neat Yes, most ot 
ol the time, or all o( the time in thue 2 days before me.al.s?i the time 3 

Yes, a.II ot 
the time 4 

Information 
Sot A vaiiable 5 
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.SO."" of cn·t,11011 I 11.f """'1titm, 
A.FJMicability 

06 03. Is equipment avaibble at patient's bed.side for bathint? No 1. :?, 3, "· 6 
(Check to see that towels, ·Nuhcioth, basin. and soap an in the Yes 2 
patient's room.) 

06 oc. Ia adequate equipment tor onJ hygiene available? No 1 1. 2, 3. 4 
(Checlt to see that ail necessary equipment is present: tooth-- Yes 2 
brush, toothpute and mouthwash or swab, solution, 2nd dtntlll"lt 
i:up il indiatA!d. l 

06 06. An the bedpan and/or urinal clean and stQred in ~ide wl• or No 2. 3," 
bathroom! Ya :? 
(Code No il placed on overbid table. on tfoor, on wtndowsiil, etc. 
Must be both clean and stored for Yes answer.) 

01 <11. Is ui. baby given at least minimal cleansing on daily? (Must ~ So l tj 

deanainr o{ at least !ace and diaper area.) Yes 2 

05 08. Does cleanaing c:i.re proceed (rom clesn to Iese clnn are.u ot No 6 
baby? Yes 2 

Not Appliable 3 

O'Z 09. ta ui. baby pro~ from chillini during bath or cJe3Ning care? No 8 
Yes :? 
Noc Applicable 3 

2.4 The Nffd tor a Supply ot Oxyien Is Atunde<i 

01. la the patient in a po1ition for maxima.I lunr expansion? ~o 3, 4, T 

(ObMrve elevation ot bed. U5e o{ i:,illl)ws, and position ol ~•ad. Yes :? 

neu. and c:heac. Answer Yes only i! ail indic:aton good.) Not Appliable 3 

02. A. Does the patient take dNp breaths alter suc:tioninq>, or if No 5 
patient ia unconacious, does nune ambu patienr. alter sue:- Yes 2 
tioningt Not Applic::Lble 3 

(To nurse: -o~ .'tfr. X take deep !Jr-uths alter beinf SUC• 

t.loned?'" or, i! patient is uncon.saous: •Do you ambu ait~r 
mctionini?'" Code SA only i! patient i.s not suc:tion!d.J 

B. Ia the patient .suctioned corncuy? No 1 

{Obeer,re sw:ticninr technique. Cbeck !or rotation ot -:ati,. YH 2 

eter, intermittent I.IN of suctfon, proper depth o( catheter ~ot Appiio.b!e 3 

insertion, and slow insertion and removaJ oi at.heter. rt any 
pan. not cornet. code No.) 

C. Ia the tncheostomy suctioned when n~edr So l 

(Obeerve ?Ui•nt (or airway patency. Chedt ~rd, to see Yes 2 

when trac:h wu 12.R suctioned. )fake infei,tnc:11 as to whether Sot Applic:,,ble 3 

fnq1Mtncy o{ suc:tioninf is adequar.a.) 

Cd. Ia equipmen, necfll&rY !or mainwninr a dear lU"'ny at :.he So 1 3, "· j 
bed&Mier Yes 2 

CE.,., ambu~ airway, JUction equipment. tongue bbde. etc. Docs Soc Applic:ible 3 

noc apply to turning or UH oi humididcation.) 

02 04. Ia equipment !or supplying supplementary oxypn and/or hu- So 3, "· 1 
midiacstion pr'Oi)eriy U1ed? Yu 2 

(C'hec.k oxygen dow rau, tubing, position ol (u. ma.,k or other Sot Applk:lbie 3 

mau I){ pving oxYien, all equipment and connections. Ir any 
part not right. answer No. Equipment for humiciific:2tion appliH 
~ any kine o! hwnidinc::1tion. ~.g-.• tr-uh. 02. ,ier'0$0ls. i,ole~tes, 
etc. Cllecit pm.nee of w:au.r. all tubini and c:onnectionii. If any 
pa.rt not right, code No. If patient has both oxyKen and humidir.• 
cation. ail parts muat be right !or Yes amwer.} 
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CRITERIA MAST£R UST 

.:;.';j"~f'U of CritmOtl 
[ Rf'iP 'i',IC!tiOft Applicability 

04 09. Does the nune check for respinatory adequacy a!ter the airway is :-lo t 1 
removed? Yea 2 
(Includes cheeking !or laryngospasm. listening to breath 110ur.ds, 
tellinr patient to take brnths. etc:.> 

:?.5 The Need Car Activity Is Attended 

01 01. Ia the patient out of bed the nwnber of times ordtr-.d? No 2. 3 
(Check records for previous day onJy. .'rtay i,. NA onJy (or Yes 2 
~nts up ad iib, patitnr.a on bedrest. or inlants and small :-lot Applicable 3 
cb.ildren.) 

03 02. Ia the patient assisted with ADL (eating, toilet. dressing, wa!lc- No 2.3 
~. etc:.) as needed7 Yu. lOffle of 
(To patient: "In the past :! days. when you needed some help in the time 2 
YOW" daily .activitiu, such as bathing- or doing thin~ for yourself. Yes, most o{ 

did someone auist you W'ithin a reasonable amount of time?" the time J 

N~ and reasonable amount of time .as denned by pat.iant. l Yes. ail of 
the time 4 

Not Applicable s 
Information 

Not Available 6 

01 ~ If the patient. should have l"an~f-motion exerci3es perlormed. No 3," 
ei.thff active or passive. are they done? Yes, olf 

(U no medical or nursing orders for e:cel"C'ises written. o~rver 5CheduJe :? 

must determine whether '!:<eJ'fflu should be doM. Code :iA i! Yes. on 

patient does not need e:<trcises. ~ay include let exemses in the schedule 3 

immediate postoperative period.) Not Applicabie " 
03 04. UnJea contnincUcated. do the nunin, stalf inform the patient to So 1 3, 4 

do (or uaist the patient with) 1~ exemus in bed! Yes 2 

(Obeerwt- should first determine ii leg e:cercises should be done. :-lot Applioble J 

If so, ask patient: "Does anyone !rom th• nuninr stalf ~ve you Information 

any ltr txerciHs or move your legs much while you're in bed!" ~ot Avail:Lole " 
Applies to knee ilexion and ankle rotation, e.g., for ;,atio?nt in 
immediate postoperative period, lled!:ut patient, etc. Does not 
apply tO turning or to range-<Ji•motion e:cerei,u.) 

05. Ia tNt patient stimulated to r9Sp0ftd (e.i., by talking or toucll- :-to 1 1 
inl}! Yes z 

:?.6 The Need for Nutrition and Fluid BalanC9 Is Att1nded 

01. An nursing personnel accessible to patient during mnu! !-lo l, 2., 3 

(To patient: "In the past 2 days, if you needed or ~uested some Yes, ,ome of 

help with your meal tray. wu there som~n• !rom the :,un1ng ,he time 2 

Sf.ad' to help you within a reasonable amounc of time?" Patient Yes, mosc of 

del\nes reuonabl. amount of time. l the time 3 
Yes, allot 

the time " Sot Applicable 5 
Information 

Not Available 5 

Q3 02. Ia the diet sarved at :appropriata tirM altar patient's admiuion to No 1 1. 2. 3 

this unit! Yn 2 

(To patient: •Wben you we.re admitted to thia un~. do you ~o< Ai;plic:ai>le 3 

remember if you . were ser.-ed your fine mul or snack within a Information 

reuonabi. amount of time?" Patient dennes reuo~bie amount ~ot. Available 

of time. NA only it patient NPO on admwion co unit.) 
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Sauret of Critmo,a 
!'11./0ffl!OliM& AJ11Jlica.bility 

01 04. It ~t.untiori to the ,atient's oral fluid intake i.1 indioted, e.i.. 3, 4 
8ncl!llr:ig9, force, or r-estric:t J1wds, U'9 the foiJowtnr Stated: 

A.. 1'"1-"111.1 flwda are to be g;ven? No 1 
Yu 2 
Not Applicable 3 

B. Kinds of ffuid3 to be given? No 1 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

C. Amount of f!uids to be given? No 
Ya 2 
Not Applicable 3 

IJl ~ Ia the amount ol fluid intalce and output recorded? No 2. 3, 4, 1 

(Applies i! patient is on I&O. has speoai ituntion given to tuid Y ~. incomplete 2 

int.au and output, or is in the immediate postoperative period. Yes. complete 3 

Complete only il both intake and output recorded and totaled !or Not Applicable 

each shift in put 2 days. I! patient has bffn on this unit lesa than 
:? daya, answff only (or time on this unit.) 

06 06. AJ"9 bottles (or intravenous ther:apy Labeled with: 3, 4, i 

A. P:atient'a name and room number? No 1 
Yes :? 
Not Applicable 3 

B. Khid of solution? No 
Ya 2 
Not Applicable 3 

C. Name and amount ol additives? No l 
Yes 2 
Noc. Applicable 3 

D. Date and time? N'o l 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

E. Rate o! !!01111", in drops or on time SCMdule label? So 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

F. BOU.le number, if patient receives mon than OM bottle in No l 

24-hour perioci? Yea 2 
Noc. Applicable 3 

OS 01. Is IV duid infusing it p~bed rite! No 1 3, 4, i' 

(G.t prescribed rate and check flow.) Yes 2 
Not. Applicable 3 

2.1 The Nffd !or Elimination Is Attended 
01 01. Is ~l !unction recorded daily! No l 1. 2. 3, "· 6 

Yes z 
01 112. AN unwnw bowel or urinary trut problems noted. -.. g., paaini !{o 1 1. 2, 3, "· 5 

blood, burning, frequency, incontinence, ecc:.? Yes 2 

<To determine i! appiicable. ask patient: "In the past :? days. have Not Applicable 3 

yoa not.iced any 11nuaua.l probienu w1tl\ your bowel.:I or on urina. [nfonnation 

Uonr" Dots noc M!(er to daily l"ee1)rdin!f of bowe! movement or to :-; or. Available 4 

lfflOW\t o! urinary output. t: .1w.uat ?roblema .re thuse der.nttd as 
IUCh by •ithff the obterver or ti-. patient. Ref~~ to ail pat,.tnU. 
inciudinr those with a urinary catheter or coloatomy.) 
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CJUT£RIA MASTER UST 

3o1nno/ Criuno11 
In.{orrnatia11 Applieabilitv 

03 03. Does the nuning stal? usi.st the patient to the bathroom or with No 2. 3, 4 
bedpan,urinai •Mithin a res.sonaole amount of time wi\en r.. Yes 2 
quested! Not Applicable :l 
(To patient: •Have you requested aMi.sunce in going to the Information 

bathroom (or wtth the bedpan,unnal) within the put 2 days? Did Not .-\¥aiiable " 
the nuning stad gin you the assi.sunc:e you nffded within a 
raaonable amount of time?" P:itient dennes reuon.able amount 
of time. Code Yes onJy if help nffded and given wtthin reasonable 
ttn..) 

01 06. Is the frequency of the baby's voidinp l'ffOrded eae.n shi!t! No 1 6 
Yes 2 

01 07. An stool dacziptiona recorded u lust daily? No 1 6 
Yes 2 
!-lot Applicable 3 

Ot 08. Wu the quality of the m.u. babiea' urinary stream noted? (!'.A No 1 
(or !enw. babiu.) Yn 2 

Not Applicable 3 

01 09. Wu the baby's rirst meconium noted? No 6 
Yes 2 
~oc. Applicable 3 

01 11. Is theN a written statement about whether the patient has had No 7 

any urinary output? Yes 2 

(Applies to ail patient.s, including those wtth urinary c:ithetel"!I. Not Applicable 3 

~foe applicable ii patient has been in recovery room a ·1ery short 
time.) 

2.8 The Nffd !or Skin Cue rs Attended 

01 01. Is there a written sutemenc. of the can given to presau.r,t arua No 1 3, "· 6 
on the slan! Yes 2 

( lufers to direct oar. o( skin provided to prevent .!ldn bruk· 
down, such aa ma.sage. Does not ntfer to turn.int or to specii\e 
can liven Cor decubitus.l 

01 02. Is the condition o{ th.a skin arounci the IV sit• recMcled? No l. 4, ':' 

<E.i., reddened. swo!Jen, complaint ol itc:hinc or pam. indltra• Yes :? 

tbl.) Not Applicable 3 

06 03. An the undenhffts clan. dry, and smooth? No l 3. 4. o, 7 

(Applies on!y to ">ed!ast patients. Code NA for use of high Yes 2 

humidity.) Noc Applicable 3 

01 06. Ia C2l'1t liven to areu ol skin breakdown u oCten a.s required! ~o 3, 4, 7 

(Applicable to any ams of breakdown, such as decubitus, lacer- Yes. incomplete '? 

Uioft, diaper ruh, or sheet burn. Includ1t1 c::aA of skin around Yea. complete 3 

oatormes. Check to see ifs~ CaA is needed and wi\ethff plan :-iot Apliable 

indieatas schedule !or iivint such .:u.. If ~ should ti. iiven 
and ia not. record No. IC c:1n is scheduled. note whether records 
indicate can is done as often a.a schedwed. CC not, record In-
complete.) 

%.9 The P:acient Is Protected from Infection 

01 01. Is the IV bottle or l>ar changed ever, 24 hours? ~o 1 3, 4, S 

(Chea records to see when last changed. Changin,r bottle or ba,r Yes 2 

should follow CDC star.danis, not hospiu.l policy i! it differs Crom Sot Applicable 3 

CDC standards.> 
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.SO.ruaf 
Crit1f"i01e l1l(orw1!V:if,M, 

Applit:ability 
~ O'l. rs the IV tubing changed every ~ hcun! No 1 3, 4 

(To nurse: "When wu the rv tubing changed in Mr. X's IV?" !f Yes 2 
not changed within the past 2.i. hours. code No. This statement is ~ot Applicable 3 
baaed on CDC standards, not on hospital policy. Code NA only if Information 
patient baa no {V.) Not Available 

03. Is tti. IV site changed at least every 72 houn. unless cont~ndi- No 3, 4, 7 
c:sc.d by patient's condition? (Sites should be chanted to tomply Yes 2 
with CDC standards, not with hospital policy i! it diifen from Not Applicable 3 
CDC stand.vd.,. l lnfonnation 
(To nurse: "When wu Mr. X's IV site chang-M!") Not A vajiable " 04 04. Does the oa.t.Mnt do deep-breathini exm:i.ses u !cileduJed inter- No 
val.IF Yes. incomplete 2 
(Ch~ NCOrda to detennine if deep-breathing exercises should Yes. complete 3 
bl doM and at what intervals. If no plan {or doing deep-bruthini Not Applicable 
exercises, observer should determine whether they should be 
done, t.g., il patient is bedfast. is in the immedi3te postoper-.uive 
period, w a respin.tory infection. etc. To nurs.: ~ooes Mr; X: do 
hia deep-breathing uercisu? How often does he do them?"' Ir 
uen:i.Hs should be done and are not. ~rd No. It e:'len:ises are 
XMCiuled, record whether nW"H reports ~ they were done 
every time they Wet"I sclteduied to be done. If not, record 
Incomplete. Applies to put!? days.) 

04 05. Is t&. patient turned a, often as he should M turned? So 

(To nurse: "How often is Mr. X: turned? .. Chedc recorda to Yes. incomplete :? 
dffinnine il patient should be tw"Tled and when; rt no plan Cor Yes. complete 3 
taminr. obNrv.r should determine whether patient should be Sot Appiic:able 

tumed. ••i•• ii patient is bedC:ut, ~ot tum s.lt. immediate 
poltOperative, etc. It p:ltient shouid h. turned and is not. record 
No. If tuminr is sdlttduled. record whether nl11'W reporu that 
patient waa turned every tun. sclleduied. I! not, record Inc:om-
pi.ta. Appiies to paat 2 days.) 

06. Do tti. nW"!ing staff' iiv. or a.uiai th. patient who i.a NPO with ~o 3, 4 
mouth can? Yes 2 

(Applift to patient who is NPO tor at lust 24 houn. NA for short Not Applicabl• l 
1pecu\c NPO period, e.r., p~ostic:lpresu.rticsl. To nune: 
'"How otten do you iiv. mouth c:21'9 to Mr. x1• Code Yes if doae 
ouce on •Adi a.hitt (or la.at 2 shills.) 

02 O'T. U t.he patient has a tncheostoiny: s. i 

A. Are the tnclteostomy tub6 ciean? No 
(Obse"• for pnMne. o( mucus or blooci on cubes.) Yes 2 

Not AppUc:lble 3 

B. An mac.rials around the tnch tube clean and property ia ~o 1 
plaee? Yn 2 

CE.r,, neck strq:1 and gauz.e, ~ly attached. pwn pme Not Applie:able 3 

tu.her than filled. No 3Cl:UfflU.iated dried mucus or blood 011 

skin. puze. and neck strip.) 

C. An ciOYH wom or forceps uHd to suetion .tnchs? No 

(To mine: •tn the puc 2 days. when suctioninf ~. X. dxl Yes 2 

1oa always wear gloves or use fore.ps?" Code No it not Sot Applicable 3 
always done,) 

01 09. Don the record indiau that perineal/m .. tus ~ has been givffl '!'io 1 3,' 
It !oat twu:. daily to patients with indwelling catheters? Yes 2 

Not Applicable 3 
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CRITERIA MASTER UST 

Scnt7\:ii' of Crit•ncnt 
ln{anMtimi A:ppticability 

06 11. Ia aa.ptie tedlnique c:anied out a.s necessary in prepanng or ~o 5, 9 
iiving injections, treatments, or special procedures, e.g., car.he- Yes :: 
temation1, draaing changes. wound ore, etc.? Not Appiie2ble J 
(May obsuve any o( above items to answer quest.ion.) rntormation 

Not Avaibble " 
14. I., the urinary catheter dr..inage system dosed? !-lo 3., 4, j 

<Refers to drainage sy1tem btting •Jsed. There should be no YH 2 
opening through which dust particles can enter system. Check all Not Applicable 
COftneetion points, especially where tubing is attacited to balJ.J 

15. Are the dninage tubinr and bag patent, pra~riy C"Onnected. and No 3, •• 6, j 

i,o.itioned !or nwumal drainage and prevention of st.a.sis? Yes 2 
(Applies to urinary or other tubes. Aet:t!ptable only if lll ol Not AppUc:wle 3 

catheter and tubing pia.:.d for continuous downward d?'2U\:li;1!, 
not .acceptable if catheter or tubing looped or slanted upward at 
any point. All parts ffl\Ut be ri1Jht for Yes aiuwer. May be NA in 
unusual OMS, such aa TUR or bladder retraining or when medi-
a.I or nuninr orders speci(y other than straight v,ivity drain-
ap.) 

06 16. Do the !ql,lipment and solution.s !or suctioninr and impr.ion mNt No l 3, 4. 6 
r.quinments !or aNi,iis? Yes 2 

(E.i., .tterile for urinary c::ltheten. dnn !or G.I. tubes. F'or Not Applicable 3 

tndl can, equipment and solutions must either be sterile or mu.st 
1,e changed at leut every 4 houn. li nacceptable if :iny solutions 
u1)t. in unc:ovem contll.iner. All equipment and ~lutions must 
fflfft these sundarda for Yes anawus. J 

01 17. Is there a st:&tement about ailerpes written at the time oC No 3," 
admiaeion to Utis unit! Yes 2 

(Retera to statement ol presence or abHnc:9 ot alleriies. Code :-lot Applieaole 3 

NA il inlormation recorded on admisaion to another uniL l 

:?O. It doth dia~rs are used are they rinsed e.lsewhere th2n the :-lo 
nursery! Yes 2 

(To nurw: '"In the past 2 d2ys. have all cloth diapen been rinsed Not Applic:ible 3 

in places other than the nursery?" Code NA i! disposable diapers 
Int used.) 

06 25. Do.. each baby have hiJI own thermometer or. if electronic No 8 

thennometer ll.Hd, does Heh baby h.ave his own prob. cover? Yes 2 

3.0 THE NONPHYSICAL ~EEDS (PSYCHOLOGICAL, EltO-
TIONAL, ~EN'l'AL. SOCIAL. SP[RlTUA.L.l OF THE PATIE~°T 
ARE ATTENDED 

3.l The P-.atient Is Oriented to Hospit.at Facilities on Adnu11ion 

03 01. It patient contacted by the nunmc std' 15 minuta alt.er arrival No 1. 2. 3 

Oft unit! YH z 
(To patient: "When you l\nt arriY~ on th• unit. how long wu it ~tient does 

before someone on the nuning :it.air came to see you?" It patient not know 3 

cannot be quntioned, ask famiiy.J Information 
Noc Av:lilable " 

03 oz. On admission to thia unit. is patient in/onn~ how to o.11 the So 1 1. l. 3 

nune? Yd 2 

(To patient: "'Did someone tell you how to call the nuninr sud' or r n{ ormation 

checx to lff i! you aJ":adY knew how to c:ill?"' I! answer is Yes. !'-lot Avai~ble 3 

uk: "When did you tlnd out how to call someone?" tr ;>atient w:as 
not informed br t.'1e nursinf salf •.vithin Lhe fint :?4 houn .;,f 
admiuion to this unit, code No. even if patient al~:idy knew from 
pr.vious admiaaion or from admiuion to another unit.) 
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In.fof'l'wUiml 

03 

03 

11'6 

03. Do the nuning star? inform the patient o! hospital 1'0Utines on ~o 
admislionr yes 
(To patient: ''Wben you wer-9 admitted to this unit. did the 
nuninr suif talk to you about hospital routines, suci1 as when 
ma.la are served!'" PM>be i! patient. waa given patient guide or 
information booklet: "Did someone uplajn to you what is in• 
c:luded in the booklet or cell you why you !hould read it.!'" 
Acceptable if written patient guide is l{lV.n co infor.n patient of 
routines and nursing !talf inform patient this information is in the 
&Wde. Unacceptable if patient is only given the guide with no 
information aa to why he or she should re~ it.. Code No if patient 
lmew information from previous admisaion but was not informed 
on adm.isaion to th.is unit.> 

06. Ia the patient informed o( visiting hours on admission to the unit? 

(To patient: "Did someone tell you what the -nsiting houn a.re (or 
thia unit.!" I! Yes, a.sic: "When did you find out?" U' patient wu 
DOC toJd when visitinr hours were within the tint 2-l houn o{ 

admiuion. code No. Code NA if l)atient tnnsiernd to this unit 
!rom another unit with !affle visiting houn. A~ptable i! patient 
wu rtiff'l"ed to pati•nt. guide or information buoKlet !or visiting 
houn.) 

08. rs the patient. informed ot availability o! rellg-ious coun.aelors and 
facilit.in on admi.,aion to the hospital? 

(To pau.nt: "Most hospitals have a chapel or dergyman available 
to patients and !2ffliliu. Did sorneon• tell you they :in availaDle 
to yoq here if you want them r !t lnswer is Yes. ask: .. When did 
you t\nd out about that!'" It patient 11.-aa not told wrutther a cilapel 
or CMf'l)'m&n were available 'Nithin the first 24 ho11n alter 
admission. code No. A~ptacle if patient infonne<t by clerT,f or 
hoepitaJ brochures. Cod• NA i! patient initially adautte<t to 
another unit.) 

rrr. Is the patient told how to wie the telephone on admission? 

(To patient: .. Wh,n you wen nnt admitted to this unit, did 
someone tell you how to use the hospital telephone!'" [! patient 
wu not told within :.?.a hours alter admi.,aion, code No. Co<ie NA 
if patient initially admitted to another unit. Ac:ceptable i! .,.olwt• 
t.MI' or other noMW"Sing penonnel informed patient.) 

08. Is the patient shown ftecessar"/ {:acilities. such a, the lavatory and 
bathroom. on admwion? 
(To patient: "When you wuw admitted to this unit.. did someone 
show you whe" the bathroom or place to wuh your handa are 
located?" If patient was not shown with.in the t\nt 2-t houn of 
ldmiuion, code No. Code ~A i! patient initially admitted to 
IIIOUIG' unit or il patient wu not up to bathroom on admwion. l 

09. An sat'et.y measures, such aa smoking rei1Jlation1. or preoutiona 
pt.tine in and out o( bed, e.xplained on admission to the unit? 

<To patient: •When you arrived on this unit, were you told ii there 
are any special s:uety measures tor this unit. suc:h as smokinc 
rwiulations, j)reautions in irettinf in and out o{ bed. ,r any other 

. pnoutiON?,. Acetpuble il saiety meas:JNS included in patient 
brochure ind patient wu referred to brocllun ior information. 
Code- NA iI pauent initially admitted to anothu unit.) 

Information 
~ot Available 

:-lo 
Yu 
!n!ormation 

Not Available 

~o 
Yes 
lniormation 

!-lot Available 

:io 
Yff 
lnformation 

Not Avuble 

So 
Yes 
Infoffl13tion 

~fot A vaiiable 

~o 
Yes 
Information 

:-.ot Avad.able 

2 

3 

l 
2 

3 

1 
2 

3 

1 
2 

3 

2 

l 

J 

Criun·01t 
A;,pticability 

1,2.3 

1. 2. 3. 4 

1, 2. 3 

1. 2. 3 
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Sotall'U !!/ Critm°" 
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03 10. Is the patient Wonned within the lint :.?~ hours oi the emergency ~o l. 2. 3 
call system in the bathroom! Yes :? 
(Applies to situations in wh.ic:h the bathroom has emergency c:&il !'-lot Applicable 3 
system. To patient: ~when you were first admitted to this unit, Information 

did someone tell you how to call tor a nurse if you are in the ~foe. Available 4 

bathroom!" If patient wu not infom,ed within the first 24 houn 
of admisaion. rode No. Coda NA i! patient initially admitted to 
another unit.) 

3.2 The Puient Is Extended Soc:iaJ Courtesy by tbe Nuninr Sulf 

03 01. Do the nursinir stair c:&il patient and family by desired name? No 1, 2. 3, 4 
(To patient: .. W'ben s!)ftking to you or your family in the pa.st 2 Y1". ~me oC 

days. have th• nursing staif called you by the name you pnii~r?i the tim11 :? 
Yes, moat oC 

the time 3 
Yn. all of 

the time " Information 
Noc Available 5 

03 O'l. Do nursing sta.tf ?Mmbers inr.roduce themselves to the patient! So I, 2, 3 

(To patient: "Do memb.rs ol the nuninr stair inuoduc:e them- Yes. ~me of 

seJve1 co you?i the time :? 
Yes. most oC 

the time 3 
Yes, ail of 

the time " Information 
No, Available 3 

03 oc. An nur.sing personnel. courteous to 1>3tient and his family! ~lo l, Z. 3, 1 

(To i,.tienc: "Ourinr tr.e put 2 days, have the nurses bffn Yes, 50me of 

satiafactortly courteous to you and your family?" Code All of tb :he time 2 

time on!y i! atways coorteou.s to both patient and family, i! family Yes. :ul of 

bu bNn present. [! family has no, bffn present code for intient the time 3 

oaJy.) Wormation 
Not Available " 

03 OS. Do statf elicit. patient•~ partiopation during roundsr So 1, 2. 3 

(To patient: "In the past i? days, have any g?"Oupe o( st.ad', 3uch as Yes ::? 

doctors and nurses making rounaa, c:tJme into your room?" If Yes. Inlonnation 

"Did you f~I that they adequately incluGed you in their d~ !'1ot Available 3 

aiona and g-ave you a chance u, ask question:a~"1 

3.3 The Patient's Privacy and Civil Rights A.rw Honored 

01 01. rs written consent secured prior to •~ ;,roceduns ind/or ':'lo 1. 2. 3 

studies? Yes 2 

(lncludes any proc:edurw { or which written "'Jnsent mu.st. be given, Not Appiic:able ;J 

e.i .• ~ry. lumbar puncture, etc. For last p~unon!y. for 
nursery or pediatrics, re!ers to wt"itUn c:onMnt o( parents.) 

02. Is the nu.rw &WV'9 of what the patient ha& bffn told about. hls No l 1, Z. 3 • .a 

condition1 y,. 2 

<To nurse: "Do ycu know what !rfr. X hat been I.Did about his Intonnation 

illnesar• Code !'lo it nurse is unswit or does not i<now. ) Not Available 3 

~ Do tb. nllr.!ing ,ta.If in!orm the patient of the plan for d.3ily are No 1 1, 2. l 

of the patient? Yes 2 

<To patient: "At the beg;nnint ol the day. say in the past 2 days, Inlc,rmation 

did the nurse tell you wnat your :activities !or the day would be?"') Not Available l 
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A ppiicaoilit v 
03 04. An special procedures and studies eicplain<td to the patient? ~o 1, !!. 3 

<To patienc "Have you had an~ spe1:ial te,t.s or procedures while Yes • .;ometimes :? 
you've been in the hospital? Wer-e they e.xplain&d to you before Yes, always 3 
they Wff9 done?" Does not re!er to rouune treatments. Code NA Sot .-\pplic:sble .. 
if patient had no tests or special proced~. May record ~A tor [n!ormation 
infants.) !-lot A vaiiable 5 

03 05. An curtains drawn or door closed !or ex.amuations, trutment.s. !-lo 1, z. 3 
or privacy? Yes 2 
<To patient: "When you han had an examination or tnatmenc c,r ~ot Applicabte 3 
when you just want privacy. wel"I thit curtains dnwn around 
your bed or the door c:lo.Hd?'i 

03 06. Do nursinc staff knock before entering a patient's room! ~o 1, 2. 3 

<To patient: "Do 11UJ"5ing st.li!' knock before enr.erint your room?") Yes. somit of 
the time 2 

Yes, mosi o{ 
the time 3 

Yes, ail of 
the tune .. 

08. Do nursing st:llf discuss the patient and his can either \\"ith th• ~o 
patient, u in nursinr rounds, or in private places on the unit Yes 2 
wheN other patients or visitors cannot hear the diSCUS1ion? Information 

(Private place may rel er to st.Uion. conlerenC1t areas on unit. etc:.) ~ot .~n.ilable 3 

03 09. Do nuninf stair discus, their P4f?'30na! problems in private. not :-ro 1 1. 2. 3 
witn or in the pnsence o! !)atients? Yes 2 

<To patient: "Have any of the nw-sing stad discussed their ;,er• Information 

sonaJ problem.s with you or in your pnrs«nC1t?" If patie:n !'!ports :-tot Availaole 3 

that swf do discuu penonai problems in his presen~. record 
No.> 

3.~ The Nff/d (or ?:!lyc:holOfical-EmotionaJ Wi!ll,Bein; Is Attended 

03 01. Is opportunity provided {or patient to disc:usa {ear and anxieties! ~., s 
(To patient or parents of children: •tn the put 2 d.iys, if ther-& YH :? 

wu .somethjnf that concerned you, waa there an opportunity to lnionnaticn 

wlc witn someone on the nunmg swf about it?'i :-lot A va.iiable :3 

1)3 O'L Do the nursing sblf discuss the physical dependen~indepen- So 2. l 
den.:. ot the patient -Mth the patient! Yes :? 

<To patient: .. Hu your illness had much effect on what you c:an do Infomution 

for YOIIJ'Seif. such aa daily hyriene or eating, or taking cue o{ !'iot Available 3 

youneif in i9nerai? Has anyone Crom the nuninf swf talked in 
detail with you about how much you should do for yourself or how 
YCN. c:an increu. what yo\l c:an do {or yourwll'!• Code :-lo if 
p&Uent merely informed o{ activities but not enp.(l!d in discus-
lion about th. level ol hillher involvement in can.) 

03 0.1. r. the ~ ot Jpec:iaJ equipment (e.i .. inhalation ~uipment. :-ro 3. ~ 

Nctjon. IV, iOffiCO, and similar, expwned to tlw patient~ Yes :? 

(To patient: .. I notice that you have some special ~uipment. Has ~ot. Applic::able 3 

anyone t.lMd you how it ·Nor.ks or why you nffd it?'i Information 
NO( Available 

04. Do then~ and patient diac:usa mode ol Uvini;. living conditions, So 1. 2. 3 

or OCC\lp&tionaJ role in relation to his illnu• and ~torative an? Yes 2 

<To patj•nc "Have any of the nu.rs.s :alked -Mth you in detail ~ot AppHc:2ble 3 

about. whether yov illness might alf'ect. your home situation or [nformation 

YOiU worlc?" It Yes, ulc "Did :hey help you trunk :!trough or pian ~ot .-\.va.ilable 4 

what to do about it? .. U:laCC'ept.ible i! pac:ent merely informed o! 
activities.) 
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Sourei; ,if Critmo" 
bcftn,i'IJ:,t.W?& Applicability 

O'..'l 05. 11 an opponunity provided for th patient or the !amiiy to :-lo 1 1, 2. 3 
tva.111.a(e the OA given by the nu1'3ing stalf! Yes z 
(To patient: .. At any time in the put weeic. has anyone from the Information 

nursing staif asked you or your family what you think about the Sot Available 3 
nunmc car. you've had here?") 

06. Do the nursing stalf inform the patient.s about .activities before No 1 2, 3, 4 
they an c:vried out? Yes 2 

(Refers to l"OUtine care activities; does not refer to obuinint [nformation 

consent !or special procedures. Information may ll. minimal !-iot Avaibble 3 
about what nurse i.s goint to do. Does not need to be extensive 
uplanauon. To patient: "Do the nurses tell you what. they ire 

ioing to do b.lore they csrry out some activity such u b.aths, 
injections, dresainr changH, etc. r [! ~not interview severt!7 
ill patienu, try to get in!ormar.ion by obMrvinr nurses with 
patient.a.) 

rn. When the patient's condition warrants. does the nur.!41 (ive No I l, Z. 3 
attention to the patient's need for diversional activities? Yes 2 

(To l11l1'M: •tr appropriate. have any of the nunint swf liven Not Applicable l 

attention to providing divenionaJ activities for ~r. X. sucit a.a Information 

rading. iettinr the family or someone in the hoapical to visit. :-i ot Available 

tailcinr to him or her, and so on?'° [! nur.w sa13 not appropriate, 
code NA.) 

08. lJ vubaJ communic:ation d~ed toward the ,eve~y ill or No "· 6, 1 
unconsc:ioas pati,nt or toward in!.mts? Yes, not much 

(OhNrv. nuninr st.ad with patient to se. whether they talk to at ail 2 

patienc.) Yu. a great 
deaJ 3 

Noc Applicable 4 

09. Ia there tactile communication with the s-tverely ill or unconscous ~o "· 6, j' 
i,au.nt or with infants? Yes, noc much 

(Observe nursing sta.lf with patient :o determine whether MMe acail 2 

ol touch is used as means o{ C!>mmuniation. •·i·• 11H of touch in Yes. a gr,!&t 

comlortinr way, aaide !ram providinr techzlicaJ care.) deaJ 3 
Noc Applicable " 

03 11. Do fflU'MS listen to the patien«.? N'o t. 2. 3, 4 

(To patient: "When you ask questions or make comments. do you Yes • .some of 

!tef that the nunea llaten to you and show an inetnst in whar. you the time ? 

aay!'") Yes. ail ol 
the time 3 

L-\tonnation 
!'lot A vailabl• 4 

13. Doe. the patient,...,. his own dothinr (iown, pajamas, etc.) ii No 1 1, %. 3 

desind? Yes 2 

(To patient: •{! you wane to wear your own clothing, such aa Not Applicable 3 

pajamu, while you'r. in the hefpitaJ, do you (HI free tc do so?'" [n(onnation 

Cooe NA only if patient' t <:0ndition or extensive treuments ma.!u Not Available -4 

it undeainble to we:r.r own dothiJ'lf.) 

I•• ~ the p.atient identify a particular nurse aa ~hit nune"'! !'lo 1, z. 3, 4 

(To patient: .. ts then <JM particular nune that is 'your n~• Yes 2 

wh~ you an here?'° Acceptable if patient indicates one n~ u Inlorniation 

hil nW"M.) 
Not Available 3 

15. An babies held for fffdini:,, il fed by st~ !-lo 1 8 

(Inapplicable for pM!mature in(.1nts, Jt>«ia!•t~ !eedinirs- An• Yes 2 

swv No if any bottle pr'Dpping.) !-lot Applicable l 
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16. Is an ana in the n~ry provided for mothers to {ffd conva.les
c:em Wants? 

3.5 The Pati1nt. Is Taugbc Meaaures o( Heatth Miuntenane1t and Illnesa 
Pr.vent.ion 

01. Do the nunintr swf inform the ;,atient. to report signs and 
symptoms related to his illnesa (e.r., l"2»h. pain> to the nursmr 
awn 
(Applicable it there ar. any signs or symptoms which patient 
should be awarw of to report. To patient: -Did anyone from t..'1e 
nuninr scad teil you if there :ire any sillTIS or symptoms related 
to YOW' illness that you should re;,o~ to them?" In pediatrics, may 
uk parent i! one is p,..Mnt.) 

02. Have instr'UctfoM to be given to the pacienc been out.lined, either 
•vb&Lly or in wntinr! 
\To nune: "An theN any specw instructions to be ~ven to Mr. 
xr If Ya. a,Jc .. Are they in wntinr?"' Applicable i! any instruc
tiorla an indicated, suc:h as preoperativ11pre-di.arnostic: tesunr, 
tadlintr patients to do own treatments, :nedications, etc:. If 

taaehinr tum is inar.ructing patient. record Written only. l 

03. I1 a 1pec:iflc member o( the nursing st.a6 designated !or instruct
intr the patient in hia cue? 

(To nunr. "I.I any pa.rtic:ular std member a.saiilled to .;ve 
llJft'W insuuc:1.iom to Mr. X?i 

04. An the· patient or family informed of or insu-JCted in care th.a:. 
muat. be done at. home? 
(To patient "Ha.a anyone from the nunin,rstalf talked to you yec 
about anything you should not do when you io home?" Probe: 
-Such u activity !im.it:won:i, i:limbini swn. or other thin~~
Applicable u soon aa it can b4t r~ized that patient will need 
any kind ol information about postho1piw activities. Does not 
reqwre specific re!erni or physician's orders reprding discilarge 
date or activitiu.) 

015. Ia the plan !or oral r.uids formulated by patient and nurM? 

(Appµ,, to any patient with order suc:h as .. encounge fluids," 
'"restrict fluids, .. '"force duids, .. or iive spedik amount ol oral 
ftuids per day. To patient: ·•Do you have a schedule that says 
when and what kind of liquids you're suppo!ed to drink? Did you 
plan thia t~t.her with the nune?•If noc formulated jointiy by 
nune and pa&jent, anawet is No.) 

3.8 ni. Patient's Family Is Induded in the Nursing Cant P'roc9sa 

01. Is th9" a written .st..atement in regard to the !amily·s level ot 
undersundinc of the patient's condition? 

(Refers to a.ny time durinf hoapitaliz.auon. Refers to ~pon.ses 
probabiy elicited by question: ·"Can you teil me ,omething about 
Mr. X's conc:!ition?'" IAvel ot understanciint defined in ~er 
cod ... 

'So 
Yes 
Not AppJicacle 

!'Jo 
Yes 
Not Applicable 
Information 

Sot Available 

No 
Yes, ora.l only 
Yes. wnuen only 
No, Applicable 

No 
Yr:s 
!'lot Applioble 
In!orm.ation 

Sot Available 

So 
Yes. informed 

only 
Yes, informed 

and iMtruc:ted 
Sot Appiic:ible 
!nionnation 

Sot Available 

No 
Yu 
Sot Applicable 
Information 

Sot Av:ulable 

~o 
Yes, nanw of 

di2gnosis, sur
teTY, or test 

Yes, undentand-
inJ of illnaa 
stated 

Not Applicable 
Information 

~ct Availabi. 

1 
:? 
3 

2 

2 
J 
4 

1 
:? 
:J 

3 
4 

5 

Crikn·,,,. 
Apptiea.bility 

8 

1. Z. 3 

l, 2, 3 

l,:?. l 

1, 2. 3 

1, 2. 3, ~ 
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~i'i:aof CritntOll 
lrt{tlfflUjtiof& A1111lu:11bility 

n3 02. Do the nurse. pauent. and family d~u the family's participa- So 2. 3 
tion in th can of the patient? Ytt. 2 
(°J'o patient:"~ your family come to visit you? In the past Wffi< ::-lot. Applicable 3 
have any o{ the nursing stad' U.iked Wlth you and your famiiy Information 
about what thlnp they mi(ht help you do?") Not Available -4 

03. Is opportunity provided for family to d~ lean and anxieties ~o I 2. 3. 4 
(paac 2 days>? Yu 2 
(°J'o nurse: "Have Mr. x•s family bffn in to visit him in the put 2 !-tot Applic:able 3 
days?" It :-{o, code ~A. I! Yes, uk nune: ~Have any oC the .Information 
nunes spent some time ,..;th them to Sff if they have any Not Available 4 
particular fears or problems related to Mr. X's illness!") 

01 04. Is a detcription o{ care given by the family recorded? No z. 3 
(Au patient, to determine if applicable: "Do your family ~d/or Yes 2 
friends visit you in the hospital? ~ there any specrnc things ::-lot. Applic::ible l 
they do !or you while they are here? What do they do?'i 

05. Is the family notified when there are Hrious changa in the So 1 
patient'.t e11ndition7 Yes 2 

(Check prog?US notes to determine whet.her there were si~• Sot Appiicable 3 

cant cbanres in the patient's condition. [! there were. SH lniormation 

whether family wu no<ined.) Not Availabl• " 
01 06. r. the nam• anci phone number of family or friend to C1>ntaet in ~o 1 l, 2.3, 4 

cue o{ emerpncy listed on t.h K.udex or other appropriate Yes 2 
r.cord! 

03 07. Did the nuning scat? iniorm th• family a{ vuicing hours on the No 1 1.:?, 3. -t 
unit? Yes 2 
(To patient: "Did anyone on the nursing stair inform your family !'iot Applicable 3 

ot the visitinr hours on this unit?'" Ac:c.ptabl• if intormeo by stalf Inionnation 

or by brocbure. l Not Available 

03 08. Is the family infonnt1:i ol the ava1lability of religioUI counseJon No l 1, 2. 3. 4 
and facilities such u the chapel? Yes :? 

(To patient: "Did anyone inform your family that there are Soc Applic::ablt 3 

chaplains available or that they may us• the chapel 1! they so Information 

w'iahr" A~ptable it family informed by cltf'iY or brochure. C.xie Not Av:ailable 

NA if family informed while patient wu on mother unit. I 

01 09. Is thel'9 a written statem.nt that the baby was .shown to at ltui. No 
one of his pannc.s, it not beinr placed for ..dopuon? Yes 2 

Not Appiicsble 3 

04 to. Wu the mother given inar.ructions by the nW""HS Wlt.h l"f('U'd to 6 

CNdinr the baby: 

A. Thnes to feed the baby! No 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

B. n. baby's formula. if indicated? No 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 3 

C. How to bl.l.rl) the baby? No 
Yd 2 
Noc. ApplicsbJ. 3 

D. How to teed the baby, including how to hoid and how long to No l 

!Nd? Yes 2 
Sot Applicable 3 
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lfC/•lWil,.d W f& 
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E. BNaat care. il bruat teedinir No 1 
(To nurse: .. Has Mrs. X bftn given instructions about. eadl Yes 2 
al the following itema: (read the above list !~") !'iot Applicable 3 

on 11. Ia the mother iiven home-care instructions with rep.rd to: 6 
A. Activity levej of the baby? No 

Yu 2 
Not Applicable 3 

B. Cimnncision care i! indicated? No I 
Yes z 
Not Applicable 3 

C. How to take the baby's tempentuN? No 
Yes 2 
Not Applicable 

D. Klnd o{ clothinc appropriac. for hospital discharp? No 
Yes z 
Not Applicable 3 

12. Wu the mot.her ziven any information about the ~peS1"211~ or No 
CIN r,i the c:ord? Yes :? 
(To mother: "Did any o{ the nur.sery nurses give you any in/or- Not Applic:able 3 
mation about. the appearance· or cue o( the baby's cord!"'1 

13. Wu the mother (iven the opportunity to lum haw to bathe h•r No 6 
baby, ar. any timtt durint her stay, il she dffind? Yes :? 
(To mother. "Were you iiven an opportu,uty ta team how to Not Applicable 3 
ba&heyourbaby?'i 

03 14. Wu the father given any information about the on of tlw baby, ~o l 6 
suds u bow to hold or feed the baby! Yes 2 
(AM tathu or mothn: "Did the nursery nurs. give you, or show Not Applicable l 

YfNZ b.iuband. any in!ormaaon about are of the baby, Jud\ a.a Information 

how to hold or feed the baby:)· ~Of. Av2ila.ble 4 

UL Wu the mother given instnu:tions by t.'ie nursery personnel with So 8 
rqwd to hand washing ted1niques in prepanuon for handling her y~ :? 
baby? Noc. Appliabl• 3 

(A.lk mother: "Did the nunery nurses tall yo11 th.u you should Information 

waall your hands beloN you handle your baby?") Not A.Yaibble " 
... o ACHIEVEMENT OF NURSING CARE OBJECTIVES IS EV AL-

UATED 

4.1 Recarda ~•nt the ~ Provided for the Patient 

01 0L Do racorda document all tNatmenta currently being p,erf ormtd1 ~o l, Z. l, 4, 6, i 

<All written prescribed tres.tments. eithet' by mlNiicine or by Yes, incomplete 2 

ftllr'Sinc, e., .. dnsainrs. iniption. IPPB, etc.> Yea. complete 3 
Not Appiioble " 

01 0%. Do ~ document the vita.I signa and blood prnaure aa indi- No 1. 2. 3, "· a. 1 
caced in medicu or nursi.ng orders? Yes. incomplete 2 

(On admi&aion or u •pecilled (or the last two days.) Yes. complete 3 

01 03. Do recorda documen, tJt. reuons for omission o( medications? ~o I.~ 3. -4, 6 

(llalen to put i days. rt patient on wut ltsS than 7 days. Yes. some of 

cocwder whatever timepacant haa been on t..'ua unic.) t."ie time :? 
Ya. mos,of 

the time 3 
Yet.~ ol 

the time 
Not Applioble 5 
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01 04. Do ~rds doc:wnent thi, reuon (ar adminat.ration oC PRN Nr, 1. :?. 3, 4. 6, i 
medications? Yes, some of 
(Re!e,rs to put 7 days. tr patient on unit less than 7 days, the time :? 
consider whatever time patient has been on this unit.) Yff, most ol 

the time 3 
Yes. ail o( 

the ume 4 
Not Applical>le s 

01 05. Do records doc:ument the e!fect o{ PR!'-1' medic:ation? No 1, 2. 3, "· 6. 7 
( Rei en to past 7 days. It patient has been on unit less than 7 YH, some oC 
daya, consider whatever time patient ha.a been on unit.> the time 2 

Yu, most ol 
the time 3 

Yes, ail o( 
the time " Not Applicable 5 

01 06. Do records document the adminiltr:ation o( medications on thil I, Z. 3, 4, 6 
unit Wlduding: 

.4. Time given? No 1 
Yn 2 
Not Applicable 3 

B. Route ot adminiatntion? No l 
Yn 2 
Not Applicable 3 

C. Sita ot injection? No I 
Yes 2 
NO( Applicable 3 

D. Name oi person who pv. medic::won? No 1 
'{n, 2 
Noc Applic:atx. 3 

E. Dosage? So 

(Refers to paat 7 days. 1t patient on unit less uwi 7 days, Yes :? 

conaidv whatever time patient has be.n on t!:u unit. l ~ot Applicabl& 3 

01 07. Ia the time o( admisaion to the unit recorded? No 1 
Ya 2 

01 08. Does the rtc:0rd indicste cha type o{ reedini the baby i.9 receiv• ~o 6 

inc~ Yes z 
01 09. An there daily writttn statements about the ~ndicion ot th No 6 

baby's eyes, mouth, and rontanels? Yn. incomplete 2 

(Appiles to put 2 days. Code C.,mplete only i! observation ol ail Y tt. compl1!ce 3 

thne anu ia recorded.) 

01 10. Are daily wei(hu recorded. up to tlw day ol thia o~! So 6 

Yes :? 

01 11. It the amount o( esch feeding taken noted? So 6 

(Amount may i,. in drops or ounces. or the weight ditre"ncw o{ Ytt :? 

the baby p,... and po,t!eedinr.> Not Applicabl• 3 

01 1%. Doest.he rteerd nou it baby has bMn burped (bubbled) alter e2en No 6 

(e.din1 riven in the nunery! (~A if mother Ced -baby, ex«:ept for Yes :? 
mothers feeding convaltic9nt. babies.) Not Applic:2ble 3 
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Critm·Oft 
Applicability 

4.2 The Patient's Response ta Thenpy rs Evaluated 

01 OL An observations r@lated to medicu treatment. me<iiClltion.s, dis• ~o 1. Z. l. -4. 6, i 
UH process, or pouible complications noted, e.g .• changes in Yes z 
condition. observationa to detect onMt o{ c:omplic:1tior13, ol>ser- Sot Applic:lble 3 
vationa o! newbom ~uch aa heaiing oi circumcision, etc.! 

(Statement of obMrvation.s :nay ~fer to either p"sen~ or 
absence ol problems. inc:ludH any nursing observations not in• 
duded in medical orders. Includes .side or untoward erf~ts ot 
current. ther:apy. Consider ct>ndition o{ patient and determine 
whether speciflc: otis.rvations should be made. It nor. recorded, 
answer No. Refers to pa.st 48 houn.) 

01 03. Do records document the patient's response t.o e,q,lanations ol ~o 1 1. z. 3. -& 
c:anr YH 2 

(May include responH to any typ. ot informal or formal upiana• ~ot Applicable 3 
tiona or i1U1uuc:tions given by nurM or other health per.ll>Mel. To 
nurse: •Have any kind of uplanations been given to :rtr. X in 
r.prd to his condition or can?• I! answer ia So, code ~ot 
Applicable. Answer coded Yes refers to written .statement about 
patient's response or apparent comprehension.> 

01 °'- Do nte0rd1 document the need Car additional instruction? So 1,:?. 3, 4 

I.To nurse: •Hu any lcjnd of explanation bffn g;ven to Mr. X. in Yes 2 
~ to his condition or c:ue? Are a.ny additionaJ explanations ~ot Appiiabl• 3 

needed?"' Answer ct>de Yes re(ers :o written .~t•m~nt mout 
•hat additiona.l explanations ara needed.) 

01 05. 11 the patient's pertormanc:e o{ self-care :ictivities, e.ir., eatin1f. :-lo 2. 3 
~ waiking. d.resaing, dDing own treatments. etc., recorded'! Yes :: 
(Apl)lia to hospital situation in put 48 hours. l 

01 06. Do.a th• record nota whether ,adl fffiiini is retained or ~r- No 1 

ptaied? Yes 2 
~ot Applic:&ble 3 

5.0 UNIT PROCEDURES A.RE FOLLOWED FOR THE PROTEC· 
TION OF ALL PATIENTS 

5.1 Iaolation and Decontamination P?"oc:edures Are Followed 

01. Wb•n a pauent i.s iso!ate<i: 
A. Do the numnr swf follow the i.solati.)n procedun .spe,:ined No 

for the isolated patient? Yes. ail o{ 
the time 2 

Not Appiicabie 3 

B. ls contaminated linen, equipment, and wute T'l!moved from No 
molauon rooma accordinr to hospital policy? Yes. atl ol 

the time 2 
Not Applicable 3 

c; Are isolation pree2utions (i.e., & sign to indie2te what to No 1 

war. i,!oves, iown, mukl posted outside the patient's door! Yes 2 
Not Applicai:lht 3 

D. An necessary supplies (e.i., '°wn. iloves, mask) im!Mdi• !'io 

a.t.eJy accessible. tor exampl4t out.side the door ol th• isoiated Yes, ail ol 

patient.'s room or inaide the n~ry! the time 2 
Not Applioblt 3 

E.. Do nonnursint penonnel observe the isolation procedure No 

specified out.side the patient's door? Yes, ail ol 

(It procedure~ not always followed, record No.) Refers to the time :! 

ail nonnuninc personnei.) 
N°' Applic:&ble 3 
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CRITERIA MASTER LIST 

S'o!la:.:r nf 
Crilmmt Infor.-r.~tio14 

A 7'J'lieaoility 
(.)~ O'L la the procedure Cor dispoau of dinyiuaed supplies and eqwp- No 3. 8, 9 

ment followed? Yes 2 
(Does noc refer to isolation procedure. 5ft hospita.l procedure.) Information 

Not Available 3 
1·i.; 03. AN precautions taken by nursinir ,~it tt> protect patients from Oefutitely ~lo s. ~. 9 

known respiratory infections and other c:ommunicable disea.:ses? ?robably No z 
(To nurse in c:harge: ~rn the put :? days. hu then! been any Probably Yes 3 
incidence o{ other communicable disuses on this unit~ I! Yes: Definitely Yes 4 

"Wu anything done to prevent uie si)read of infection. Juch u Not Applicable 5 
puttinJ patients in private rooms or ~wring sud wtth respira- iniorm,ltlon 
tory conditions to stay at homer• Code Yes only if NW"U sutes Not Available 
speciftc: pr.cautions that we" taken. l 

04. Do tht suit wuh their hands between patients~ !'lo 5. 8, 9 
(Showd be done alter any di.net C2l'9 with di.net c:on~ of nurse Yes, ail oC 
'Mth body or lin.ns ol the patient. !f not always done, reeord No.) ~etime :? 

<Doa not refer to isolauon procedun. Set" ha.pit.al procedure.) In!ormation 
Not Available 

10. AN all basainets cleaned and disinfected: 8 
A. When the baby is discharred? ~o 

<To nurM in ~: ~rn t."le past :? days. have :any b:abifl Yes 2 
been diacharged Crom the nunery? Were bauinets deaned Sot Applicable l 
and disinfected?" In!onnation 

Not Available 

B. If the baby hu bffn in th• nursery long.r than 7 d215? No 

(To nurH in charp: "ln the put 2 days. h.4VIJ the1'9 been any Yts :? 
babies who have been in this nursery lo~r lhan i days?" 1! ~ot Applicable 

Ya: .. Wert their b&S1inet.s cleaned and disin!ecte-;i or -.·ere Information 

they rn.nslernci to a dean busine( at leut every i days?'") ~~ Availa.ble 

5.2 The Unit Is Pr.!pared for Emerpney Situations 

04 01. AN plana !or intervention durinr a caniiac ar!'!St known by the No 5. s. 9 
nursing stad'? Yes. incomplete :? 

<To nurse: "What do the nursing 3tatf do if ther. is a cardiac Yes, complete l 

arTUt on tht unit?" Answer Cllmplete includes dealing tM air• [nformation 

way, cardiopulmonary ~~ution, preparinir medications. and Not Available " 
notifying appropriate p.nonnel. May code !'fA i! nurse being 
inc.rriewed hu been uad this question '4ithin the put i days.) 

04 oz. Ia the emerpncr cart checked daily for adequacy ol supplies! ~o 5, s. 9 

(To nurse: .. Do you know if uie tmeriency art wu chl!'Cked?"" Yes :? 

!'loc neeeaaa.ry to aak nun4. if record used to indicste th.It ~ (nformation 

has heft checked.> Not Available l 

06 03. Ia an enwJ"19ney cart or tray stationed on the unit.! No 5, 8. 9 

(If only tray on the unit. it. must include at leut equipment. and Yes 2 

suppila tor immediate resuscitation.) 

oa.. AN actions to be taken in cue ol fin known by the nuninf ,c.a;r. Derinitely :-.o s. s. 9 

(To nu:ne: "What do the nursinr suzf do if a rlre is disco•f'red on Probably So :: 
the wutr Answer Complete includes at. leaat not.i(yfog :ippro- ?l"Obablr Yes 3 

priate persons for a.ssi!tan~. proucting patients Crom r.re and Oerirutely Yes .i 

tmCMCe. •·&'·• by do.sing doors. removing patients from immediate 
an ol !'!rt. etc. }lay coo• ~A if nune beinf interv1ewed haa 
been uked this qutttion within the paat 7 days.) 

06 06. It theN a standby heated incubator or r3diant W:u"!Mf' !or ~o 1 8 

1mtxpected problems? Yu 2 
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Sou~.,, Critm°" · 
/nfo'F'M:t~itne. 

A ppiiccbility 

6.0 THE DELIVERY OF NURSING CARE rs FACILITATED BY 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGERIAL SERVICES 

6.1 Sunini Reporting Follows Prescribed Standards 

Os 01. Ant nursing notes written about the patient aa ~uired by No 1 1. 2. 3, '· 6, 7 
hospi~ policy? Yes 2 
(U patient on this unit leu than 48 houn, consider whauver tinu, 
paa.nt. hu been on this unit.> 

0( O'Z. Ant ail nur.sinif notes legible! No 
CU patient ha.t been on this unit !es, th.'Ut 48 hours. con.sider Yes z 
whatever time patient has been on thia unit.) 

01 oa. Are nursing notes property siiTied u required by hospiul policy? No 1. 2. 3. 4, 6, 1 
(If patient haa bffn on this w,it leu than 48 hours. con.sider Yes, some o{ 

what.ever time patient haa been on this unit.) the time ~ 
Yes, all oC 

the time 3 

01 · 04. If abbreviations are used in the nuning ~rds. an they ac• ~o I. 2. 3, 4, 6, ": 
~table according to hospi~ policy? Yes !? 
CU patient has b4-.n on this unit lesa th.an 48 hours. con~dtt 
nuninr ?'9COrds only (or time patient has been on this unit.) 

06. Do nursing staff 1'port to the nune in charp ac. the end ol the No l 5, 8, 9 
shut! Yes 2 
(To nurse in cha.rp: "Usinr yesurday or the La.st day you worked [nformauon 

aa aa eumple, did you ~t a N!port from each pe!"SOn workin( Not Available l 

with you at the end ot the shiCt!" Nun• in charge refers to team 
ladff, primary nurse, charg-e nurse, or equivalent. )by code NA 
if nurse in charp worked ~one yesterday aa pouible in modular 
•tinr.> 

06. Do private nuna give a verb:u report to the nun• in cha1'i9 ~ No 5 

(To nune in charg,t: "Rave there been any privata duty nul"SH on Yes :? 
this wut in the pa.st 2 days?'" I! Yes, a.sk: "!:lid they give you a Not Applica.bi. 3 

Yffba.l report at the end o! the shiltri Information 
Sot. Available -4 

04 <1'1. Do the retiring and oncomin( nurMs in ci,arge make waildng No t 5. S 
rounds to,ether? Yes 2 

(To nurse in dw-g.: "Were you and the retiring nur.se in charge 
on the Last shift able to m.alce W"&iking rounds to~ether at the 
belinn.inr of thia ahift!'" Nurse in ch~ re(er:s to team leader. 
clw-te nune, or equivalent. Walldng- rounds re! er:s to all patients 
tor whom nurse in chug• is 1'Sponsible.l 

08. Do all nu.rsinr personnel on the oncoming shift ~iv• a report on ~o t 5, 8 

patients to whom they will giv• nursing dre :hat sru!t! Yu z 
{To nurse in cltazye: "Usintr this shift a.a an e:<~ple. did ail 
nunint penonnel N!CflVe a report on patients to whom they a:-. 
now pvin1 care?i 

01 09, Does the admittinr record indicate: 
,t. The sex of the baby! N(, 

Yes 2 

B. The du. ol birth? ~o 1 
Yea 2 
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C The time of birth! 

D. The birth weight! 

E. The lenith at b~? 

F. The birth poaition (ROA. LOA. bre«h. etc.) 

G. The type ot delivery (nginaJ. Ca.esarian section. ?recipi-
tau.)? 

H. The gestational a~ (alculated by LMP o( mother or physi-
dan's estimate?) 

(May apply to 1"9COrds !?Qm delivery r,,om tn.nsl'ernu to 
nursery.) 

Nuninc ~ment Is Provided 

01. Ia a regiltend nurs. in chute and pr"'!Sent on the wut this shift! 

(Means RN on th• wut. ~oc accepcable to have same RN c:onr 
more than one unit. Check starling roster or by obser'\·auon. for 
tour obeerved only.> 

03. Does the nurse in char-g9 delepte wks according to both patient 
needl and level of skill oJf personnel? 

(To nune: -Using today as an example. how did you decide which 
activitift to a.saiiJ1 to other members o{ the nursing stair and 

· which ones to perform youneil?" Answer No i! usu or patienu 
Uligned according to nwnben o{ pem>nneL Answer Yet if 
ISailJlffllnt made tn consideration of both diff'erent levels o/ siciU 
al st.a« and s.verity o{ patients. May oe NA only in primary or 
modular settinr in which nur.se worits alone. l 

04. An copia ol the stadinlJ schedule for the 11nit posted on the 
patient can urut! 

Rtlers to stamnr schedule !or 1. week ·or 1 montb. etc. Code No it 
noc praent.) 

05. Does the nW"S41 in chartlt '" the patient at leut twice during th 
shift! 
tTo nurse in chugt: NHow many time would you say you were 
able to'" Mr. X during the ,hi Ct. 11sinr yest•rday or th• lut day 
you worked as an example?'" ~une in char,re re{en to primary 
~. team leader, clw-p nun.. or equivaient. l 

06. Don the nurse in charp cbfflc to Sff tha: delepted ta.ska hav• 
been perfonned? 

(To nune in~: "UsinlJ ynterday as an e.ll.ample. how did you 
ftnd ou, whether the worlc you had assiiNd to other personnel 
had been canied out?'" Record Y ff only i! nun. ~poru diffl:t 
penonaJ obMrration for evidence that. all specific: taalcs wen 
pertormed-not necesaary to have obMrved actual performance. 
NW"M in charp re!en to team leader, cha,-p nur:ie. or equiva-
J.enL) 

CRITERIA MASTER UST 

Crit1rio1t 
A'P11lieabtiic1 

No l 
YN 2 

No 1 
Yes 2 

No 
Yn 2 

No l 
Ya 2 

No 1 
Yu 2 

No l 
Yu 2 

~o 5. 8. 9 
Yes 2 

So 1 5. 8, 9 
Yes 2 

Xu s. s. 9 
Ya 2 

!'io l 1. 2. 3 
Yes 2 

Xo s. a. 9 
Yes 2 
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Sn11:, of Critn-ion 
Infornu,.t fr.:,;, 

Al'J1litflbilit'IJ 

04 01. Does the head nurH or ~uivalent · in eharie ol the unit. make No 1 5, 3 
rounds on aJI patient$ on the unit? Yes 2 
(To hnd nun. or equivalent: ·During the past :? days did you [nlormation 
make walking rounds on all pauents on this un.it?'") !-lot Available 3 

04 08. Are patient conferences conducted to plan .. ~d coonimate a !-lo s. 8 
speciac patient's eve? Yes, 1-3 times 
(To nune in ch~: "{n th• ;,a.st Wffk. han you had any per week 2 
patient ant conferences?" Patient care conferencu re!er to any Yes. :nor. than 
conferences held about a sp«'irlc patient Cor the purpoM ol 3 times per 
planning and coordinating his c~. Noc. :iceeptable i! the only week 3 
contennc:es in the past wHk wen, rounds, in•Hl"Vic:1! prog:,-am.s, 
or other meetings not related to a specinc patient's on.) 

03 09. Have there been two or fewer nur.teS a.ssi~e<i to Mr. X during No l, 2. 3, 4 
the day shi!t for the put ; days? Yes 2 
(To the pauenc "Does the same nurse take e2re o( you ~ Information 

day!" Probe: "fn the past 7 days during the day shiit. how many Not Available 3 
nurses would you say have *n nesponsible for your c:an?'° It 
there were one or two nunes responsible Cor patienr.'s care. code 
Yes. II thrN or more, code No. I! patient !l2s *non thia urut 
fewer than ; days, consider whatever time patient has bffn on 
thia Wlit.) 

6.3 Cleric:aJ Services Are Provided 

01 01. Is the chart 2a1embled in the correct order u specified by hospi~ !'lo 1. :?, 3. 4, 6 
proc:edun? Yes 2 

01 O'L Ant tnmc:ribed mcdic::ltion and treatment orders dat.ed? No 1.:?, 3. "· S 
(From K.artlex and/or med cards.) Yes, incomplete 2 

Y n, c:omplete 3 
Sot Applicible 4 

04 03. Is there a list o( nursint sUJ! on duty for th.is ~hilt kept .at the No 1 5, 8, 9 
desk or in a rndily accessible ptac. on the unit? Yes 2 

04 04. Does the clerk tnnacribe the phylician's orden wtth.in one hOU1' No 1 5. 3 
of writinc? Yes 2 

<To nUJ'S41 in charie: "U,ing yHtarday or the last day you worked 
u an exmple, did a clerk tranacribe the physician's ordan within 
ON hour alter they we1'9 written? .. For Yes answer. clerk must 
ha.- : !"IMC:ribed ail orders. and all mu.at have boten tnn.scribed 
within OM hour.} 

06. A.re orden reviewed daily to ensure that. all tnnscriptions are :-lo 1 5. 8 

accura_ce. c:urrent, al1d <:t!mpltte? Yes 2 

<To nlU'H: "During the past 2 d:ays. did someone ~iew the 
orders to be sUNt tnnsc:riptions :in complete? 1'o cheek for 
automatic upiration of mediation orders? To make sure they 
wen transcribed correctly? .. I! rav,ew ..,,aa not done for~ 3, or 
aecording to hospital policy, code No.) 

08 OS. Does a cleric answer the unit telephone? No 1 5, s. 9 

<To nurse: "tn th• l'U' 2 days. have clerks on duty alw-1ya Yes 2 

anawem th• phone at t.',e desk?• rt nuna have answered the 
phoM. code No.) 
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CRITERIA MASTE~ UST 

.Sm-ire~ of Cnt1"·°" 
l c1Jmffl4lio• Appliraoilit~ 

04 <:It. Does th• cleric handle communications with other departments No 5. 8. 9 
IDUeSI direct communication by a nurse i.s requir!d? YP!S ., -
<To nurse: .. In the put :? days, has a cleric taken ~ ol all Not Applie2ble 3 

communiationa with other departments unle54 uittct communi• Information 

cation by a nurse is required? .. Answer No if nurse took c:in of ~ot Available 4 

any routine requisitions. Code NA only i! nurse is required, i.e .. 
if Sl)ecific nursing knowladi• is IUN!iied. Does not re!er to an• 
aw.ring telephon..) 

01 08. An all paps ol the dwt stamped -mth the addl'essognph No 1. :?. 3, 4. 6. 7 
con-ectJy? Yes :? 
(For Yes anawer a.LI pages must be stamped with the c:o~ 
pauent's addreuognpn piau.l 

01 09. An ail routine forma included in the patient's chart! No 1 1. 2. 3. 4, 6, i 

(Check to see that ail routine p~ an prewnt.> Yes 2 

6.4 Environmental and Support Services A.re ?!-ovided 

01. ts the patient's room clnn! No I l, 2. 3. 4. 6, i 

(R.{en to cleanliness of floor. bed a.side from linens. wa.lls, major Yes 2 

pNICd ot equipment, and bedside tables. Al.I must be clean for 
Y• answer. Does not rwler to tn.sh cans.) 

06 02. Is the sink in the patient's ?"OOffl or adja~nt bathroom used by the :-to 1. 2. 3, 4. 6, i 
patient dean? Yes 2 

06 03. Haa wa.,ce been removed from the patient's room? !'lo 1. ~ 3. "· 6, 7 
(Check (or emptied tr.uh c:sns and !or clutter in room. Does not Yn 2 

apply to it•ms lt!t on pati1nt'J bed.l 

04. Is ail equipment in the room being: 1, :?. 3. "· ti, 7 

A. Used or on a scandby buis? So 
Ye. .. .. 
Sot Applic:able 3 

B. In its proper placw? No 1 

(Raters to any type of equipment .:urrently used in treatint Yes 2 

patients, 1.f., oxygen equipfflftnt. IPPB machine. suction equip- No< Ai,pl.icable 3 

men,. etc. or equipment antic:ip:ated tor 1mmedi.att UH 01\.'ll~ of 
patient's u~ble condition. l 

06 05. ta the patient's room frM o( smoke? So 1. 2. 3 

(Noc applicable only if patient is in privatt room and is smokin~.l YH 2 

03 06. Z. the room tempentun comfortable !or the patient? No 1. 2, 3 

(To patient: "!a the tempera.tun in your room com!orublt for you Yes :? 

now?'"} Information 
Sot Avail.a.bl• 3 

06 08. Ia the corridol" c:lear of al.I equipment! No. various .;, s. 9 

(Observe (or stntchers and machines or any other equipment kinds ol equip-

~n,mtly in corridor. rr isolation or dieury equipment preunt. ment pre9ent 

code u Vanoua kinda ol equipment.) So, eme~ney 
equipment 
pNSent :? 

Yn, none 
jm!1Mnt 3 

09. Is tMN an adequate supply of linen prov;ded? So 1 5, s. 9 

{To nune: •tn the put. two days, have you had enough linen (Of' Yes 2 

ail ot YOW" patients?") 
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S..-1l!:>i:!.' of Crit1ri01t 
bifi.?•ifl.tma'II Applicability 

(}$ 10. Are adequate supplies for routine treumenta provided'! No 1 5, 8, 9 
(To nurse: .. tn the past 2 day:., have you had enough supplies. Yu 2 
other than linen, for treatments such i-1 dressing d1an~s when-
ever you needed them?") 

08 11. Are there llandwuhing facilities in or adjacent to each patient's :-lo 1, Z. 3. 4, 6. 7 
room! Yes 2 
(Ref en to sink (or use by either patients or sutf: must be ,itbr 
in the room or not mor9 than one room away Crom patient's room.> 

()..3 12. Are supplies for handwuhing (soap. water, towels) present at :{o 1 1, 2. 3. -t, 6, i' 
the sink used tor handwaahing by patients ,,,. su.rY? Ya 2 

(.\:4 13. Does the pharmacy deliver ail routine and stat supplies :o the No 5. 8, 9 
wut? Yes 2 
(To nurse in charge: "{n the past :? days, have pharmacy person-
Ml dative~ aJI routine and stat supplies to the unit within a 
reuonable time?" Applies to ail shi/t.s. Code Yes only ii supplies 
both delive~ by pharmacy penoMel and within a reasonable 
time. Applies to any delivery syac.m, , . , .• dumbwaiter. ottc.) 

04 14. Are supplies from Cffltral supply delivered to the Wlit! No 1 S. 8, 9 

(To nUJM: .. During the put 2 days han ~ntnl supply personnel '{es 2 

delivered ail supplies to the unit within a rn.,onable time?" 
Applies to all shifts. Code '{ es only i! supplies both. delive~ by 
centn! supply personnel and ,,.;thin a reaao~le time. Applies to 
any delivery system. e.r., dumbwaiter, ttc.l 

04 15. In the put 2 days. have hou.sekHping personnel done aJ.l deaning 5, 8. 9 

in the {ollowinc areu (a.sic nwn in charpi: 

A. Clnnin1 corridors! No 
Yts 2 
Information 

Noc Available 3 

B. Clan.inc utility rt>Oms? No 1 
Yes 2 
In!onution 

Not Available 3 

c:: Clnninr patient beds. a.side (rem chancing lineru? No 
Yes z 
In!onMtion 

Not Available 3 

D. Cleaning ;,atient unit on discharge? !'lo l 

(Code No ii any pan. done by nursing penonn.!.) Yes 2 
lntormation 

Not Available 3 

18. Do d1-tary persoMel deliver" ail tnys to patients? ~o 1 5, 3 

(To nurse: •rn th• past 2 days. have dieury personnel deliverwd Ya 2 

all trays to nonisolated patients' bedsides. including !2te trays and 
anacia?" For nurs.r:,= "1n th• pa.1t 2 days. h2ve diet2r";I per.!onnel 
1W!ivff'ed all formula to tlw unit for babies?" Cod• No ii any tnys 
or fonnula delivered by nUJ'HL) 

17. Do dietary penonnet ~move ail tnys {rem ;,atients' rooms? No 5, 8 

(To nune: "In the paat 2 d2ys. have dMtary per-sonnel ~:mo,·ed all Yes 2 

tnya from nomsolated patienu' rooms. including late cny1 and In!ormation 

snacks!'" For nurser:,: "tn the put 2 days, havtt dietary personnel 
~ot ,A\-aiW>le 3 

rm,oved all formula mater.ala Crom the nun.ry?'" Code No ii any 
tnya 01' !ormula materials !'1!moved by nunes.l 
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18. Does an t5':0rt sel"Vic:e take patients to other~ o{ the hospiw 
wuesa nursing supervision of the patient i.s required! 

(To nurw: "[n the put !? d2ys, haa an escort service taken a.II 
patientt to other are.as o( th• hospital unieu nuning supel"Vtsion 
ol the patient wu required? .. Nurse is nec:euary for babies. 
Escort service ~!en to pel"SOnnel who an specific:llly !'Hpon• 
lihle !or tr:msporting patients and do not have nursing are 
rnponaibilities. Code No if any nursing personnel who .are pr-o
vidinr nursing c:srw on the unit an uHd for transport service. i! 
nuninr supervision of patient wu not requin<i.) 

20. Do support service persoMel. such as unit managen. admitting 
office, etc., u~lain are and use of pt'f'!Ona.l property co the 
patient or family on admission to the hoapita.l? 

(To patient: wWhen you entered the hosnita.l. did someone tell you 
what to do Mth ~rsonal belonlJings. 3UCh as cloches or jeweir;··~ 
Do you recail who expwned it to you!" Yes only 1! expl2.ined by 
noMunina personnel. Code NA if patient tr2nSfem!Q from an• 
other unit.) 

CRITERIA MASTER UST 

No 
Yes 
Information 

Not Available 

No 
Yes 
Information 

Not Available 

1 
2 

3 

1 
2 

l 

Crit,rio.,._ 
Apptitabilitr, 

5, 8 

1. z. 3 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFOR.i.1\fATION 

Ba s ic educational preparation in nursing: 

Associate Degree 

Nursing Diploma 

Baccalaureate Degree 

Post Baccalaureate Studies in Nursing 

Master's Degree 

Present educational preparation in nursing: 

Associate Degree 

Nursing Diploma 

Baccalaureate Degree 

Post Baccalaureate Studies in Nursing 

Master's Degree 

Years of experience in nursing 

Years of experience in present institution 
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Table 5 

Raw Quality Care Scores for the 31 Primary Nurses Studied 

Highest Overall Subtotal Scores Nurse Educational Score Objective Levela 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

01 A.D. 0.75 0.70 0.83 0.69 0.86 0.57 0.81 
02 A.D. 0.83 0.78 0.85 0.71 1.00 1.00 0.81 
03 N.D. 0.82 0.55 0.86 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.80 
04 B.S. 0.71 0.62 0.87 0.74 0.55 1.00 0.71 
05 B.S. 0.71 0.50 0.78 0.71 0.89 0.71 0.75 

06 A.D. 0.58 0.30 0.91 0.50 0.57 0.57 0.61 
07 N.D. 0.61 0.30 0.92 0.56 0.73 0.29 0.80 
08 B.S. 0.82 0.67 0.92 0.79 0.79 1.00 0.78 
09 N.D. 0.81 0.87 0.94 0.65 0.54 1.00 0.87 J-1 

w 
10 B.S. 0.77 0.67 0.91 0.70 0.73 1.00 0.67 U1 

11 B.S. 0.70 0.67 0.78 0.52 0.73 1.00 0.80 
12 N.D. 0.63 0.52 0.78 0.38 0.57 1.00 0.87 
14 A.D. 0.70 0.44 1.00 0.48 0.82 1.00 0.67 
16 A.D. 0.79 0.61 0.73 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00 
17 N.D. 0.72 0.55 0.84 0.47 0.83 1.00 0.89 

18 B.S. 0.68 0.63 0.76 0.48 0.74 0.86 0.82 
19 A.D. 0.53 0.35 0.67 0.34 0.45 1.00 0.87 
20 B.S. 0.88 0.67 1.00 0.94 0.86 1.00 1.00 
21 B.S. 0.69 0.74 0.71 0.40 0.54 1.00 1.00 
22 A.D. 0.55 0.59 0.67 0.34 0.20 1.00 0.82 



Table 5 (Continued) 

Highest Overall Nurse Educational Score 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

Levela 
1.0 

A.D. 0.61 0.57 
A.D. 0.75 0.73 
B.S. 0.58 0.62 
B.S. 0.70 0.60 
N.D. 0.78 0.78 

B.S. 0.74 0.67 
N.D. 0.74 0.76 
B.S. 0.82 0.78 
B.S. 0.88 0.94 
P.B.S. 0.76 0.76 
B.S. 0.72 0.70 

aA.D. = Associate Degree in Nursing 
N.D. = Nursing Diploma 

2.0 

0.67 
1.00 
0.52 
0.81 
0.86 

0.92 
0.83 
0.80 
0.77 
0.76 
0.83 

B.S. = Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing 
P.B.S. = Post Baccalaureate Studies in Nursing 

Subtotal Scores 
Objective 

3.0 4.0 

0.52 0. 67. 
0.66 0.91 
0.31 0.78 
0.80 0.91 
0.63 0.90 

0.54 0.86 
0.73 0.80 
0.91 0.60 
1.00 0.90 
0.71 0.78 
0.60 0.57 

5.0 6.0 

0.86 0.82 
1.00 0.80 
1.00 0.75 
0.57 0.37 
0.75 0.82 

1.00 0.71 
0.62 0.71 
1.00 0.82 
0.62 0.94 
1.00 0.72 ....., 
0.71 0.78 w 

O'I 
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Table 6 

Analysis of Variance of Overall and Objective Scores 
Based on the Computer Analysis Utilizing the 

Veldman (1967) Format 

Source Mean Square df F-Ratio p 

Overall Mean Score 

Total .0086 30 

Groups .0131 2 1.589 .2208 

Error .0082 28 

Objective 1.0 
Total .0225 30 

Group .0411 2 1.938 .1611 
Error .0212 28 

Objective 2.0 
Total .0119 30 

Group .0069 2 0.562 .5816 
Error .0123 28 

Objective 3.0 
Total .0332 30 

Group .0444 2 1.369 .2702 
Error .0324 28 

Objective 4.0 
Total .0335 30 

Group .0047 2 0.131 .8773 
Error .0355 28 

Objective 5.0 
Total .0378 30 

Group .0203 2 0.519 .6059 
Error .0391 28 

Objective 6.0 
Total .0151 30 

Group .0059 2 0.376 .6953 
Error .0158 28 
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The identified problem was to determine if the level 

of nursing education could be related to quality of care in 

a primary nursing setting. Purposes were: (1) identification 

of highest educational level; (2) determination of quality 

of care provided; (3) relationship of educational level with 

quality of care. The conceptual framework was the Nursing 

Process. 

The sample included 31 randomly selected patients, 

having 31 primary nurses, who were on medical-surgical units 

within a general hospital. Haussmann et al. 's Criteria 

Master List was utilized to collect data. 

Mean scores showed some differences in the use of the 

Nursing Process among different educational levels of pri

mary nurses. ANOVA was applied to data and indicated no 

significant difference in quality of care among educational 

levels. 




